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FREE TRANSPORT FOR CONVEX POTENTIALS
YOANN DABROWSKI, ALICE GUIONNET, DIMA SHLYAKHTENKO
Abstract. We construct non-commutative analogs of transport maps among free Gibbs
state satisfying a certain convexity condition. Unlike previous constructions, our approach
is non-perturbative in nature and thus can be used to construct transport maps between free
Gibbs states associated to potentials which are far from quadratic, i.e., states which are far
from the semicircle law. An essential technical ingredient in our approach is the extension
of free stochastic analysis to non-commutative spaces of functions based on the Haagerup
tensor product.
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1. Introduction
A transport map between two probability measures is a function pushing the first measure
onto the second. Finding transport maps which minimize a certain cost function is the central
question in transportation theory. It was formalized by Monge in the eighteenth century,
studied by Kantorovich during World War II and has known major advances in the last
twenty years, starting with a work of Brenier [Bre91], see also the very inspiring book by
Villani [Vil03]. In fact, the mere existence of a transport map is itself not completely trivial
and was shown by von Neumann in 1930s, under very weak assumptions, as part of the
program to classify measure spaces.
A central question is to find appropriate generalizations of this result to the non-
commutative setting, where measures are replaced by non-commutative distributions, that
is, tracial states. In this case, there is no notion of density but in certain instances arising
in Voiculescu’s free probability theory, integration by parts makes sense. It gives the adjoint
in L2 of Voiculescu’s free difference quotient [Voi98], and is often a (cyclic) derivative of a
non-commutative function that we call potential.
Non commutative laws which are characterized by such an integration by parts formula
are called free Gibbs laws. In [GS12], two of the authors of this article constructed transport
maps between a class of free Gibbs laws. They used ideas going back to Monge and Ampe`re,
based on the remark that transport maps must satisfy an equation given by the change
of variables formula. Solving this equation yields a transport map. Unfortunately, this
equation was only solved in [GS12] in the case of potentials which are small perturbations
of quadratic potentials, i.e., certain small perturbations of Voiculescu’s free semicircular
law. However, already this result yielded isomorphisms between the associated C∗ and
von Neumann algebras in such perturbative situations, solving a number of open questions
[Voi06]. In particular, this approach was used to show that the C∗ and von Neumann algebras
of q-Gaussian laws [BS91] are isomorphic for sufficiently small values of q.
The goal of the present article is to consider non-perturbative situations. We will see that
we can tackle situations where the potential is “strictly convex” (in a sense we will make
precise later in the paper). The idea is once again to use a non-commutative version of
the Monge-Ampe`re equation, but to solve it by interpolating the potential between the two
given laws. This requires to solve a Poisson type equation. The latter, in strictly convex
situations, can be solved by using the associated (free) semi-group. However, this program
meets several difficulties in the non-commutative setting. First, smoothness properties of
the semi-group were so far not studied. Furthermore, the appropriate notion of convexity
has not yet been formulated. We detail our framework in Section 2, leaving to the appendix
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the elaboration of most of its properties. In Section 3, we study the semi-group defined in
this framework and derive its properties. Based on this, we finally construct the transport
map in Section 4.
In the rest of this section, we detail the classical construction of transport maps from
which we took our inspiration, and explain how it generalizes to the case of a single non-
commutative variable. We then consider the general non-commutative multi-variable case
and state our main theorem.
1.1. Classical construction of transport maps. For any suitable real-valued function U
from Rd to R we define the probability measure
µU(dx) =
1
ZU
e−U(x)dx, ZU =
∫
e−U(x)dx .
We let V and V +W be two functions going fast enough to infinity so that ZV and ZV+W
are finite. We would like to construct F : Rd 7→ Rd so that µV+W = F#µV , i.e., so that for
all test functions h∫
h(F (y))dµV (y) =
∫
h(x)dµW (x) =
∫
h(F (y))Jac(F )(y)e−(V+W )(F (y))dy/ZW
where Jac(F ) denotes the Jacobian of F . We have simply performed the change of variables
x = F (y) in the last line, assuming that F is C1. We therefore deduce that F should satisfy
the transport equation:
(1) V (y) = (V +W )(F (y))− ln Jac(F )(y) + C
for almost all y where we set C = lnZV+W − lnZV .
If V −W is small we can seek a solution F which is close to identity, so that its Jacobian
stays away from the zero and therefore does not get close to the singularity of the loga-
rithm. The resulting equation can in turn be solved by the implicit function theorem. Such
arguments were extended to the non-commutative setting in [GS12].
To solve the transport equation in a non-perturbative situation, we shall in this article
proceed by interpolating the potential. Namely, let us consider potentials Vα = αW +V and
seek to construct a transport map Fα of µV onto µVα. The advantage of smooth interpolation
is that transporting µVα onto µVα+ε can a priori be solved for ε small enough by the previous
pertubative arguments, and the full transport F1 = F of µV onto µW can then be recovered
by integration along the interpolation.
In fact, we shall solve the transport equation (1) under the additional restriction that F
evolves according to a gradient flow: ∂αFα = ∇gα(Fα). It turns out that g must then be a
solution of the Poisson equation
(2) LVαgα = W + ∂α lnZVα ,
with LVα = ∆−∇Vα.∇ the infinitesimal generator of the diffusion having µVα as its stationary
measure. Solving the Poisson equation (2) amounts to inverting LVα , that is, finding the
Green function of the differential operator LVα . This is a well known problem which can be
solved under various boundary conditions or growth of V at infinity. To simplify we shall
assume that Vα (that is V and V +W ) are uniformly convex. This insures that the semi-
group P αs = e
sLVα converges uniformly towards the Gibbs measure µVα as s goes to infinity.
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More precisely, there exists some c > 0 such that for all Lipschitz functions f with bounded
Lipschitz norm ‖f‖L we have
‖P αs f − µVα(f)‖∞ ≤ 2e−cs‖f‖L .
As a consequence we can solve the Poisson equation (2) by setting
(3) gα(x) =
∫ ∞
0
P αs (W + ∂α lnZVα)(x)ds
where we noticed that µVα (W + ∂α lnZVα) = 0. Hence we see that in the classical setup
(2) can be solved thanks to the associated semi-group. Moreover, by smoothness of x 7→
P αs (W )(x), we see that gα is smooth if W is. To conclude, all that remains is to solve the
transport equation ∂αFα = ∇gα(Fα). In the rest of this article we generalize this strategy
to the free probability framework.
Let us first investigate the free set-up in the one variable case. Typically, one should
think about the non-commutative law of one variable as the asymptotic spectral measure of
a random matrix, confined by a potential V : the joint law of these eigenvalues is given by
dP VN (λ1, . . . , λN) =
1
ZVN
∏
1≤i 6=j≤N
|λi − λj | exp{−N
N∑
i=1
V (λi)}
∏
1≤i≤N
dλi .
It is then well known (see e.g. [AGZ10]) that the spectral measure LN =
1
N
∑N
i=1 δλi converges
almost surely to the equilibrium measure µV , which is characterized by the fact that the
function
(4) V (x)− 2
∫
ln |x− y|dµV (y)
is equal to a constant cV on the support of µV and is greater than this constant outside of
the support. This equation implies the Schwinger-Dyson equation
(5) 2 P.V.
∫
1
x− ydµV (y) = V
′(x), µV a.s.
where P.V. denotes the principal value. We will call a free Gibbs law with potential V a
solution to (5). It may not be unique; in fact, there is a continuum of solutions as soon as
solutions have disconnected support: a solution corresponds to any choice of masses of the
connected pieces of the support. This is not the case when V is uniformly convex. In this
case, there is a unique solution and it has connected support. The interest in Schwinger-
Dyson equation is that it can be interpreted as an integration by parts identity for the
non-commutative derivative ∂f(x, y) := f(x)−f(y)
x−y since it implies that∫ ∫
f(x)− f(y)
x− y dµV (x)dµV (y) =
∫
f(x)V ′(x)dµV (x) .
As there is no notion of density in free probability, integration by parts can be seen as an
important way to classify measures. Moreover, as we shall soon describe, there is a natural
generalization of free Gibbs laws to the multi-variable setting.
Let now V,W be two potentials. We would like to construct a transport map from the
Gibbs law µV with potential V to the Gibbs law µV+W with potential V +W . We can follow
the previous scheme and seek gα satisfying : ∂αFα = g
′
α(Fα) and Fα#µV = µVα. By (4), we
find that µVα almost surely we must have
(6) ∆Vαgα(x) := 2
∫
g′α(x)− g′α(y)
x− y dµVα(y)− V
′
α(x)g
′
α(x) = W − ∂αcVα .
We recognize on the left hand side the infinitesimal generator ∆Vα of the free diffusion driven
by a free Brownian motion, [BS98]. More precisely, the infinitesimal generator of the free
diffusion is given by
∆Vαf(x) = 2E
[
f ′(x)− f(X)
x−X
]
− V ′(x)f ′(x)
if X has the same law as x.
The fact that this generator depends on the law of the variable complicates the resulting
theory quite a lot. In particular, the operators es∆Vα acting on the obvious space of functions
do not form a semigroup. To restore the semi-group property, we have to enlarge the set of
test functions to be functions of not just the real variable x, but also of expectations of this
random variable. Our idea here is similar to the one introduced in [Ceb13]. This in turn
changes the generator of the diffusion to also involve differentiation under the expectation:
we denote δV the derivative δV E[f ] = E[∆V f ]. We can now check that (e
s(∆Vα+δVα ))s≥0 is a
semi-group so that we can apply the previous analysis.
Note here that when x follows the invariant measure µVα, δVαµVα(f) = 0 and therefore the
two generators coincide. Thus invariant measures for the semi-group (es(∆Vα+δVα ))s≥0 will
satisfy (6).
As before, we shall solve (6) under a gradient form. Again, the natural gradient that we
shall use also differentiates under expectation. Namely we let D to be given for any smooth
functions f, fi, i ≥ 0 by
D(f(x)
∏
E[fj(x)]) = f
′(x)
∏
E[fj(x)] + E[f ]
∑
i
f ′i(x)
∏
j 6=i
E[fj ] .
Then, we shall find a function Dgα (of the variable x and the expectation, see Lemma 14),
which satisfies a gradient form of (6) (after adding δV to the generator and commuting D
with ∆Vα + δVα) :
(7) D(W ) = (∆Vα + δVα)(Dgα) + V ′′αDgα .
Having obtained the solution gα, we finally solve
(8) ∂αFα = Dgα(Fα) .
To make things clearer, let us transport the measure P VN onto P
W
N and only afterwards
take the large N -limit. Again, we consider the transport of P VN onto P
Vα
N . We may expect,
by symmetry, the flow F α = (F α1 , . . . , F
α
N) for the transport map to be the gradient of a
function of the empirical measure LN =
1
N
∑
δλNi :
F αi (λ) = N∂λiGα(LN) = DGα(λi, LN) .
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The infinitesimal generator LV = ∆ − ∇V.∇ acting on functions of the form F (LN) =
N
∏
1
N
∑N
i=1 fj(λi) reads
LV F =
∑
k
∏
j 6=k
1
N
N∑
i=1
fj(λi)
1
N
N∑
i=1
LV fk(λi) +O(
1
N
)
where the last term comes from differentiation of two different functions and is at most of
order 1/N . Hence, when N goes to infinity we see that functions of the distribution of the
λi should not be taken as constant but also differentiated under the expectation. Taking the
gradient in the Poisson equation (2) shows that we seek Gα such that for each i
(LVα + δVα)DGα(λi) = DW (λi) + V ′′α (λi)DGα(λi) +O(
1
N
) .
Hence, taking the large N limit, we expect Gα to be given at first order by the solution gα
of (7).
The final step to finish our construction of the transport map is to introduce a notion
of uniform convexity of V such that the associated semi-group converges uniformly and
sufficiently rapidly towards the invariant measure as time goes to infinity (to make sense of
the integral over time from 0 to∞), and such that if f is smooth then also x 7→ es(∆Vt+δVt )f(x)
is smooth, uniformly in s (to be able to solve the transport equation). Our choice of the
notion of uniform convexity of V is designed to guarantee such properties.
1.2. Construction of transport maps in free probability. We now want to explain
our approach to the main goal of this article, which is to construct transport maps be-
tween non-commutative distributions of several non-commutative variables. In free proba-
bility theory, laws of non-commutative variables are defined as linear forms τ on the space
C〈X1, . . . , Xn〉 of polynomials in the self-adjoint non-commutative letters X1, . . . , Xn with
coefficients in C which have mass one (so that τ(1) = 1), and which satisfy the traciality
property (τ(PQ) = τ(QP )) and the state property (τ(PP ∗) ≥ 0). Here ∗ denotes the usual
involution (zXi1 · · ·Xik)∗ = z¯Xik · · ·Xi1 .
An example one should keep in mind is the asymptotic law of several interacting random
matrices with joint law given by
dPVN(X
N
1 , . . . , X
N
n ) =
1
ZVN
exp{−NTr(V (XN1 , . . . , XNn ))}dXN1 · · · dXNn
where dXN is the Lebesgue measure on the space of N ×N Hermitian matrices and V is a
self-adjoint polynomial in C〈X1, . . . , Xn〉 so that ZVN is finite. In this case
τXN (P ) =
1
N
Tr(P (XN1 , . . . , X
N
n ))
is a non commutative law for any self-adjoint matrices XN1 , . . . , X
N
n . So is its expectation
under PVN and the limit of these expected value as N →∞ (if the limit exists).
Existence of such an (almost sure and L1(PVN)) limit was proven when V is a small per-
turbation of a quadratic potential [GMS06] and when V satisfies some property of convexity
[GS09].
In this paper we will introduce a more suitable notion of convexity yielding as well existence
and uniqueness of a limit τV . We shall see that it includes the case of quartic potentials. By
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integration by parts, we see that the limit τV must satisfy that for any polynomial P
(9) τV ⊗ τV (∂iP ) = τV (PDiV )
where ∂i is the free difference quotient with respect to the ith derivative from C〈X1, . . . , Xn〉
to C〈X1, . . . , Xn〉 ⊗ C〈X1, . . . , Xn〉 given by
∂i(PQ) = ∂i(P )× 1⊗Q+ P ⊗ 1× ∂iQ, ∂iXj = 1i=j1⊗ 1 ,
and Di = m ◦ ∂i the cyclic derivative, m(a × b) = ba. When V =
∑n
i=1X
2
i , σn := τ
∑n
i=1X
2
i
is uniquely given recursively by (9) and is the law of n free semicircle variables. In general,
we say that a non-commutative law τV satisfying (9) is a free Gibbs law with potential V .
Alternatively we say that the conjugate variables (∂∗i (1 ⊗ 1))1≤i≤n are equal to the cyclic
gradient (DiV )1≤i≤n.
The goal of this paper is to construct non-commutative transport maps between τV and
σn, following the ideas developed in the previous section. In fact, constructing the transport
map as the solution of the transport equation (8) where gα is solution of a Poisson equation
(7) is a natural analogue thanks to existence of free diffusion and free semi-groups. However,
this program meets several issues that have to be addressed.
• One of the key point to construct the solution to Poisson equation was the fast
convergence of the semi-group towards the free Gibbs law. In the free context, it is
well known that semi-groups with deep double well potentials do not always converge.
It is therefore natural to search for the appropriate notion of convexity in the non-
commutative setting, which would imply convergence of the semi-group as time goes
to infinity, uniformly on the initial condition. In [GS09], the notion of convexity that
was used turns out to be too strong to include many examples. It assumed that for
all n-tuples of self-adjoint variables (X, Y ) bounded by some R,
n∑
i=1
((DiV (X)−DiV (Y ))(Xi − Yi) + (Xi − Yi)(DiV (X)−DiV (Y )))
is non-negative. This is not satisfied by V (X) = X4 as can be checked by taking
(X, Y ) to be two 2 × 2 matrices given by X11 = 1, X12 = X21 = 0, X22 = −6,
Y11 = 1, Y12 = Y21 =
√
11/4, Y22 = −5. It would be more natural to assume that the
Hessian of TrV (XN1 , . . . , X
N
n ) is bounded below for any n-tuple of Hermitian matrices
XN1 , . . . , X
N
n . However, this Hessian lives in a tensor product space and saying that
it is non-negative depends on the topology with which we equip the tensor product.
We shall see that a good topology is given by the extended Haagerup tensor product
and prove that our definition includes the case of quartic potentials.
• As in the one variable case, we have to consider functions not only of the variables but
also of the expectation and the semi-group must also differentiate under expectation.
Hence, we have to develop free stochastic calculus applied to such functions.
• The solution of the Poisson equation is given in terms of the semi-group, and we
need to show existence and smoothness of the transport maps which are the solution
of the transport equation driven by this solution. This requires us to show that the
semi-group acts smoothly on appropriate spaces of non-commutative functions, and
also understand its image under the cyclic gradient.
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We next state our result. In Section 2.4 we define several differential operators acting
on functions of several non-commutative variables, some of them being well known in free
probability, such as the difference quotient and the cyclic gradient. We extend their definition
to functions which also depend on expectations, in order to define a proper semi-group on
the appropriate function spaces. We then define the notion of (c, R) h-convexity of a function
in Definition 3. It states that the Hessian of this function is bounded below by cI in the
extended Haagerup tensor product, uniformly when evaluated on non-commutative variables
bounded by R. An important point is that this notion is stable under addition. We then
show in Proposition 5 that the free SDE with strictly h-convex potential converges as time
goes to infinity towards a free Gibbs law. To construct the transport map between τV and σn,
we shall need an additional technical assumption. First, as we proceed by interpolation of
the potential, we need to assume that a nice bounded free Gibbs law exists for all potentials
Vα = αV + (1 − α)
∑n
i=1X
2
i , α ∈ [0, 1]. This is the content of Assumption 16. We are now
in position to state one of our main theorems, see Corollary 17 (with B = D = C and
W = c
∑n
i=1X
2
i − V ).
Theorem 1. Let c, R > 0. Assume that V is a six times continuously differentiable (c, R)
h-convex on the space of variables bounded by 2R. Assume that (V, c
∑n
i=1X
2
i − V ) satisfies
the technical Assumption 16. Let Vα = V + α(c
∑n
i=1X
2
i − V ).
• There exists α0 > 0 and functions Fα, α ∈ [0, α0] and Gα, α ∈ [0, α0], so that for all
α ∈ [0, α0], τV (resp. τVα) is the pushforward of τVα (resp. τV ) by Fα (resp. Gα).
• For any α ∈ [0, 1], the von Neumann algebras associated to the free Gibbs law with
potential Vα are isomorphic; in particular, they are isomorphic to the von Neumann
algebra generated by n free semicircular variables.
In the appendix, see Corollary 52, we show that the following perturbation of quartic
potentials V satisfy all our hypotheses:
V(X) = V (X) + εP (
√−1 +X1√−1−X1
, · · · ,
√−1 +Xn√−1−Xn
) ,
with
V (X) =
k∑
j=1
µjυj
(
n∑
i=1
λi,jXi
)
+
n∑
i,j=1
Ai,jXiXj .
Here A = (Ai,j) ∈ Mn(IR) is a positive matrix with A ≥ cIn, (λi,j) ∈ Mn,k(IR), µ ∈ [0,∞[k,
υj(x) = νj,2
X21
2
+ νj,3
X31
3
+ νj,4
X41
4
∈ C〈X1, ..., Xn〉 for νj,4 > 0, ν2j,3 ≤ 8νj,2νj,4/3. Furthermore,
P is a self-adjoint polynomial and ε is small enough.
This is the first potential which is not a perturbation of a quadratic case for which iso-
morphism between the von Neumann algebras associated with its free Gibbs law and that
of free semi-circle variables is proven.
In the rest of the article we will consider a more general framework where the set of poly-
nomials in X1, . . . , Xn is replaced by the set of polynomials in X1, . . . , Xn and elements in B,
a von Neumann algebra. For D a von Neumann subalgebra of B, we shall consider variables
X1, . . . , Xn which commute with D. Our set of test functions will be converging series in
such monomials, or closures of this space arising from certain non-commutative versions of
Cp-norms. We shall consider the extended Haagerup tensor product of such spaces, and its
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cyclic variant which allows the action of cyclic permutations on these functions, space on
which the cyclic gradient acts. Indeed, this gradient appears in the right hand side of the
Dyson-Schwinger equation (9) and the non-commutative version of the transport equation
(8), and is therefore key to our analysis. Our main result in this general situation is stated
in Corollary 17.
Our motivation for this generalization is two-fold. The first is to consider the crossed
product Fn⋉D of an action of the free group on D, as well as its q-deformation [JLU14]. At
this point we did not verify that these deformations correspond to potentials that satisfy our
assumptions (for q small enough). The motivation to also consider the algebra B comes from
the analysis of the free product (Γ⋉D)∗D (W ∗(Ss, s ≤ t)⊗D): then B = Γ⋉D. Being able
to construct transport maps in this setting would allow to construct solutions of free SDE’s
with initial conditions in B as the image by transport maps of some process St1 , . . . , Stn .
For instance, one would want to obtain solutions of free SDE’s similar to those considered
in [Shl09] in the context of crossed product and for non-algebraic cocycles. Building such
solutions in free products with amalgamation could enable the use of techniques similar to
those in [DI16, Io15] and would lead to the study of algebras B by a free transport approach,
for instance to answer questions such as uniqueness of Cartan decomposition up to unitary
conjuguacy for non-trivial actions when Γ is a group with positive first ℓ2 Betti number. Such
interesting applications would thus require to consider non smooth potentials V , something
which is still far from our reach. However, we feel that these potential applications outweigh
the small additional difficulties involved in considering the more complex setting with non-
trivial algebras B and D. Thus our article lays the groundwork for future developments in
this direction and our main example of relative algebra B is exactly the kind of crossed-
product that could be interesting for the above-mentioned potential applications.
Acknowledgements. The authors would like to acknowledge the hospitality of the Focus
Program on Noncommutative Distributions in Free Probability Theory held at the Fields
institute in July 2013 where an early part of this work has been completed. We are also
grateful to the Oberwolfach Workshop on Free Probability Theory held in June 2015 during
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2. Definitions and framework
2.1. Spaces of analytic functions. We denote by M(X1, . . . , Xn) the set of monomials in
X1, . . . , Xn. Throughout this paper, B will denote a finite von Neumann algebra, and D a
von Neumann subalgebra.
The extended Haagerup tensor product relative to D is denoted by
eh⊗
D
. We denote by B
eh⊗
D,c
n
a version of the n-th extended Haagerup tensor power of B that carries the action of the
cyclic group of order n.
For R > 0, we define formally
B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉 := B ⊕1D ℓ1D
(
R|m|B
eh⊗
D(|m|+ 1);m ∈M(X1, ..., Xn), |m| ≥ 1
)
.
Here R|m|E means the space E with standard norm multiplied by R|m|. This space can
be regarded as the space of power series in X1, . . . , Xn with coefficients in B and radius
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of convergence at least R by identifying a monomial b0Xi1b1 · · ·Xipbp with the copy of the
tensor b0⊗· · ·⊗bp indexed by the monomial m = Xi1 · · ·Xip . The definition of the Haagerup
tensor product
eh⊗
D
are discussed in section 1.2 and Lemma 5 of [Dab15] (see also [P, chaper
5], [M97, M05] for the general module case). The above definition requires a direct sum of
D-modules in order that B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉
eh⊗
D
B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉 is well defined. Modulo
this (important) property, we could have more simply considered the (ordinary operator
space) ℓ1 = ℓ1
C
direct sum (cf. [P, section 2.6]): we denote B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R,C〉 the
corresponding smaller space. We will only use this sum in the cyclic case.
Its cyclic variant Bc〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R,C〉 is given by:
(D′ ∩B)⊕1 ℓ1
(
R|m|B
eh⊗
D,c
(|m|+1)
;m ∈M(X1, ..., Xn), |m| ≥ 1
)
,
where D′ is the commutant of D and
eh⊗
D,c
stands for the cyclic version of Haagerup tensor
product defined in subsection 5.3. This space can be regarded as the space of power series
in X1, . . . , Xn with coefficients in B and radius of convergence at least R, and such that
variables Xj commute with D. As before, a monomial b0Xi1b1 · · ·Xipbp is identified with the
copy of the tensor b0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bp indexed by the monomial m = Xi1 · · ·Xip. The use of the
Haagerup tensor product
eh⊗
D,c
ensures the possibility of cyclic permutation of various terms in
the power series. Cp+1 denotes the group of cyclic permutations acting on the cyclic tensor
product, with generator ρ(b0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bp) = bp ⊗ b0 · · · ⊗ bp−1. We will define in subsection
6.1 the cyclic gradient: it is roughly speaking a linear map on this space. We also define the
analogue Bc〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R,C〉 of B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R,C〉.
Bc〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R,C〉 and B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉 are Banach algebras, see [Dab15, Theo-
rem 39] and subsection 6.1.
We let for n,m > 0, i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}, #i : A
eh⊗
D
n × (D′ ∩A
eh⊗
D
m
)→ A
eh⊗
D
n+m−2
the canonical
extension of the map given on elementary tensors by
(a1 ⊗ · · · an)#i(b1 ⊗ · · · bm) = a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ai−1 ⊗ aib1 ⊗ b2 · · · ⊗ bmai+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an .
Having those operadic compositions, which will be crucial for non-commutative calculus,
is another reason for using variants of Haagerup tensor products. The reader should note
that by definition A
eh⊗
D,c
m ⊂ (D′ ∩ A
eh⊗
D
m
). We will also use the restriction to cyclic variants
as defined in subsection 5.3: #i : A
eh⊗
D,c
n × A
eh⊗
D,c
m → A
eh⊗
D,c
n+m−2
We will denote in short #
for #1. We may also write for instance .#(., .) : A
eh⊗
D,c
3 × A
eh⊗
D,c
n × A
eh⊗
D,c
m → A
eh⊗
D,c
m+n−1
for
U#(V,W ) = (U#1V )#W = (U#2W )#V and similarly U#(V1, · · · , Vk).
We endow A
eh⊗
D,c
2
with the adjunction ∗ so that (a⊗b)∗ = a∗⊗b∗. Note that (a#b)∗ = b∗#a∗,
so that (A
eh⊗
D,c
2
, ∗) is a ∗-algebra.
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2.2. Spaces of analytic functions with expectations. We will need a generalization of
analytic functions enabling functions of the conditional expectation ED on D. For example,
we would like to consider functions of the type
b0Xi1b1 · · ·XipbpED[bp+1Xip+2 · · · bp+kED[bp+k+1Xip+k+2 · · · bp+k+m]]
×ED[bp+k+mXip+k+m+1 · · · bp+k+m+ℓ]bp+k+m+ℓ+1Xip+k+m+ℓ+2 · · · bp+k+m+ℓ+r
As the order in which conditional expectations are applied matters, we will label such a
monomial by inserting an additional letter Y for each closing and opening parenthesis of the
map. The matching between the closing and opening parenthesis then defines a non-crossing
pair partitions of the set of positions of the letter Y . Conversely, given a non-commuting
monomial in letters X1, . . . , Xn and Y having even degree 2k in Y , and a non-crossing pair
partition of the positions of the letter Y , we can define a unique expression of the type above.
Thus, formally we set
Bk{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R} := ℓ1D
(
R|m|XB
eh⊗
D
(|m|+1)
;
m ∈M2k(X1, ..., Xn, Y ), π ∈ NC2(2k), |m| ≥ 1
)
, k ≥ 1
where M2k(X1, ..., Xn, Y ) is the set of non-commuting monomial in letters X1, . . . , Xn and
Y having even degree 2k in Y , |m|X denotes the degree in the letter X1, . . . , Xn of m and
|m| = |m|X + 2k. We call Bk{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R,C} the corresponding space with (non-
module) operator space ℓ1 sums (in the sense of [P, section 2.6]). Similarly, we define
Bc,k{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R,C} := ℓ1
(
R|m|XB
eh⊗
D,c
(|m|+1)
;
m ∈M2k(X1, ..., Xn, Y ), π ∈ NC2(2k), |m| ≥ 1
)
.
We set Bc,0{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R,C} = Bc〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R,C〉 and B0{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R} =
B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉.
Finally we define:
Bc{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R,C} := ℓ1 (Bc,k{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R,C}, k ∈ IN) ,
B{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R,C} := ℓ1 (Bk{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R,C}, k ∈ IN) ,
B{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R} := ℓ1D (Bk{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R}, k ∈ IN) .
Above, ED should be considered as a variable taken in the space of D-bilinear completely
bounded maps.
For P ∈ Bc{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R,C} and E : B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉 → D unital D-
bilinear completely-bounded map, we can define the map P 7→ P (E) taking Bc{X1, ..., Xn :
ED, R,C} to B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉 by recursively replacing each sub-monomial ED(Q),
Q ∈ B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉 inside P by E(Q). A formal definition is explained in subsec-
tion 6.2 where all the technical Lemmas we will need about those analytic functions are
proved.
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2.3. Spaces of differentiable functions. Let A be a finite von Neumann algebra, B ⊂ A
a von Neumann subalgebra. Set
AnR := {(X1, . . . , Xn) ∈ An : Xi = X∗i ∈ A; ‖Xi‖ < R, [Xi, D] = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
Let U ⊂ AnR be a closed subset of AnR. For convenience, we will first embed the algebra
Bc〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R,C〉 into a much larger algebra ∩S>RC0b (U,Bc〈X1, ..., Xn : D,S,C〉),
where C0b (U,B) stands for the space of bounded continuous functions on U with values in a
Banach space B. On this space we define the norm
‖P‖A,U = sup{‖P (X1, ..., Xn)‖A ; (X1, ..., Xn) ∈ U },
where by P (X1, . . . , Xn) we mean the value of P evaluated at (X1, . . . , Xn) ∈ U , itself
evaluated as a power series in (X1, . . . , Xn) (see Proposition 29 for some details on those
evaluations). We call the corresponding completion C∗u(A,U : B,D) and C
∗
u(A,R : B,D)
when U = AnR.
For P ∈ ∩S>RC1b (AnR, Bc〈X1, ..., Xn : D,S,C〉) ⊂ ∩S>RC0b (AnR, Bc〈X1, ..., Xn : D,S,C〉)
the set of continuously differentiable functions on AnR with bounded first derivative, one can
consider the differential
dP ∈ ∩S>RC0b (AnR, L(D′ ∩ Ansa, Bc〈X1, ..., Xn : D,S,C〉)) ,
where L(G,G′) is the set of bounded linear maps from G into G′. Here, (D′ ∩ (Ansa)) should
be thought of as a tangent space of AnR. As usual, one writes for X ∈ AnR and H ∈ D′ ∩Ansa,
DHP (X) = dP (X).H
and we see that (DHP : X 7→ dP (X).H) ∈ ∩S>RC0b (AnR, Bc〈X1, ..., Xn : D,S,C〉)). Likewise
for
P ∈ ∩S>RCkb (AnR, Bc〈X1, ..., Xn : D,S,C〉) ⊂ ∩S>RC0b (AnR, Bc〈X1, ..., Xn : D,S,C〉)
an element of the set of k times coefficientwise continuously differentiable functions on AnR
with bounded first k-th order differentials, one can consider the k-th order differential
dkP ∈ C0b (AnR, B((D′ ∩ (Ansa))øˆk, Bc〈X1, ..., Xn : D,S,C〉)).
Here øˆ denotes the projective tensor product.
In this case DKD
k−1
H P (X) = d
kP (X).(K,H, ..., H) and
DKD
k−1
H P : X 7→ DKDk−1H P (X) ∈ ∩S>RC0b (AnR, Bc〈X1, ..., Xn : D,S,C〉).
We show in Proposition 30 that on B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉, the i-th free difference quotient
∂i : B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉 → B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉
eh⊗
D
B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉
is defined and is a canonical derivation satisfying ∂i(Xj) = δi=j1ø1, ∂i(b) = 0. This can be
extended to B{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R} by putting ∂i ◦ ED = 0.
We denote in short
∂k(i1,...,ik) : B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉 → B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉
eh⊗
D
(k+1)
the map
∂k(i1,...,ik) = (∂i1ø1
øk) ◦ (∂i2ø1ø(k−1)) ◦ ... ◦ ∂ik .
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Recall that DH stands for the directional derivative of a function in C
1
u(A,U : B,ED),
viewed as a function from U to the space of power series Bc〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R,C〉. However,
this won’t be the most convenient differential, since the non-commutative power series part
will always be evaluated at the same X ∈ U and we will rather need the full differential
which uses also the free difference quotient on the powers series part.
On the space of continuous differentiable functions C1(U,A) from U to A, denote by DXH
the derivative in the direction H ∈ An. Consider the map η : C1,1u (A,U : B,ED)→ C1(U,A)
given for P ∈ ∩S>RC1b (AnR, Bc〈X1, ..., Xn : D,S,C〉) by η(P ) = (P (X))(X). Then one has
(10) DXH (η(P )) = η(DH(P )) + η(
k∑
j=1
(∂j(P ))#Hj)).
We let dX be the differential associated with D
X
H . We will also write:
dpXP (X).H = (D
X
H )
pη(P ) = dp[X 7→ P (X)(X)](X).(H, ..., H)
=
p∑
j=0
∑
i∈[1,n]j
(dp−j[∂jiP (X)].(H, ..., H))#(Hi1, ..., Hij ).
For P ∈ ∩S>RC0b (AnR, A〈X1, ..., Xn : D,S,C〉), X ∈ AnR , we set
‖P‖k,X =
‖P (X)‖A + k∑
p=1
∑
i∈[1,n]p
‖∂pi (P )(X)‖
A
eh
⊗
D
(p+1)
 .
We will consider the (separation) completion of⋂
S>R
C l+1b (A
n
R, B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,S,C〉)
with respect to the seminorms for (k, l) ∈ IN2 given by
‖P‖k,l,U = sup
X∈U
‖P‖k,X +
l∑
p=1
 supX ∈ U
H ∈ An1
(‖(DXH)pη(P )(X)‖A
+
∑
i ∈ [1, n]m
m ≤ k
‖(DXH )p∂mi (η(P ))(X)‖
A
eh
⊗
D
(m+1)
)

This seminorm controls k free difference quotients and l full differentials.
We will denote these (separation) completions by Ck,lu (A,U : B,D), and C
k,l
u (A,R : B,D)
when U = AnR. Note that the above map D
p
H , for p ≤ l extends continuously to a map
Ck,lu (A,R : B,D)→ Ck−p,l−pu (A,R : B,D).
When in the definition of ‖.‖k,X we replace ‖.‖
A
eh
⊗
D
(l+1)
by ‖.‖
A
eh
⊗
D,c
(l+1)
, we distinguish
the corresponding seminorms by a subscript c, yielding the norm ‖.‖k,l,U,c and the spaces
Ck,lc (A,U : B,D), C
k
c (A,U : B,D).
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Note that this require a supplementary assumption that U ⊂ AnR,UltraApp where AnR,UltraApp
is defined before Proposition 32: this assumption is necessary to define evaluation into cyclic
tensor products. This is crucial to see that the image of cyclic analytic functions by the free
difference quotient belongs to the cyclic Haagerup tensor product, see also Proposition 30.
More precisely we define AnR,UltraApp the set of X1, ..., Xn ∈ A,Xi = X∗i , [Xi, D] = 0, ||Xi|| ≤
R and such that B,X1, ..., Xn is the limit in ED-law (for the ∗-strong convergence of D) of
variables in Bc〈X1, ...Xm : D, 2,C〉(S1, ..., Sm) with Si free semicircular variables over D. We
will thus always assume U ⊂ AnR,UltraApp when we deal with spaces with index c. Note that
consistently, we will write Ckc (A,R : B,D) when U = A
n
R,UltraApp.
For convenience later in writing estimates valid when there is at least one derivative, we
also introduce a seminorm
‖P‖k,l,U,≥1 = sup
X∈U
 k∑
p=1
∑
i∈[1,n]p
‖∂pi (P )(X)‖
A
eh
⊗
D
(p+1)
+ l∑
p=1
sup
X ∈ U
H ∈ An1
(‖(DXH )pη(P )(X)‖A
+
∑
i ∈ [1, n]m
m ≤ k
‖(DXH )p∂mi (η(P ))(X)‖
A
eh
⊗
D
(m+1)
)
.
We next define differentiable functions depending on conditional expectations.
Using the conditional expectation ED : A→ D, we can define a completely bounded map
ED,X : B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,S〉 → D by sending P to ED(P (X1, . . . , Xn)), for any S > R.
Consider the map ω taking P ∈ Bc{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R+,C} := ∩S>RBc{X1, ..., Xn :
ED, S,C} to the function
ω(P ) : X 7→ P (ED,X) ∈ Bc〈X1, ..., Xn : ED, R+,C〉 := ∩S>RBc〈X1, ..., Xn : ED, S,C〉.
We denote by C0b,tr(U,B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉) the image of this map.
The spaces Ck,ltr (A,U : B,ED) (resp. C
∗
tr(A,U : B,ED), C
∗
tr,c(A,U : B,ED) and
Ck,ltr,c(A,U : B,ED)) are defined as the closures of the space C
0
b,tr(U,B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,S〉)
inside Ck,l(A,U : B,D) (respectively, C∗u(A,U : B,D), C
∗
c (A,U : B,D), C
k,l
c (A,U : B,D) ).
When U = AnR, we replace in the notations U by R.
We denote by Ck,l(A,U : B,D) the closed subspace of Ck,ltr (A,U : B,D) generated by
the image under ω of B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,S〉, S > R. We denote in short Ck(A,R : B,D) for
Ck,k(A,U : B,D).
Let H ∈ An. Recall that DH stands for the directional derivative of a function in C1u(A,U :
B,ED), viewed as a function from U to the space of power series Bc〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R,C〉.
Given P ∈ Bc{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R,C} a monomial involving ED, we note that DH(ω(P )
amounts to replacing each sub-monomial of the form ED(Q) with Q ∈ Bc〈X1, ..., Xn :
D,R,C〉 by ED(
∑
j ∂jQ#Hj). For example if H = (H1, H2), then
DH(ω(X1X2ED(X
2
1 (ED(X1))ED(X2)))(Y1, Y2)
= X1X2ED(H1Y1(ED(Y1))ED(Y2))) +X1X2ED(Y1H1(ED(Y1))ED(Y2)))
+X1X2ED(Y
2
1 (ED(H1))ED(Y2))) +X1X2ED(Y
2
1 (ED(Y1))ED(H2))).
In other words, DH corresponds to “differentiation under ED”.
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2.4. Differential operators. For p, P ∈ Bc{X1, ..., Xn : ED, S,C}, we define recursively
the cyclic gradient (Di,p(P ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n) by Di,p(Xj) = 1j=ip,
(11) Di,p(PQ) = Di,Qp(P ) + Di,pP (Q), Di,p(ED(P )) = Di,ED(p)(P ).
For instance, one computes D1,p(X2ED(X1bX2)X1) = pX2ED(X1bX2) + bX2ED(X1pX2).
Moreover, observe that for polynomials P in {X1, . . . , Xn},
(12) ρ(∂iP )#Q = Di,Q(P ) .
We denote in short Di = Di,1. Its restriction to polynomials in {X1, . . . , Xn} corresponds
to the usual cyclic derivative. We consider a flat Laplacian defined for P ∈ B{X1, ..., Xn :
ED, R} by
∆(P ) = 2
∑
i
m ◦ (1øEDø1)∂iø1∂i(P ) .
We define δ∆ a derivation on B{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R} by requiring that it vanishes on
B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉 and satisfies
δ∆(P ) = 0 , δ∆(ED(Q)) = ED((∆ + δ∆)(Q)) .
Likewise, for any V ∈ B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉, the map
(13) ∆V = ∆−
∑
i
∂i(.)#DiV
produces a map δV such that δV (P ) = 0, for P ∈ B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉. Moreover, δV is a
derivation and for Q monomial in B{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R},
δV (ED(Q)) = ED((∆V + δV )(Q)).
δV extends to B{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R} (see Proposition 35). Moreover, we have for any g ∈
Bc{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R,C},
(14) Di(∆V + δV )(g) = (∆V + δV )Di(g)−
n∑
j=1
Di,DjgDjV.
We extend ∆V and δV to V ∈ C3c (A, 2R : B,ED) by adding the variables Zi to be evaluated
at DiV (X), letting V0(Z) =
1
2
∑
Z2i and setting for P ∈ B{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R}
(15) ∆V (P )(ED,X)(X) :=
(
∆V0(Z)(P )
) (
ED,X,DV (X)
)
(X,DV (X)) .
∆V (P ) belongs to C
∗
tr(A,U). The extension of δV is similar. We define, C
k,l
tr,V (A,U :
B,ED), k ∈ {∗} ∪ IN∗, k ≥ l as the separation-completion of Bc{X1, ..., Xn;ED, R+} :=
∩S>RBc{X1, ..., Xn;ED, R} for the semi-norm (with ω(P ) = (X 7→ P (EX,D))):
||P ||Ck,ltr,V (A,U :B,ED) = ||ω(P )||k,l,U + 1k≥2||(∆V + δV )(P )||C∗tr(A,U)
+
l−1∑
p=0
n∑
i=1
sup
Q ∈ (Ck,ptr (A,Um−1 : B,ED))1
m ≥ 2
||Di,Q(X′)(P )||k,p,Um,
where (X)1 denotes the unit ball around 0 of the normed space X . We also define a first order
part seminorm ||P ||Ck,ltr,V (A,U :B,ED),≥1 by replacing the first term in the sum with ‖ω(P )‖k,l,U≥1.
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We also define the space Ck,ltr,V,c(A,U : B,ED) in the same way as before but considering
everywhere cyclic extended-Haagerup tensor products.
To sum up we have introduced the following spaces
Ck+l Ck,ltr,V → Ck,ltr ⊂ Ck,lu
∪ ∪ ∪ ∪
Ck+lc ⊂ Ck,ltr,V,c → Ck,ltr,c ⊂ Ck,lu,c
↑ ↑
Bc〈· · · 〉 ⊂ Bc{· · · }
where ⊂ means the existence of a canonical injective mapping, whereas → means the ex-
istence of a canonical map (with conditions written in index). We shall not discuss these
mappings as we will not use them and leave the reader check them.
2.5. Free brownian motion. (Sit , t ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n) will denote n free Brownian motions.
Let U ⊂ AnR. We denote by ∗D the free product with amalgamation over D: see [VDN92] for
a definition as well as for a definition of freeness with amalgamation over D. Let A = A ∗D
(D ⊗W ∗(S(i)t , i = 1, ..., n, t ≥ 0)) and assume that A is big enough so that A is isomorphic
to A. Set UA = {X ∈ A nR , X ∈ U} ⊂ AnR and B = B ∗D (D ⊗W ∗(S(i)t , i = 1, ..., n, t ≥ 0)).
Define
Ck,ltr,V (A,U : B, ED : {S(i)t , i = 1, ..., n, t ≥ 0}) ⊂ Ck,ltr,V (A , UA : B, ED)
as the closure of ⋃
0≤t1≤...≤tm
ηS
(
Bc{X1, ..., Xn, St1 , ..., Stm − Stm−1 :
ED,max[R,max
i=2,n
2(ti − ti−1)]C}
)
where ηS is the partial evaluation of the analytic functions in X ’s and S’s at St1 , St2 − St1 ,
. . . , Stm − Stm−1 , hence obtaining functions in Bc{X1, . . . , Xn : ED, R}. In other words, this
is the union of partial evaluation maps at the free brownian motions of analytic functions
with expectations. Write in short S = {S(i)t , i = 1, ..., n, t ≥ 0))}, and similarly for
u > 0,Su = {S(i)t , i = 1, ..., n, u ≥ t ≥ 0))},S≥u = {S(i)t − S(i)u , i = 1, ..., n, t ≥ u))}
We call accordingly, for U ⊂ AnR,UltraApp, Ckc (A,U : B, D : S ) ⊂ Ck,ktr,V (A,U : B, ED :
S ) ∩ Ckc (A , UA : B, D) the space generated by analytic functions (without expectations)
with norm ‖.‖k,l,U .We also have analogously Ckc (A,U : B, D : Su) ⊂ Ck,ktr,V (A,U : B, ED :
Su) (imposing above tm ≤ u). Fix a trace preserving ∗-homomorphism θu : A → A by
θu(a) = a, a ∈ A, θu(Ss) = Ss+u − Su with obvious induced maps
θ′u : C
k,l
tr,V (A,U : B, D : S )→ Ck,ltr,V (A,U : B, D : S≥u),
and similarly θ′u : C
k,l
tr (A,U : B, D : S )→ Ck,ltr (A,U : B, D : S≥u).
For u ≥ 0, we denote by Au = A ∗D (D ⊗W ∗(S(i)t , i = 1, ..., n, t ∈ [0, u])) and Eu the
associated conditional expectation. We observe that when restricted to polynomial function,
the conditional expectations take their values in polynomials. Under certain conditions on
U , see Proposition 42, we can extend Eu as an application C
k,l
tr,V (A,U : B, D : S ) →
Ck,ltr,V (A,U : B, D : Su) .
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3. Semi-groups and SDE’s associated with a convex potential
3.1. Convex potentials. With obvious notations, Mn(A
eh⊗
D,c
2
) denotes the space of n × n
matrices with entries in A
eh⊗
D,c
2
. For M ∈ Mn(A
eh⊗
D,c
2
), (M∗)ij := (Mji)∗ with for b ∈ A
eh⊗
D,c
2
, b∗
defined in Theorem 23 (1e). We don’t equip this space with the norm induced by its natural
operator space structure as Haagerup tensor product. We rather see Mn(A
eh⊗
D,c
2
) as follows
Mn(A
eh⊗
D,c
2
) ⊂
∞⋂
m=1
B
(
ℓ2
(
[[1, n]], (A
eh⊗
D,c
m
)
)
, ℓ2
(
[[1, n]], (A
eh⊗
D,c
m
)
))
.
We equip it with the matrix like # multiplication map defined for M = [Mij ] ∈ Mn(A
eh⊗
D,c
2
),
X ∈ ℓ2([[1, n]], A
eh⊗
D,c
2
) = (M
eh⊗
D,c
m
)n by
(A#X)i =
n∑
j=1
Aij#Xj ,
and with the norm
||M ||
Mn(A
eh
⊗
D,c
2
)
:= sup
m≥0
sup{||(M#X)||
(A
eh
⊗
D,c
m
)n
, ||(M∗#X)||
(A
eh
⊗
D,c
m
)n
: ||X||
(A
eh
⊗
D,c
m
)n
≤ 1} .
By definition ||M ||
Mn(A
eh
⊗
D,c
2
)
= ||M∗||
Mn(A
eh
⊗
D,c
2
)
, and
||M#N ||
Mn(A
eh
⊗
D,c
2
)
≤ ||M ||
Mn(A
eh
⊗
D,c
2
)
||N ||
Mn(A
eh
⊗
D,c
2
)
.
We first recall a consequence of Hille-Yosida Theorem.
Proposition 2. The following are equivalent.
(1) Q = Q∗ ∈ Mn(A
eh⊗
D,c
2
) has a semigroup of contraction e−tQ,
(2) Q = Q∗ ∈ Mn(A
eh⊗
D,c
2
) has a resolvent family for all α > 0, α + Q is invertible in
Mn(A
eh⊗
D,c
2
) and || α
α+Q
||
Mn(A
eh
⊗
D,c
2
)
≤ 1.
In this case we say Q ≥ 0.
Proof. We apply Hille-Yosida Theorem e.g. in the form of Theorem 1.12 in [MR], to each
Banach space ℓ2([[1, n]], (A
eh⊗
D,c
m
)) in the definition of the norm of Mn(A
eh⊗
D,c
2
). 
Note that the set of non-negative Q = Q∗ ∈ Mn(A
eh⊗
D,c
2
) is a cone. Indeed, if α ≥ 0 and
Q ≥ 0, clearly αQ ≥ 0. Moreover, Q ≥ 0 and Q˜ ≥ 0 implies that Q + Q˜ ≥ 0. Indeed, as Q
and Q˜ are bounded, they are defined everywhere as well as Q+ Q˜, and one can use [T59] to
see that
e−t(Q+Q˜) = lim
k→∞
(e−
t
k
Q.e−
t
k
Q˜)k
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is a contraction as the right hand side is. Moreover, this set is closed as follows easily from
the characterization (2) (notice here that the set Q = Q∗ ∈Mn(A
eh⊗
D,c
2
) is closed).
Observe that if V = V ∗ ∈ C2c (A,R : B,D), X ∈ AnR, (∂iDjV (X))1≤i,j≤n ∈ Mn(A
eh⊗
D,c
2
) is
self-adjoint.
Definition 3. Let c, R > 0. V = V ∗ ∈ C2c (A,R : B,D) is said (c, R) h-convex if
(∂iDjV (X))1≤i,j≤n − c Id ≥ 0 for any X ∈ AnR,UltraApp.
We show below that (c, R) h-convex potentials have well behaved solutions of linear ODE.
Lemma 4. Assume V is (c, R) h-convex. Consider a continuous self-adjoint process (Xt)t≥0,
‖Xt‖ ≤ R, Xt ∈ D′.
(a) Let Y ∈ (A
eh⊗
D,c
m
)n be such that Y ∗j = Yj (with (a1ø...øam)
∗ = a∗mø...øa
∗
1). Then, there
exists a unique solution φs,t(Y,X) ∈ (A
eh⊗
D,c
m
)n of the following linear ODE for t ≥ s:
(16) φs,t(Y,X)j = Yj − 1
2
∫ t
s
du
∑
k
(∂kDjV )(Xu)#φs,u(Y,X)k .
It satisfies φs,t(Y,X)
∗
j = φs,t(Y,X)j. Moreover, for any σ ∈ Cn, the solution σ.(φs,t(Y,X)j) of
the equation transformed by σ (that is the equation obtained by applying a cyclic permutation
of the tensor indices) satisfies :
(17) ||σ.(φs,t(Y,X))||
(A
eh
⊗
D
m
)n
≤ e−(t−s)c/2‖Y ‖
(A
eh
⊗
D,c
m
)n
.
(b) Let Ys be a C
1 process with values in (A
eh⊗
D,c
m
)n such that Ys(t)
∗
j = Ys(t)j (with
(a1ø...øan)
∗ = a∗nø...øa
∗
1). The (unique) solution Φs,t(Y,X) of the following linear ODE
for t ≥ s:
(18) Φs,t(Y,X)j = Ys(t)j − 1
2
∫ t
s
du
∑
k
(∂kDjV )(Xu)#Φs,u(Y,X)k,
satisfies Φs,t(Y,X)
∗
j = Φs,t(Y,X)j and
||Φs,t(Y,X)||
(A
eh
⊗
D,c
m
)n
≤ e−(t−s)c/2‖‖Y ‖‖s,t
with
‖‖Y ‖‖s,t = (
∑
j
||(Ys(s))j||2
A
eh
⊗
D,c
m
)1/2 +
∫ t
s
e−c(s−u)/2(
∑
j
||∂uYs(u)j||2
A
eh
⊗
D,c
m
)1/2du .
Proof. Proof of (a). Let X be a continuous self-adjoint process. The semigroup ΘX
associated to Q = 1
2
(∂kDjV (X))kj gives a solution (ΘXs,t(Y ))t≥0 to
Yj(t) = Yj − 1
2
∫ t
s
n∑
k=1
∂kDjV (X)#Yk(s)ds .
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Therefore we can define the solution to
φps,t(Y,X)j = Yj −
1
2
∫ t
s
du
∑
k
(∂kDjV )(X ⌊up⌋
p
)#φps,u(Y,X)k
in (A
eh⊗
D,c
m
)n by putting
(19) φps,t+s(Y,X) = Θ
X ⌊tp⌋
p +s
⌊pt⌋
p
+s,t+s
◦Θ
X ⌊tp−1⌋
p +s
⌊(pt−1)⌋
p
+s,
⌊pt⌋
p
+s
◦ · · · ◦ΘXs
s, 1
p
+s
(Y ) .
By assumption of (c, R) h-convexity, the semigroup e−t(Q−
c
2
Id) = e
c
2
te−tQ is contractive, which
gives the bound
||φps,t(Y,X)||
(A
eh
⊗
D,c
m
)n
≤ e−(t−s)c/2||Y ||
(A
eh
⊗
D,c
m
)n
.
In particular, this sequence is bounded uniformly. By continuity of X , we can prove similarly
that this sequence is Cauchy, and hence converges towards the solution of (16); the limit
then clearly satisfies the bound (17). Uniqueness can be proved by Gronwall Lemma, as
(∂kDjV )(X.) is uniformly bounded.
Selfadjointness of φs,t(Y,X)j follows from the uniqueness of the solution to the lin-
ear ODE since ((aøc)#(b1ø...øbn))
⋆ = (c⋆øa⋆)#(b1ø...øbn)
⋆ and ((∂kDjV (Xs))⋆)kj =
(∂k(DjV ∗)(X∗s ))kj = (∂k(DjV )(Xs))kj because V = V
∗ and X∗s = Xs.
Proof of (b). Using the notation of (a), define :
Φs,t(Y,X) = φs,t(Ys(s), X) +
∫ t
s
duφu,t(∂uYs(u), X).
Differentiating in t shows that Φs,t is a solution of (18). The bounds follows readily from
(a). Again, uniqueness follows from Gronwall’s Lemma.

3.2. Free stochastic differential equation.
Proposition 5. Assume V ∈ C2c (A,R : B,D) is (c, R) h-convex.
(a) There exists T > 0 so that for any X0 ∈ AnR,UltraApp, there exists a unique solution to
Xt(X0) = X0 + St − 1
2
∫ t
0
DV (Xu(X0))du
which is defined for all times t < T . Moreover, for all X0, X˜0 ∈ AnR,UltraApp and t ≥ 0
(20) ‖Xt(X0)−Xt(X˜0)‖ ≤ e−ct/2‖X0 − X˜0‖.
(b) Assume that there exists XV = (XV1 , . . . , X
V
n ) ∈ AnR/3,UltraApp for which the conjugate
variables are equal to DjV . Then part (a) holds with T = ∞ for any solution starting at
X0 ∈ AnR/3,UltraApp. As a consequence, there is at most one free Gibbs law with potential V
uniformly in AnR/3,UltraApp.
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Proof. Existence of Xt(X0) for all times t < T for which sups<T ‖Xs(X0)‖ < R follows form
the Picard iteration argument in [BS01]. The existence of T > 0 (depending only on the
Lipschitz constant of DV ) is also shown there.
Applying the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 4 by writing X1t = Xt(X˜0), X
0
t =
Xt(X0),
X1t −X0t = X˜0 −X0 −
1
2
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
∂DV (θX0u + (1− θ)X1u)#(X1u −X0u)dθdu
and arguing that
∫ 1
0
∂DV (θX1u+(1− θ)X0u)dθ− c Id ≥ 0 as the set of non-negative elements
of Mn(A
eh⊗
D,c
2
) is a closed cone, the estimate (20) follows from (17).
Assuming the Assumption of part (b), we see that the solution Xt(XV ) is stationary; in
particular, its norm is constant. Part (a) and the estimate (20) then imply that any other
solution starting at an element of AnR/3 stays in A
n
R, which means that T can be chosen to be
infinite. Also, if there were two free Gibbs law with potential V , they would be stationary
laws for the dynamics and (20) would imply that they are equal. 
Throughout this paper we assume that
Assumption 6. Let V,W ∈ C3c (A, 2R : B,ED) be two non-commutative functions such
that V and V + W are (c, 2R) h-convex for some c > 0. We assume that for any α ∈
[0, 1], there exists a solution (XV+αW1 , . . . , X
V+αW
n ) ∈ AnR/3,UltraApp with conjugate variables
(Di(V + αW ))1≤i≤n.
In subsection 6.9 we describe a class of quartic potentials satisfying this assumption. The
existence of a solution to Schwinger-Dyson equations will be obtained from a random matrix
model in the easiest case B = C and the convexity will be obtained by operator spaces
techniques.
This Assumption insures that
Vα = V + αW
is (c, 2R) convex for all α ∈ [0, 1].
We consider the SDE
(21) Xαt = X0 + St −
1
2
∫ t
0
DVα(X
α
s )ds
where S is the free Brownian motion relative toD (with covariance map idD). By Proposition
5, we deduce that there exists a unique solution Xt satisfying ‖Xt‖ < R for any X0 ∈ AnR/3.
We denote it by Xαt (X0, {Ss, s ∈ [0, t]}), t ≥ 0, and Xαt in short. We set for U ⊂ AnR, Uα be
the subset of its elements stable under the flow:
Uα = {X0 ∈ U : ∀t , Xαt ∈ U}
Lemma 7. Let U ⊂ AnR,UltraApp. Under Assumption 6, the map
X0 ∈ Uα 7→Xαt (X0, {Ss, s ∈ [0, t]})
comes from an element in C1,0tr,V,c(A,Uα : B, ED : S ), and we have for any τ < t the relation
(22) Xαt (., {Ss, s ∈ [0, t]}) = θ′τ [Xαt−τ (., {Ss, s ∈ [0, t− τ ]})] ◦τ Xατ (., {Ss, s ∈ [0, τ ]})
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where θ′u : C
k,l
tr,V,c(A,Uα : B, ED : S ) → Ck,ltr,V,c(A,Uα : B, ED : S≥u), the map induced by
the shift θu(Ss) = Ss+u − Su. Moreover, if we also assume V,W ∈ Ck+l+2c (A, 2R : B, D),
then X0 7→ Xαt (X0, {Ss, s ∈ [0, t]}) ∈ Ck+lc (A,Uα : B, D : S ) → Ck,ltr,V,c(A,Uα : B, ED : S ).
Moreover, in each case t 7→ Xαt is continuous.
Finally there exists a finite constant Ck+l such that, for k + l ≥ 1 :
(23) ||Xαt ||k+l,0,Uα,c,≥1 ≤ Ck+le−ct/2.
Note that Xαt (X0, {Ss, s ∈ [0, t]}) above is a non-commutative function without expecta-
tion but can be thought of as an element of this larger space of functions, hence the reference
to l. Note that most of the results only depends on k + l.
Proof. Let k ≥ 1, l ≥ 0 so that V,W ∈ Ck+l+2c (A, 2R : B, D). We now prove that Xα can be
seen as a smooth function of X0, S, in the sense that it is an element of C
k+l
c (A,Uα : B, D :
S ). Fix T small enough, such that in particular 2
√
T +T supX∈An2R,i ||DiVα(X)||A ≤ R . We
construct by Picard iteration the process on [0, T ]. We let X [0,m] be defined recursively by
X [0,0]. = X0 and for m ≥ 1,
X
[0,m]
t = St −
1
2
∫ t
0
DVα(X
[0,m−1]
u )du+X0, t ∈ [0, T ] .
Because ‖X0‖ ≤ R, one checks by induction on m that ||X [0,m]t || ≤ 2R, and the processes
are indeed well defined for all m as a Ck,ltr,V,c function. Since X
[0,m]
t is obtained from X
[0,m−1]
t
by operations of integration over a subset of [0, T ] and composition with DV , we may use
Corollary 38 and DV ∈ Ck+l+1c (A, 2R : B, D)n to prove that the Picard iteration procedure
is first bounded (for T small) and then converges in the norm ‖.‖k+l,0,Uα,c (for T even smaller
so that the equation is locally lipschitz on the a priori bound obtained before in ‖.‖k+l,0,Uα,c).
We let Xs, s ≤ T be the limit : it belongs to Ck+lc (A,U : B, D : S ) and is the unique solution
of (21). By the definition of Uα, for X0 ∈ Uα, Xs ∈ Uα, in particular ||Xs|| ≤ R . Hence,
we can iterate the process by considering for s ∈ [0, T ] the sequence defined recursively by
X
[s,0]
t = Xs, t ≤ T and for m ≥ 1
X
[s,m]
t = St − Ss −
1
2
∫ t
s
DVα(X
[s,m−1]
u )du+Xs, t ∈ [s, s+ T ] .
Again this sequence converges in the norm ‖.‖k+l,0,Uα,c to a limit X [s,∞]. As V is
Ck+l+2c (A, 2R : B, D), such construction has a unique solution so that X
[s,∞]
t = X
[s′,∞]
t
for all s, s′ ≤ t. We denote this solution Xα. It satisfies (22). We continue by induction to
construct Xα ∈ Ck+lc (A,Uα : B, D : S ) for all times. The continuity of t → Xt is clear, as
a uniform limit of continuous functions.
We finally show (23). Using the first formula in the proof of Lemma 37 on the equation
on Picard iterates and then taking the limit m→∞, one gets for k ≥ 1:
∂k(j1,...,jk)X
(i)
t = −
1
2
∫ t
s
du
∑
j
∂jDiVα(Xu)#∂
k
(j1,...,jk)
X(j)u + l.o.t + ∂
k
(j1,...,jk)
Xs(24)
where the lower order terms (l.o.t) are with respect to the degree k of differentiation of Xu.
Evaluating the differentials and using Lemma 4 (b), one gets the exponentially decreasing
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bound on their norms by induction over k (note that all the other lower order terms are non-
linear in derivatives of Xt and thus bring more than one exponential decreasing enabling to
compensate the increase via time integrals). 
Lemma 8 (Itoˆ’s formula). Under Assumption 6, for P ∈ B{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R} we have
P (ED,Xαt )(X
α
t ) = P (ED,Xα0 )(X
α
0 ) +
1
2
∫ t
0
[(∆Vα + δVα)P ](ED,Xαs )(X
α
s )ds(25)
+
∫ t
0
∂[P (ED,Xαs )(X
α
s )]#dSs.
Proof. For P (later called polynomial) in the algebra generated by B,X1, ..., Xn inside
B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉, this is the standard Itoˆ’s formula, see [BS98, BS01]. By the norm
continuity of all operations appearing, the extensions to ℓ1 direct sums are obvious, so that
it suffices to extend the formula to a monomial P ∈ B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉 having only one
term in the direct sum. Finally, using the standard decomposition of elements in extended
Haagerup tensor products [M97] thanks to which P ∈ B
eh⊗
D
n
can be written P = x1⊗D ...⊗Dxn
with x1 ∈M1,I1(D), xi ∈MIi−1,Ii(D) with Ij infinite indexing sets but In = 1. We can trun-
cate these infinite matrices by finite matrices, giving a net of approximation Pn of P . All
the terms in Itoˆ’s formula, once evaluated at a given time, will then converge in L2(M)
(while staying bounded in M). Unfortunately, to get convergence of the time integrals we
have to be a bit more careful. Considering evaluations into L∞([0, T ], A) it is only possible
to get a bounded net Pn of polynomials such that Pn(X
α
t ), Pn(X
α
0 ) converges weak-* to
P (Xαt ), P (X
α
0 ), in A, ∂[Pn(X
α
s )] converges weak-* to ∂[P (X
α
s )] in A
eh⊗
D
A. For every s ∈ [0, t],
s 7→ [∆VαPn](Xαs ) converges weak-* to s 7→ [∆VαP ](Xαs ) in L∞([0, t], A). Then considering
constant functions with value in L1(A), it is easy to deduce the first line in the right hand
side of Itoˆ formula for Pn weak-* converges to the one for P in A. To check the same result
for the stochastic integral term, note that by Clarck-Ocone’s formula and a priori bounded-
ness of all the stochastic integrals, it suffices to check that for an adapted bounded Us, we
have convergence to 0 of the pairing
〈
∫ t
0
∂[(Pn − P )(Xαs )]#dSs,
∫ t
0
Us#dSs〉 =
∫ t
0
〈∂[(Pn − P )(Xαs )], Us〉ds.
Since (Pn − P ) is a bounded net in B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉, r = sups∈[0,t] ||Xαs || < R and Xαs is
continuous, for p large enough sups∈[0,t] ||Xαs −Xα⌊ps⌋/p|| is so small that ||∂[(Pn−P )(Xαs ))]−
∂[(Pn − P )(Xα⌊ps⌋/p))]|| ≤ ǫ uniformly in n for an arbitrary ǫ > 0.
Finally U ∈ L2([0, t], L2(A)øDL2(A)) so that approximating it by a process with finitely
many values and using weak-* convergence of the finitely many values of ∂[(Pn−P )(Xα⌊ps⌋/p)],
one gets
∫ t
0
〈∂[(Pn − P )(Xα⌊ps⌋/p)], Us〉ds → 0. This completes the proof of the formula for
P ∈ B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉.
For P in the algebra generated by B,X1, ..., Xn, notice that the previous computations
show that
ED[P (X
α
t )] = ED[P (X0)] +
1
2
∫ t
0
ED[∆VαP (X
α
s )]ds
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so that by induction over the number of conditional expectations, if P belongs to the algebra
generated by B,X1, ..., Xn, ED,
ED[P (X
α
t )] = ED[P (X0)] +
1
2
∫ t
0
δVα(ED(P ))(X
α
s )ds
Formula (25) follows for P polynomial in the algebra generated by B,X1, ..., Xn, ED.
The reduction from P ∈ B{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R} to an element of the algebra generated by
B,X1, ..., Xn, ED is similar. Indeed, we can canonically embed ι : B{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R} →
B〈X1, ..., Xn, Sj, j ∈ N : D,R〉 where the Si are free semi-circle, free with amalgamation over
D. Each term in ED corresponds to a different set of Si and
P (ED,X)(X) = EW ∗(X1,...,Xn,B)[ι(P )(X1, . . . , Xn, Si, i ∈ N)] .
We can conclude by the previous considerations and the weak-* continuity of EW ∗(X1,...,Xn,B).

3.3. Semigroup. Hereafter, we will often need a second technical assumption on D ⊂ B to
apply Theorem 24.(3) and Proposition 28.(2) in the appendix. The appropriate definitions
are given in the appendix in subsection 5.3.
Assumption 9. Assume
• either that there exists a D-basis of L2(B) as a right D module (fi)i∈I which is also
a D-basis of L2(B) as a left D module
• or that D is a II1 factor and that L2(B) is an extremal D −D bimodule.
As discussed in the appendix, the easiest non-trivial example of a pair (B,D) satisfying
this assumption is B = Γ ⋉ D a crossed-product by a countable (or finite) discreate group
Γ. In particular, when B = D this assumption is obviously satisfied.
We write AnR,App ⊂ AnR,UltraApp the set AnR,UltraApp if D = C and otherwise the set requiring
additionallyM =W ∗(B,X1, ..., Xn) ⊂W ∗(B, S1, ...Sm) = B∗D(D⊗W ∗(S1, ..., Sm) included
into the algebra generated by m semicircular variables over D. Here, m can be infinite. This
will be crucial when we will assume D ⊂ B satisfying the assumption of Theorem 24.(3) so
that the conclusion of this Theorem and Proposition 28.(2) will then be available for M in
the sense that 〈eD, .#eD〉 will be a trace on D′ ∩M
eh⊗
D
M .
We define:
AnR,α = (A
n
R,App)α.
Proposition 5 implies AnR/3,App ⊂ AnR,α. Let
AnR,α,conj = {X ∈ AnR,α, ∂∗i (1ø1) ∈ W ∗(X,B), i = 1, ..., n} .
Using [Dab10b, Theorem 27] (first for V polynomial and then for all V by density), one
gets that for any X ∈ AnR,α, Xαt ∈ AnR,α,conj for any t > 0. Hereafter we thus assume that
X0 ∈ AnR,α,conj.
Denote AnR,α,conj1 = A
n
R,α,conj, A
n
R,α,conj0 = A
n
R,α. Hereafter, we will consider only functions
of X and ED,X , we therefore drop the dependency in ED,X in the notations. Because we
will need later to apply the cyclic gradient to the image of the semi-group, we will need
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the following ad’hoc space Ck,l;−1tr (A,A
n
R,α,conj) which is the completion of Bc{X1, . . . , Xn :
ED, R,C} for
||P ||Ck,l;−1tr (A,U :B,ED) = ||ι(P )||k,l,U + 1k≥1
l∑
p=1
n∑
i=1
||Di(P )||k,p,U
Generalizations of this norm are discussed in the appendix (44).
Proposition 10. Suppose Assumptions 6 and 9 hold. Let k ∈ {2, 3}, l ≥ 0 be given and
assume V,W ∈ Ck+l+2c (A, 2R : B,D). The process Xαt of Lemma 7 defines a strongly
continuous semigroup ϕαt on C
k,l
tr (A,A
n
R,α,conj : B,ED) and, on C
k,l;−1
tr (A,A
n
R,α,conj : B,ED),
if moreover V,W ∈ Ck+l+3c (A, 2R : B,D). They are given by the formula
ϕαt (P ) = E0(P (X
α
t )) .
It satisfies the exponential bounds :
||ϕαt (P )||k,l,AnR,α,conj≥1 ≤ Ck,l||P ||k,l,AnR,α,conj≥1e−ct/2,
Moreover, when restricted to Ck+lc (A,A
n
R,α,conj : B,ED), one gets strongly continuous one
parameter families of maps
ϕα′t : C
k+l
c (A,A
n
R,α,conj : B,ED)→ Ck,ltr,Vα(A,AnR,α,conj : B,ED),
with ϕαt = ιϕ
α′
t for the canonical map
ι : Ck,ltr,Vα(A,A
n
R,α,conj : B,ED)→ Ck,ltr (A,AnR,α,conj : B,ED). It satisfies
||ϕα′t (P )||Ck,ltr,Vα(A,AnR,α,conj),≥1 ≤ Ck||P ||k,l,AnR,α,conj≥1e
−ct/2.
Proof. ϕαt is well defined in all cases by composing the maps X
α
t from Lemma 7, the com-
position (P,Xt)→ P (Xt), see Lemma 37, and expectations EB from Proposition 42. To get
a semigroup we apply composition for U˜ = U = AnR,α,conj, we have to check the consistency
condition for composition, i.e. for any X0 ∈ U, we have to check that Xαt (X0, {Ss, s ∈ [0, t]})
has one conjugate variable. This is proved in Proposition 46 in the appendix. Note this is
where we need Assumption 9 and the condition AnR,α ⊂ AnR,App in order to apply Proposition
28 to get M = W ∗(B,X0) ∗D (D⊗W ∗(St, t > 0), τ = 〈eD, .#eD〉 is a trace on D′ ∩M
eh⊗
D
M .
The construction of ϕα′t and the consistency follow similarly.
Let us check the semigroup property. It follows from the following formal computation :
ϕαu(ϕ
α
t−u(P )) = E0(ϕ
α
t−u(P ) ◦Xu(., {Ss, s ∈ [0, u]}))
= E0([E0(P ◦Xt−u(., {Ss, s ∈ [0, t− u]}))] ◦Xu(., {Ss, s ∈ [0, u]}))
= E0(Eu(θ
′
u[(P ◦Xt−u(., {Ss, s ∈ [0, t− u]})] ◦u Xu(., {Ss, s ∈ [0, u]})))
= E0(Eu(P ◦ [θ′u[(Xt−u(., {Ss, s ∈ [0, t− u]})] ◦u Xu(., {Ss, s ∈ [0, u]})]))
= E0(Eu(P ◦Xt(., {Ss, s ∈ [0, t]})))
= E0(P ◦Xt(., {Ss, s ∈ [0, t]}))
= ϕαt (P )
where ◦u is the composition defined in Proposition 42. To justify this computation, the
two first and last equations are the definitions of the “semigroup”, third, fourth and next-to
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-last lines come from Proposition 42 and the fifth line from Lemma 7. We thus have the
semigroup relation. The strong continuity on both spaces comes from continuity in u of Xαu
(see Lemma 7) and continuity of various compositions and E0 (see Proposition 42).
Using the variant of (47) with U = V = AnR,α,conj, in the context of Proposition 42, that
is adding Brownian motions filtration, we get
||P (Xt)||k,l,U≥1
≤ C(k, l, n)||P ||k,l,V≥1
(
1 + max
i=1,...,n
||X it ||k,l,U≥1
)k+l−1
max
i=1,...,n
||X it ||k,l,U≥1 .
Using contractivity of expectations in Proposition 42 and bounds in Lemmas 36 and 7,
one gets the exponential bounds as claimed. The bounds for the seminorm ||P (Xt)||k,l,U≥1
follow similarly.
Moreover, we get similar results for ϕα′ by noticing that if P ∈ Ck+lc (A,AnR,α,conj, B, ED),
P (Xαt ) ∈ Ck+lc (A,AnR,α,conj, B, ED : S ). The seminorm on this space is equivalent to
||P (Xt)||k,l,U≥1 which we already estimated. Continuity of conditional expectation, see
Proposition 42, allows to get the exponential bounds for ϕα′. 
We next find the generator for the semi-group ϕα′t : it is given by Lα =
1
2
(∆Vα + δVα) and
we precise in the next Lemma some dense domains of this generator (without looking for the
maximal one).
Proposition 11. Assume Assumption 6 and 9 and let k ∈ {2, 3}, l ≥ 2, be given with
V,W ∈ Ck+l+2c (A, 2R : B,D) as before. We let ι′ be the canonical map
ι′ : Ck,ltr,Vα(A,A
n
R,α,conj : B,ED)→ Ck−2,0;−1tr (A,AnR,α,conj : B,ED),
then for any P ∈ Ck+lc (A,AnR,α,conj : B,ED), k ≥ 2, t 7→ ι′(ϕα′t (P )) is C1 and
∂
∂t
ι′(ϕα′t (P )) = Lα(ϕ
α′
t (P )),
where Lα : C
k,l
tr,Vα
(A,AnR,α,conj : B,ED) → Ck−2,0;−1tr (A,AnR,α,conj : B,ED) is given by Lα =
1
2
(∆Vα + δVα).
Proof. To compute the generator we start with Itoˆ formula (25). Taking a conditional
expectation, we deduce for P ∈ Bc{X1, . . . , Xn : ED, R,C},
(26) ϕαt (P )(X0)− P (X0)−
t
2
(∆Vα + δVα)P (X0) =
1
2
∫ t
0
(ϕαs − ϕα0 )[(∆Vα + δVα)P ](X0)ds .
We now want to check the same relation under a full cyclic gradient D . We need to check
that all the terms above are in Ck,1;−1tr (A,R : B,ED) for our chosen P . But we won’t
check that the relation (26) is valid in this space, we will only show this relation holds after
application of the cyclic gradient in each representation. Indeed, we do not know if the full
cyclic gradient D is closable, on the contrary to the free difference quotient.
From the definition of [(∆Vα + δVα)P ] (see Def. (15)) as an evaluation of
[∆V0(Z) + δV0(Z)](P ) ∈ Bc{X1, . . . , Xn, Z1, . . . , Zn : ED, R,max
i
(||DiVα||0,0,AnR)C}
at (X,Z) = (X,DVα(X)) ∈ (Ck+2c (A, 2R,B,ED))2n, the fourth composition result in Corol-
lary 38 gives the expected [(∆Vα + δVα)P ] ∈ Ck,1;−1tr (A,R : B,ED). The fact that the
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terms below semigroups are in the expected space then follows from Proposition 10 since
V,W ∈ Ck+4c (A, 2R,B,ED).
Note that all our terms are known to be in our expected space, we can apply (49) so that
the equation (26) under D is true in any representation X0 ∈ AnR,α if it is true under the
differential dX0 . Integrals are dealt with thanks to continuity of the semigroup with value in
Ck,l;−1tr (A,R : B,ED) from the previous Lemma. Seeing both sides of the equation (26) as a
function of X0, one can differentiate both sides of (26) under dX0 and obtain equality of both
sides in each representation. We deduce the equality under the abstract dX0-differential in
C∗tr by injectivity of the map from C
0,l
tr to C
0(AnR,α, A) (contrary to the space C
k,1;−1
tr before
where this is unknown). We have thus deduced the equality in each representation :
DX0,iϕ
α
t (P )(X0)−DX0,iP (X0)−
t
2
DX0,i(∆Vα + δVα)P (X0)
=
1
2
∫ t
0
DX0,i(ϕ
α
s − ϕα0 )[(∆Vα + δVα)P ](X0)ds.
Applying Lemma 39 and seeing P as an element of Ck,ltr,Vα(A,A
n
R,α,conj), one knows that all
the terms of the equality are in the domain of order k−2 free difference quotient and without
having applied cyclic derivative, also in the domain of order k − 2 free difference quotient
(since k, l ≥ 2). By closability, if X0 ∈ AnR,α,conj we can apply the k − 2 order free difference
quotient to the relation above and deduce corresponding relations. Therefore, the following
bound extends for k ≥ 2 to P ∈ Ck,ltr,Vα(A,AnR,α,conj):
||1
t
(ϕαt (P )− P )−
1
2
(∆Vα + δVα)P ||k−2,0;−1,AnR,α,conj
≤ 1
2t
∫ t
0
||(ϕαs − ϕα0 )[(∆Vα + δVα)P ]||k−2,0;−1,AnR,α,conj → 0
goes to zero when t → 0+, by the strong continuity of ϕαs on Ck−2,0;−1tr (A,AnR,α,conj). This
gives the right derivative of ϕαt at zero.
Now for Q ∈ Ck+lc (A,AnR,α,conj, B, ED), by the semigroup property ϕαs+t(Q) = ϕαs (ι′ϕα′t (Q))
and applying the reasoning above to P = ϕα′t (Q), one gets the right derivative at any time.
To compute the left derivative, we start similarly from the result of Itoˆ Formula to P =
ϕα′t−sQ starting at time t− s and using also the semigroup property
ϕt(Q)(X0)− ϕt−s(Q)(X0)− s
2
(∆Vα + δVα)ϕ
α′
t (Q)(X0)
=
1
2
∫ t
t−s
(ϕαu−t+s[(∆Vα + δVα)ϕ
α′
t−sQ]− (∆Vα + δVα)ϕα′t (Q))(X0)du
=
1
2
∫ t
t−s
ϕαu−t+s[(∆Vα + δVα)(ϕ
α′
t−s − ϕα′t )(Q)](X0)du
+
1
2
∫ t
t−s
(ϕαu−t+s − ϕα0 )[(∆Vα + δVα)ϕα′t (Q)](X0)du.
Thus, using strong continuities of ϕα and ϕα′, and reasoning as before in the more general
spaces with some free difference quotient and cyclic derivative, we conclude that the left
derivative is in Ck−2,0;−1tr (A,A
n
R,α,conj). 
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4. Construction of the transport map
Let F ∈ Ck,ltr (A,U)n, k, l ≥ 1. Let X = (X1, . . . , Xn) ∈ U . Then we define
∂F = (∂F 1, . . . , ∂Fn) on B〈F 1(X), . . . , F n(X)〉 as the free difference quotient of the vari-
ables F 1(X), . . . , F n(X). Assume W ∗(B,X1, ..., Xn) =M ⊂ (A, τ) and let S be a semicircle
variable, free from M with amalgamation over D. Let q ∈ D′ ∩M eh⊗
D
M . The adjoint ∂∗F of
∂F , when it exists, is given by
τ((q#S)∗∂F iP#S) = τ((∂
∗
F i(q))
∗P ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n .
The Jacobian matrix is given by J (F ) = (∂jFi)ij. We define for G ∈ C1,1tr (A,U)n, JF (G) =
(∂F jG
i)1≤i,j≤n. Its adjoint is given for q ∈Mn(D′ ∩M
eh⊗
D
M) by
J ∗F (q) =
(∑
i
∂∗F i(qji)
)n
j=1
.
We will need the following preparatory Lemma regarding conjugate variables. We will
need a temporary technical assumption, satisfied under Assumption 9 if X0 ∈ AnR,App as
shown in the proof of Proposition 10. This will thus be the case for semicircular variables
and then via our transport map for other models with h-convex potential.
Assumption 12. Assume W ∗(B,X0) = M ⊂ (A, τ) is such that X 7→ τ(SX#S) is a trace
on D′ ∩M eh⊗
D
M if S is a semicircle variable, free from M with amalgamation over D.
Lemma 13. Assume Assumption 12. Fix such an X ∈ U with U ⊂ AnR,conj. Take l ≥
0. Consider a C1 map α 7→ Fα ∈ Ck,ltr (A,U)n, on [0, α0] for k ≥ 2, so that F0 = X0,
‖1 − J (Fα)‖
Mn(M
eh⊗
D,c
M)
< 1. Let 1 ⊗ 1 be the diagonal matrix with entries 1 ⊗D 1 on
the diagonal. Then J ∗Fα(1 ⊗ 1) ∈ Mn exists for any α ∈ [0, α0], α 7→ J ∗Fα(1 ⊗ 1) is in
C1([0, α0],M
n) and
(27)
d
dα
J ∗Fα(1⊗ 1) = −J ∗Fα ([JFα(∂αFα)]∗) .
Proof. The existence of the conjugate variable is a technical variant of [GS12] explained in
the appendix, see Lemma 43. It is also shown there that
J ∗Fα(1ø1) = J
∗([JFα]−1,∗) .
where we denoted in short A−1,∗ = (A−1)∗. Let us compute the time derivative of the above
right hand side. From the elementary equation A−1 − B−1 = A−1(B − A)B−1, one deduces
an equation on (J Fα+h)−1 which after taking the adjoint reads
[J Fα+h]
−1,∗ = [J Fα]−1,∗ − h[J Fα]−1,∗[J ∂αFα]∗[J Fα]−1,∗
− [J Fα+h]−1,∗[J Fα+h −JFα − hJ ∂αFα]∗[J Fα]−1,∗
+h([J Fα+h]
−1,∗[J Fα+h −J Fα]∗[J Fα]−1,∗[J ∂αFα]∗[J Fα]−1,∗)
Since all the terms are in a matrix variant of D(∂iøD1
eh⊕ 1øD∂ieh) which is an algebra by
Lemma 40.(1) and J Fα+h is differentiable in this space (using k ≥ 2), we can conclude from
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Lemma 40.(4) to the differentiability under J ∗ so that we conclude after letting h going to
zero that
d
dα
(J ∗Fα1ø1) = −J ∗[[J Fα]−1,∗][J ∂αFα]∗[JF0Fα]−1,∗.
We have the chain rule for any g ∈ C1,0tr (A,U)n
(28) J g(Fα) = JFαg#JFα ,
we have, by taking g = ∂αFα,
[J ∂αFα]
∗ = [JFα∂αFα#J Fα]
∗ = [J Fα]∗#[JFα∂αFα]
∗ .
which completes the proof. 
We will now proceed with the construction of the transport map Fα.
Lemma 14. Assume that V,W,B,D,X = X0 satisfy Assumptions 6, 9 and 12 and that
V,W ∈ C6c (A, 2R : B,D). Fix such an X ∈ AnR/4,conj. Let
Dgα := −1
2
∫ ∞
0
D(ϕα′t (W ))dt ∈ C2,1tr,Vα(A,AnR,α,conj : B,ED) .
Then Dgα satisfies the equation in C
0,0
tr (A,A
n
R,α,conj : B,ED) :
(29) D(W ) = (∆Vα + δVα)(Dgα)−
n∑
j=1
D.,DjgαDjVα.
Moreover the differential equation
d
dα
Fα = Dgα(Fα) = (D1gα(Fα), ...,Dngα(Fα))
has a unique solution in the space C2,2tr (A,A
n
R/4,conj : B,ED) with the initial condi-
tion F0 = X on a small time [0, α0] for some α0 ∈ (0, 1] which only depends on
c, R, supβ∈[0,1] ‖Dgβ‖C2,1tr (A,AnR/3,conj :B,ED), non-increasing in the last variable.
Proof. The integral defining Dgα exists in the space C
2,1
tr,c(A,A
n
R,α,conj : B,ED) because of
the exponential bound in Proposition 10 (with k = 2, l = 2). From the computation of
the derivative in C0,0;−1tr,Vα (A,A
n
R,α,conj : B,ED) in Proposition 11, one gets the derivative in
C0,0tr (A,A
n
R,α,conj : B,ED),
∂
∂t
D(ϕα′t (W )) = D(Lα(ϕ
α′
t (W ))) = LαD(ϕ
α′
t (W ))−
1
2
n∑
j=1
D.,Dj(ϕα′t (W ))DjVα
where the last identity comes from Lemma 39 with g = ϕα′t (W ) and k = 0. Integrating in
t and since D(ϕα′t (W )) tends to 0 when t → ∞, one gets the identity in C0,0tr (A,AnR,α,conj :
B,ED) :
D(W ) = (∆Vα + δVα)(Dgα)−
n∑
j=1
D.,DjgαDjVα.
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Fix α > 0. We next define an appropriate space on which the following map
χ : F 7→
(
γ ∈ [0, α] 7→ χγ = F0 +
∫ γ
0
Dgβ(Fβ)dβ
)
will be a contraction for α small enough. We take Fβ ∈ AnR/3,conj ⊂ AnR,β,conj to stay in
a space independent of β. We set, for α to be chosen small enough and for any fixed
K > ||F i0||2,0,AnR/4,conjc,
Eα,K = {F ∈ C0([0, α], (C2,0tr,c(A,AnR/4,conj : B,ED))n) : F0(X) = X, ∀β ∈ [0, α]
‖1−JFβ‖
Mn(M
eh⊗
D,c
M)
≤ 1
2
, sup
X∈An
R/4,conj
||F iβ(X)|| ≤ R/3, ||F iβ||2,0,AnR/4,conj,c ≤ K} .
First, note that Eα,K is a closed convex set of C0([0, α], (C2,0tr,c(A,AnR/4,conj : B,ED))n), thus
it is complete metric space.
By the previous Lemma (note that we don’t need at this point α 7→ Fα C1), for F ∈ Eα,K ,
J ∗Fβ(1 ⊗ 1) exists for β ≤ α. Thus for any X ∈ AnR/4,conj , Fβ(X) ∈ AnR/3,conj and we are
in position to apply Lemma 37 to get Dgβ(Fβ) ∈ C2,0tr (A,AnR/3,conj : B,ED)n. Moreover,
applying Lemma 45 and the same exponential decay as before to deal with the tail of the
integral, β ∈ [0, 1] 7→ Dgβ ∈ C2,1tr,c(A,AnR/3,conj : B,ED) is continuous. Using our Lemma
37 for composition, α ∈ [0, 1] 7→ Dgα(Fα) ∈ C2,0tr,c(A,AnR/4,conj : B,ED) is also continuous
so that the integral defining χ makes sense. Hence χ is well defined on Eα,K with value in
C0([0, α], (C2,0tr (A,A
n
R/4,conj : B,ED))
n). For α such that
R
4
+ α sup
β∈[0,1]
‖Dgβ‖C0tr(A,AnR/3,conj :B,ED) ≤
R
3
the image of χ belongs to AnR/3. Similarly, ‖χiβ‖2,0,AnR/4,conj ,c ≤ K if α is small enough.
Finally, by the chain rule (28), we have J Dgβ(Fβ) = JFβDgβ#J Fβ so that
‖J Dgβ(Fβ)‖
Mn(A
eh⊗
D,c
A)
≤ ‖J Fβ‖
Mn(A
eh⊗
D,c
A)
‖J Dgβ‖
Mn(A
eh⊗
D,c
A)
≤ 3/2‖J Dgβ‖
Mn(A
eh⊗
D,c
A)
.
Recalling J F0 = 1 and using the continuity of J Dgβ one can choose α = α(K) small
enough such that χ is valued in Eα,K . It remains to obtain a contraction, up to choose α
even smaller.
Since Dgβ lies in a bounded set in C
2,1
tr,c(A,A
n
R/3,conj : B,ED) and Eα,K is bounded, Dgβ
is uniformly Lipschitz by Lemma 37, with a Lipschitz norm which does not depend on
β ∈ (0, 1). χ is thus a contraction on Eα,K . It has therefore a unique fixed point which is
our solution which is necessarily in C1([0, α0], (C
2,0
tr (A,A
n
R/4,conj : B,ED))
n).

Lemma 15. Assume the Assumption of Lemma 14. Let Υα = J ∗Fα(X)(1⊗1)−DVα(Fα(X)),
where Fα is constructed in Lemma 14.
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Then Υα satisfies the differential equation in L
∞([0, α0),W ∗(X)):
d
dα
Υα = −dFα[Dgα(Fα).(Υα)].
As a consequence, if Υ0 = 0, then Υα = 0, ∀α ∈ [0, α0].
In other words, for α ∈ [0, α0], Fα(X) has conjuguate variables DVα.
Proof. Using our previous computation of derivative of conjugate variables in Lemma 13, we
compute
(30)
d
dα
Υα = −J ∗Fα[JFαDgα(Fα)]−J DVα(Fα)#Dgα(Fα)−DW (Fα)
We next rewrite the right hand side. To this end, notice that (50) yields
(J ∗FαJFαDgα(Fα)) = J Dgα(Fα)#(J
∗
Fα(1ø1))−∆(Dgα(Fα)) .
Moreover, (13) gives
∆Vα(Dgα(Fα)) = ∆(Dgα(Fα))−J Dgα(Fα)#(DVα(Fα)) .
Hence, we have
− (J ∗FαJFαDgα(Fα)) + J Dgα(Fα)#(J ∗Fα(1ø1)−DVα(Fα))
= (∆Vα + δVα)Dgα(Fα)− δVαDgα(Fα)
Moreover (12) and ∂iDjVα = ρ(∂jDiVα) result with∑
j
[DX,DjgαDjVα](Fα) = J DVα(Fα)#Dgα(Fα) .
Putting these equalities together give:
− (J ∗FαJFαDgα(Fα)) + J Dgα(Fα)#(J ∗Fα(1ø1)
−DVα(Fα))−J DVα(Fα)#Dgα(Fα)
= (∆Vα + δVα)Dgα(Fα)− δVαDgα(Fα)−
∑
j
[DX,DjgαDjVα](Fα)
= DW (Fα)− [dDgα(EFα,D).(J ∗Fα(1⊗ 1)−DVα(Fα))](Fα) .
where we have finally used equation (29) and Lemma 39(1) applied to Dgα.
Hence, (30) yields
(31)
d
dα
Υα = −J Dgα(Fα)#Υα − [dDgα(EFα,D).(Υα)](Fα)
We thus obtain the expected equation from which we deduce the bound :
‖Υα‖∞ := max
i
‖Υiα‖A ≤ ‖Υ0‖∞ +
∫ α
0
||gβ||C0,2tr,c(A,AnR/3,conj)‖Υβ‖∞dβ
so that Gronwall’s Lemma yields the claim. 
Recall that V0 =
1
2
∑n
i=1X
2
i . We have to reinforce slightly Assumption 6, a reinforcement
which is still satisfied by our examples of quartic potentials.
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Assumption 16. Let V,W ∈ C3c (A, 2R : B,ED) be two non-commutative (c, 2R) h-convex
functions satisfying Assumption 6 and moreover for any α ∈ [0, 1], there exists a solution
(XV+αW1 , . . . , X
V+αW
n ) ∈ AnR/4,UltraApp.
Corollary 17. Let V,W,B,D satisfy Assumption 16 and 9 and V,W ∈ C6c (A, 2R : B,D).
Assume also the pair (cV0, V −cV0) satisfy Assumption 16. Fix an X ∈ AnR/4,conj and suppose
it follows the free Gibbs law with potential V .
Let Fα, 0 ≤ α ≤ α0 be the solution constructed in Lemmas 14 and 15. Then:
(i) The law of Fα(X) is the free Gibbs law with potential Vα = V + αW ;
(ii) The W ∗-algebras W ∗(Fα(X), B) are equal for all α ∈ [0, α0].
For any α ∈ [0, 1], the von Neumann algebras generated by B and generators of the free
Gibbs law with potential Vα = V + αW are isomorphic.
Proof. We first check that Assumption 12 is satisfied under our assumptions. First start
with the case V = cV0, in which case Assumption 12 is satisfied thanks to Assumption 9 and
Proposition 28 (2). Then building the transport map for the pair (cV0, V − cV0) the same
Assumption 12 is satisfied for X ∈ AnR/4,conj .
By the previous Lemma 15, we find that Υα = 0, which means that JFα(1 ⊗ 1) = DVα
for α ∈ [0, α0]. Since Vα is by assumption (c, 2R)-convex and ‖Fα‖ < R/3 it follows that the
law of Fα is the free Gibbs law with potential Vα. This proves (i).
To see part (ii) fix α1 ∈ [0, α0]. Let Vˆα = Vα1 − αW , with α ∈ [0, α1], and consider
the same ODE as in Lemma 14, and call Fˆα the solution. Vα replaced by Vˆα. Note that
Fα1(X) ∈ AnR/4,UltraApp by Assumption 16. It is not hard to see that Fˆα(Fα1(X)), Fα1−α(X)
are solutions to the same ODE (onlyW is changed into −W as it should be since the time is
reversed), and is thus the unique solution. Thus by what we proved, W ∗(Fˆα(Fα1(X)), B) ⊂
W ∗(Fα1(X), B), which proves the reverse inclusion and thus W
∗(Fα(X), B) = W ∗(X,B),
for α ∈ [0, α0].
Let us prove the last point of the Corollary. We have just checked the case α ∈ [0, α0].
Moreover, (Vα0 , (1−α0)W ) satisfies the same assumption as (V,W ) with the same constants
(c, R). We can therefore perform the previous construction of a function Fα with (V,W )
replaced by (Vα0 , (1−α0)W ). This can be done until a parameter α′0 which can be chosen to
be equal to α0 as the constants (c, R) are the same and the semi-groups under consideration
are the same. Note also that Assumption 16 enables to check that ||Fα0(X)|| ≤ R/4 and
thus Fα0(X) satisfies the same assumption as X . Applying (i),(ii) in that case concludes to
the isomorphism of W ∗(XV+αW , B) for α ∈ [α0, α0 + α0(1 − α0)] if XV+αW are the unique
variables with conjugate variables Di(V + αW ).
Inductively, one concludes to the isomorphism for any α ∈ [0, 1[. To complete the proof,
it suffices to note that for ǫ small enough, V, (1+ ǫ)W satisfy the same assumptions (a priori
with a different convexity constant and replacing R/4 < R/3 by any larger value). 
5. Appendix 1: Cyclic Haagerup Tensor Products
Let M be a finite von Neumann algebra and D ⊂ M be a von Neumann subalgebra.
Our goal is to define a notion of n-fold cyclic tensor product M
eh⊗
D,c
n
which will be a certain
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subspace of the Haagerup tensor product M
eh⊗
D
n
. We start by considering the case n = 2, and
then use amalgamated free products to build the more general cyclic tensor powers.
The inspiration for the construction comes from subfactor theory. Indeed, if M0 ⊂M1 is a
finite-index inclusion of II1 factors and ifMk denotes the k-th step in the iterated Jones basic
construction, then (see e.g. [JS, Prop 4.4.1(ii)]) L2(Mk) are precisely the tensor powers of
L2(M1) regarded as an M0 Hilbert bimodule: L
2(Mk) = L
2(M1)
⊗M0k. Moreover, the higher
relative commutants M ′0∩Mk are precisely the cyclic tensor powers of M1. These ideas have
been extended to the infinite-index case [B, Pe, Pe13]. In particular, the notion of Burns
rotation will be useful for us to get a certain traciality property.
5.1. Preliminaries.
5.1.1. Background and basic results on tensor powers of Hilbert bimodules. Let D be a II1-
factor and let DHD be a D-Hilbert bimodule, i.e., a Hilbert space carrying a pair of com-
muting normal actions of D. Recall that a vector ξ ∈ H is called left (resp. right) bounded
if the left (resp. right) action of M on ξ extends to an action of L2(M) on ξ. There is always
a D-basis {α} of vectors for H which are both right and left bounded [Po86]. We write
HL2(D) the set of right bounded vectors and L2(D)H the set of left bounded vectors. We call
BH = L2(D)H ∩HL2(D) the set of vectors which are both left and right bounded.
Let us denote by HøDn the n-fold Hilbert module relative tensor product (for convenience,
we set HøD0 = L2(D)). Denote by P nH = D
′ ∩ HøDn the set of central vectors. Following
[Pe13], we denote by {αn} the basis for HøDn of tensors of elements of {α}. Similarly, fix
D-bases {β}, {βn} for HD and (HøDn)D, respectively.
Let
Cn,H = D
op′ ∩B(HøDn)
and endow it with the canonical trace
Trn =
∑
βn
〈·βn, βn〉.
An example of this is the Jones basic construction, that we denote 〈M, eD〉 for D ⊂ M .
Then 〈M, eD〉 = Dop′ ∩ B(L2(M)) = C1,L2(M). Similarly, let
Copn,H = D
′ ∩ B(HøDn)
with canonical trace
Tropn =
∑
αn
〈·αn, αn〉.
Finally, define the centralizer algebras
Qn,H = Cn,H ∩ Copn,H.
We recall the following definitions from [Pe13]:
Definition 18. (i) A Hilbert bimodule H on a factor D is said to be extremal if Tr1 = Tr
op
1
on the positive cone Q+1,H .
(ii) A Burns rotation is a map ρ : P nH → P nH such that for all ζ ∈ P nH , b1, ..., bn ∈ BH , we
have:
〈ρ(ζ), b1ø...øbn〉 = 〈ζ, b2ø...øbnøb1〉.
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Examples are given in [Pe13, section 5.2]. The easiest example is when H has a two-sided
basis [Pe13, Rmk 4.5].
Theorem 19. [Pe13, Theorems 4.7, 4.20]If H is extremal, HøDn is also extremal and for all
n, there exists a Burns rotation ρ on P nH which is a unitary map.
There is also a partial converse [Pe13, Th 1.4], although it is not needed for our purposes.
5.1.2. Haagerup tensor products and the basic construction. With these preliminaries re-
called, we now turn to the definition of cyclic Haagerup tensor product. We start by a
well-known technical result concerning the Jones basic construction.
If A is an operator space, we write A∗ for its dual as an operator space [P]. When A
is a D − D bimodule, we write A♮ for the dual operator D′ − D′ bimodule in the sense of
Magajna [M05]. We will also denote by A♮Dnorm the normal dual defined when A is itself a
tensor product over D in [M05, Th 3.2]. While we will not recall the general definition of the
normal dual here, we will mention that in the case that A is itself a tensor product over D
(and therefore its dual can be viewed as the space of certain linear maps), the normal dual
corresponds to maps that satisfy a normality condition on basic tensors. In the case that
D = C, the bimodule dual is the same as the operator space dual A∗.
Let D ⊂ M be finite von Neumann algebras, let eD be the Jones projection onto D, and
denote by 〈M, eD〉 the basic construction for D ⊂M . Let
A(M, eD) = Span{xeDy : x ∈ L2(M)L2(D), y ∈ L2(D)L2(M)}.
Denote by I0(〈M, eD〉) the compact ideal space (cf. [Po02, section 1.3.3]). Let ED′ :
I0(〈M, eD〉) → D′ ∩ I0(〈M, eD〉) be the conditional expectation constructed in [Po02, Prop
1.3.2].
Lemma 20. With the above notations, A(M, eD) is weak-* dense in 〈M, eD〉, dense in
L2(〈M, eD〉), I0(〈M, eD〉) as well as L1(〈M, eD〉).
The following hold isometrically:
L1(〈M, eD〉) ≃ L2(M)∗øhDopL2(M) = I0(〈M, eD〉)∗Dnorm ⊂ I0(〈M, eD〉)∗.
The restriction of ED′ to a normal projection on I0(〈M, eD〉)∩L2(M)øDL2(M) induces a
cross-section to the quotient map I0(〈M, eD〉)→ I0(〈M, eD〉)/[D, I0(〈M, eD〉)]. The Dixmier
conditional expectation ED′ : 〈M, eD〉 → D′ ∩ 〈M, eD〉 is an extension of ED′.
The map ED′ is pointwise normal in D and thus its adjoint E
∗
D′ induces a projection
E∗D′ : L
1(〈M, eD〉) → D′ ∩ L1(〈M, eD〉) agreeing with the usual projection on L1(〈M, eD〉) ∩
L2(M)øDL
2(M), and giving an isomorphism
D′ ∩ L1(〈M, eD〉) ≃ L1(〈M, eD〉)/[D,L1(〈M, eD〉)].
Proof. The identification
L1(〈M, eD〉) ≃ L2(M)∗øhDopL2(M) = I0(〈M, eD〉)∗Dnorm
comes from the fact that both spaces are preduals of the same von Neumann algebra as follows
from the computation of their duals in [M05, Corollary 3.3], the computation of I0(〈M, eD〉)
as Haagerup tensor product below and the identification with extended Haagerup products
[M05, Rmk 2.18]:
L1(〈M, eD〉) ≃ L2(M)∗øhDopL2(M) ≃ L2(M)∗
eh⊗
Dop
L2(M).
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From [M05, Th 3.2, Ex 3.15] we have the isomorphism
[C(ML
2(M)L2(D))DøhDD(L2(D)L
2(M)M )C]
∗Dnorm ≃ L1(〈M, eD〉).
(Note that here the operator space structure D(L2(D)L
2(M)M)C is the one of the indicated
Hilbert module structure, not the one as a module over Dop). It remains to check
I0(〈M, eD〉) ≃ [C(ML2(M)L2(D))DøhDD(L2(D)L2(M)M)C]
⊂ [C(ML2(M)L2(D))D
eh⊗
D
D(L2(D)L
2(M)M )C] ≃ 〈M, eD〉
but the last inclusion comes again from [M05, Th 3.2, Ex 3.15]. In this way we identify the
compact ideal space with the norm closure of basic tensors in the extended Haagerup tensor
product. This norm closure is exactly the Haagerup tensor product and thus we deduce the
first isomorphism.
On the dense space I0(〈M, eD〉) ∩ L2(M)øDL2(M), ED′ vanishes on [D,U ] for any U .
Since ED′(U) is a limit of convex combinations of u
∗Uu = U + [u∗U, u], u ∈ D, ED′(U) has
the same image as U in the quotient I0(〈M, eD〉)/[D, I0(〈M, eD〉)]. This gives the claimed
isomorphism between the image of ED, D
′ ∩ I0(〈M, eD〉), and the quotient, as well as the
identification with the Dixmier conditional expectation.
The key part of our Lemma is to check D-normality of d 7→ Tr(E∗D′(V )ξdeDη), V ∈
L1(〈M, eD〉), ξ ∈ L2(M)L2(D), η ∈ L2(D)L2(M). Since ED′ is bounded, one may assume
V ∈ L2(M)øDL2(M) in which case obviously E∗D′(V ) = ED′(V ). This one is again close
to
∑
λuuV u
∗ so that since d 7→ Tr(∑λuuV u∗ξdeDη), is normal, one gets our result. The
second quotient statement is analogous. 
The reader should note that the identification L1(〈M, eD〉) ≃ L2(M)∗øhDopL2(M) is given
on basic tensors by:
(32) xeDy 7→ yøDopx.
This will be the key to various flips appearing naturally later.
5.2. The cyclic Haagerup tensor product, case n = 2. Recall that the spaces
Lp(〈M, eD〉) are made in compatible couples in the sense of interpolation theory [P]. We
can see them as the inductive limit of Lp(q〈M, eD〉q) for q finite projection. Thus these
spaces are realized as an interpolation pair as a subspace of the topological direct sum
⊕q∈Pf (〈M,eD〉)L1(q〈M, eD〉q).
We refer to [Dab15, Th 2] for a literature overview of the main algebraic operations
available on module Haagerup tensor products. We will use them extensively. We single out
several operations. The first is the map ⋆ (see Section 2) which is given on basic tensors
by (aøb)⋆ = b∗øa∗. Next, for a basic tensor X = a ⊗ b ∈ M eh⊗
D
M and a basic product
U = xeDy ∈ 〈M, eD〉 we write:
U#X = ED′(bxeDya), (inner action).
and if U ∈ D′ ∩ 〈M, eD〉:
X#U = axeDyb, (outer action)
With these notations, we have the following statements, which we group into three The-
orems for convenience of presentation.
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Theorem 21. Let D ⊂ (M, τ) finite von Neumann algebras.
(1a) The outer action (X,U) 7→ X#U extends to all X ∈M eh⊗
D
M and U ∈ D′∩〈M, eD〉 ⊂
D′∩B(L2(M)), taking values in 〈M, eD〉. The inner action (X, V ) 7→ V#X extends
to all X ∈M eh⊗
D
M and V ∈ L1(〈M, eD〉) with values in D′ ∩ L1(〈M, eD〉)
(1b) If in addition X ∈ D′ ∩M eh⊗
D
M , U ∈ D′ ∩ 〈M, eD〉, then X#U ∈ D′ ∩ 〈M, eD〉.
(1c) The inner and outer multiplication actions give rise to inclusions σ1, σ2,
σi : D
′ ∩M eh⊗
D
M →
B
(
D′ ∩ 〈M, eD〉 ∩ L1(〈M, eD〉), D′ ∩ (〈M, eD〉+ L1(〈M, eD〉)
)
.
Proof. The Mop-modularity of the action on D′ ∩ B(L2(M)) whose definition is recalled in
[Dab15] Theorem 2.(4) insures stability of 〈M, eD〉 = (Dop)′ ∩ B(L2(M)) under the outer
action.
Let us give an explicit description of the predual map giving the inner action on D′ ∩
L1(〈M, eD〉). From the canonical map M ⊗h L2(M) = M ⊗eh L2(M) → L2(M) and its row
analogue L2(M)∗ ⊗eh M → L2(M)∗, (see [BLM, Prop 3.1.7]), one gets a map from
L2(M)∗ ⊗h (M
eh⊗
D
M)⊗h L2(M) ≃ (L2(M)∗ ⊗eh M)⊗ehD (M ⊗eh L2(M))
into L2(M)∗ ⊗ehD L2(M), inducing in particular a map
m : L2(M)∗ ⊗h L2(M)×M
eh⊗
D
M → L2(M)∗ ⊗ehD L2(M) = L2(M)∗ ⊗hD L2(M)
which is our inner multiplication. Composing with ED′ one induces a map
ED′ ◦m : L2(M)∗ ⊗hDop L2(M)×M
eh⊗
D
M → D′ ∩ L2(M)∗ ⊗ehD L2(M) .
The latter is isomorphic toD′∩L2(M)∗⊗ehDopL2(M), the last inclusion following for instance
from the identification of this commutant with a quotient or because ED′(dU − Ud) = 0.
Note that the last isomorphism sends aøDb ∈ D′ ∩ L2(M)∗ ⊗ehD L2(M) to aøDopb and thus
on basic tensors
ED′ ◦m(yøDopx, aøDb) = ED′(yaøDopbx)
which is identified with ED′(bxeDya) in D
′ ∩ L1(〈M, eD〉) via (32) and coincides with our
inner action.
For X ∈ D′ ∩ (M eh⊗
D
M), U ∈ D′ ∩ 〈M, eD〉, X#U ∈ D′ ∩ 〈M, eD〉. This proves (1b).
We first claim that for V ∈ L1(〈M, eD〉), X ∈ (M
eh⊗
D
M), U ∈ D′ ∩ 〈M, eD〉 :
(33) Tr(U [V#X ]) = Tr([X#U ]V ).
To show this, it suffices to take V ∈ A by density. We can also assume X is a finite sum.
Indeed, if X = xøDy a standard decomposition for X [M05, (2.4),(2.5)] the ultrastrong
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convergence of finite families x∗F → x∗, yF → y implies if XF = xFøDyF XF#U → X#U
ultraweakly. Likewise if V = ξøDopη we have the convergence
‖V#(XF −X)‖2L2(M)∗⊗ehDopL2(M) ≤ 2〈ξ
∑
i 6∈F
xix
∗
i , ξ〉‖yFη‖22 + 2‖ξx‖22〈
∑
i 6∈F
y∗i yiη, η〉 → 0.
Now for the remaining case V = ξøDopη, X = xøDy (without matrix tensor products), we
note that the image of V in the identification with L1(〈M, eD〉) is ηeDξ, as explained in (32)
so that [V#X ] = ED′([yηeDξx]) and
Tr(U [V#X ]) = Tr(U [yηeDξx]) = Tr([xUy]V ) = Tr([X#U ]V ).
We have also shown the existence of an extension for the definition of our inner action,
namely that for V ∈ D′ ∩ 〈M, eD〉 ∩ L1(〈M, eD〉), and x, y ∈M ,
(34) [V#(xøDy)] = ED′([yøDx]#V ).
We now prove (1c); all we need to show is that σ1(X) : U → X#U, σ2(X) : V → V#X give
inclusions. Note that σ1(·)(eD) is the canonical inclusion M
eh⊗
D
M → 〈M, eD〉 = L2(M)L2(D)
eh⊗
D
L2(D)L
2(M) given by the theory of extended Haagerup product (see e.g. [Dab15, Prop 14]),
so that σ1 is injective.
By the definition of σ2, σ2(X)(eD) = ED′(i(X)) with i : M
eh⊗
D
M → L2(M)∗ eh⊗
D
L2(M) since
it equals i(X) for X ∈ D′ ∩M eh⊗
D
M ; this gives injectivity of σ2. 
Definition 22. Denote byM
eh⊗
D,c
2
the intersection space of the images σi(D
′∩M eh⊗
D
M), i = 1, 2,
in the sense of interpolation theory. This space is called the cyclic extended Haagerup tensor
square of M .
Theorem 23. We keep the notations and assumptions of Theorem 21 and Definition 22.
(1d) The restriction of the map ⋆ defined in [Dab15] Theorem 2.(4) to M
eh⊗
D,c
2
and the map
σ = σ2 ◦ σ−11 define two commuting isometric involutions on M
eh⊗
D,c
2
.
(1e) The involution U 7→ U∗ := (σ(U))⋆ and the product induced on M
eh⊗
D,c
2
via σ1 give rise
to an involutive Banach algebra structure on M
eh⊗
D,c
2
.
(1f) For each X ∈ M
eh⊗
D,c
2
, σ−11 (X)#· : D′ ∩ 〈M, eD〉 → D′ ∩ 〈M, eD〉 and ·#σ−12 (X) :
D′ ∩ L1(〈M, eD〉)→ D′ ∩ L1(〈M, eD〉) interpolate to give an action of X ∈ M
eh⊗
D,c
2
on
D′ ∩ L2(M)øDL2(M).
(1g) There is also an outer action denoted X#L1 . of M
eh⊗
D,c
2
on L1(〈M, eD〉) leaving D′ ∩
L1(〈M, eD〉) globally invariant and commuting with the inner action.
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(2a) The map Y ∈ (M eh⊗
D
M) 7→ Y#eD ∈ 〈M, eD〉 ∩L1(〈M, eD〉) gives the canonical weak-
* continuous inclusion of M
eh⊗
D
M into L2(〈M, eD〉) ≃ L2(M)øDL2(M) (cf. [Dab15,
Proposition 14]).
(2b) For any Y, Z ∈ D′ ∩M eh⊗
D
M the map X 7→ 〈Z#eD, X#Y#eD〉 is weak-* continuous
on bounded sets of M
eh⊗
D
M.
(2c) M
eh⊗
D,c
2
#eD is dense in D
′ ∩ L2(M)øDL2(M) and M
eh⊗
D,c
2
weak-* dense in D′ ∩M
eh⊗
D
2
.
(2d) The multiplication map (U, V ) 7→ U#V is separately weak-* continuous on bounded
sets in the second variable as a map
(M
eh⊗
D
M)× (D′ ∩M eh⊗
D
M)→ (M eh⊗
D
M),
and on each variable when restricted to:
(D′ ∩ (M eh⊗
D
M))× (D′ ∩M eh⊗
D
M)→ (D′ ∩ (M eh⊗
D
M)).
Proof. Note that the intersection space M
eh⊗
D,c
2
is thus well-defined because of (1c).
We start by proving (1d). If X ∈ M
eh⊗
D,c
2
, let X ′ = σ(X) ∈ σ2(D′ ∩M
eh⊗
D
2
) so if we show
X ′ = σ′(X) := σ1(σ−12 (X)) we will have shown σ leavesM
eh⊗
D,c
2
globally invariant. The adjoint
relation (33) gives for U, V ∈ D′ ∩ 〈M, eD〉 ∩ L1(〈M, eD〉)
Tr(X(U)V ) = Tr([σ−11 (X)#U ]V ) = Tr(U [V#σ
−1
1 (X)]) = Tr(U [σ(X)(V )]),
T r(X(U)V ) = Tr([U#σ−12 (X)]V ) = Tr(U [σ
−1
2 (X)#(V )]) = Tr(U [σ
′(X)(V )]).
Since U and V are arbitrary in dense spaces this shows the desired relation and as a conse-
quence that σ is involutive.
With the same notation and using the definitions, σ = σ′ and the adjoint relation (33)
several times, we have:
Tr([X⋆(U)]V ) := Tr([σ−11 (X)
⋆#U ]V )
= Tr([σ−11 (X)#U
∗]∗V ) = Tr([σ−11 (X)#U∗]V ∗)
= Tr(U∗[V ∗#(σ−11 (X))]) = Tr(U [V
∗#(σ−11 (X))]
∗)
= Tr(U [σ(X)(V ∗)]∗) = Tr(U [σ−12 (X)#V
∗)]∗)
= Tr(U [σ−12 (X)
⋆#V )]) = Tr([U#σ−12 (X)
⋆]V )]).
This shows both the two possible inductions of ⋆ coincide and stability of M
eh⊗
D,c
2
by ⋆. The
commutation with σ also follows since we showed σ−12 (X)
⋆ = σ−12 (X
⋆), σ−11 (X)
⋆ = σ−11 (X
⋆),
thus σ(X⋆) = σ1(σ
−1
2 (X)
⋆) = σ1(σ
−1
1 (σ(X))
⋆) = σ(X)⋆.
To prove (1e), it remains to check the composition and the adjunction ∗ give the expected
Banach algebra structure.
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We can reason similarly using our formula (33) and σ = σ′ to check closure under the
product:
Tr([(XY )(U)]V ) := Tr([σ−11 (X)σ
−1
1 (Y )#U ]V )
= Tr([σ−11 (Y )#U ][V#σ
−1
1 (X)]) = Tr(U [σ(X)(V )#σ
−1
1 (Y )])
= Tr(U [σ(Y )(σ(X)(V ))])
= Tr(U [σ−12 (Y )#(σ
−1
2 (X)#V )] = Tr([U#σ
−1
2 (Y )σ
−1
2 (X)]V ).
The middle relation then also shows σ(XY ) = σ(Y )σ(X). Similarly, (UV )⋆ = (U)⋆(V )⋆
which gives the only missing relation between ∗ and product to get an involutive Banach
algebra.
We next prove (1f). Since commutants have conditional expectations on them D′ ∩
(L2(〈M, eD〉)) is indeed an interpolation of commutants (see e.g. [P, Prop 2.7.6]). For
X ∈ M
eh⊗
D,c
2
, the very definition of M
eh⊗
D,c
2
give the compatibility for interpolation of the pair
of maps σ−11 (X)#· : D′ ∩ 〈M, eD〉 → D′ ∩ 〈M, eD〉 and ·#σ−12 (X) : D′ ∩ L1(〈M, eD〉) →
D′ ∩ L1(〈M, eD〉). This gives the action on D′ ∩ L2(M)øDL2(M).
We now turn to (1g). Because L2(M)∗øhL2(M) = L2(M)∗øehL2(M) ⊃MøehM (obviously
weak-* continuous injection), one can extend the projection ED′ fromMøehM → D′∩MøehM
to a map L2(M)∗øhL2(M)→ D′ ∩ L2(M)∗øhL2(M).
Indeed, by construction, the projection ED′(U) is built as a weak-* limit of convex com-
binations
∑
λuuUu
∗ converging thanks to the embedding MøehM ⊂ L2(M)øL2(M). More-
over, we have ‖∑λuuUu∗‖L2(M)∗øhL2(M) ≤ ‖U‖L2(M)∗øhL2(M). Because the injection is weak-*
continuous, one also gets weak-* convergence of the convex combination in L2(M)∗øhL2(M)
and thus, for any U ∈MøehM ,
‖ED′(U)‖L2(M)∗øhL2(M) ≤ ‖U‖L2(M)∗øhL2(M).
By density, ED′ extends to a bounded map on L
2(M)∗øhL2(M) which obviously induces a
map L2(M)∗øhDopL2(M) → D′ ∩ L2(M)∗øhL2(M), a cross-section to the quotient map (as
seen first for U ∈MøehM by the weak-* limit above).
Now take U ∈ L1(〈M, eD〉) ≃ L2(M)∗øhDopL2(M), X ∈ M
eh⊗
D,c
2
write σ−12 (X) = yøDx,
a canonical decomposition with y ∈ M1,I(M), x ∈ MI,1(M) and take U ′ = ED′(U) =∑
j ujøvj ∈ D′ ∩ L2(M)∗øhL2(M) sent to U by the quotient map π : L2(M)∗øhL2(M) →
L2(M)∗øhDopL2(M).
Then X#L1U :=
∑
i,j π(xiujøvjyi) is well defined in L
2(M)∗øhDopL2(M). Indeed, if
σ−12 (X) = 0 ∈ M
eh⊗
D
M , by [M05] (2.5) there exists P ∈ MI(D) with Px = x, yP = 0
so that
∑
π(xED′(U)y) =
∑
π(PxED′(U)y) =
∑
π(xED′(U)yP ) = 0. Moreover, we
have a bound
∑
i,j ‖xiuj‖22 ≤ ‖
∑
x∗ixi‖
∑
j ‖uj‖22 so that (xiuj) is indeed a row vec-
tor in L2(M)∗, and similarly (vjyi) is a column vector in L2(M). Thus we have indeed∑
i,j xiujøvjyi ∈ L2(M)∗øehL2(M) ≃ L2(M)∗øhL2(M) as claimed.
Moreover, by the definition of the norm, it is now easy to see
‖X#L1U‖L2(M)∗øehL2(M) ≤ ‖σ(X)‖Meh⊗
D
M
‖ED′(U)‖ ≤ ‖X‖
M
eh
⊗
D,c
2
‖U‖L2(M)∗øhDopL2(M).
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This gives the outer action on L1(〈M, eD〉) as is easily seen using the identity σ−12 (XY ) =
σ−12 (Y )#σ
−1
2 (X). The stability and commutation are easy.
We now turn to (2a)–(2d). First note that σTC : L
2(Mop)∗øhDL2(Mop) →
L2(M)∗øhDopL2(M), given by σTC(aøDb) = bøDopa, is isometric. This uses that a row vector
of L2(Mop)∗ is the same as a column vector of L2(M).
To prove (2a) note that the canonical map j : M
eh⊗
D
M → L2(M)∗ eh⊗
D
L2(M) = L2(M)∗øhDL2(M) composed with σTC above gives the map σTCj valued in
L2(M)∗øhDopL2(M) = L1(〈M, eD〉) such that Y#eD coincides in the canonical identification
with σTCj(Y ), proving Y#eD ∈ 〈M, eD〉∩L1(〈M, eD〉). The statement about the agreement
with canonical inclusion is then obvious.
Let us prove (2b). Since D′ ∩ L1(〈M, eD〉) ∩ 〈M, eD〉 is dense in D′ ∩ L2(〈M, eD〉), by
approximating Z#eD by Z
′ ∈ D′∩L1(〈M, eD〉)∩〈M, eD〉 and even Z ′ =
∑
i z
′
ieDzi ∈MeDM
in L2 norm, we see that it suffices to prove that X → 〈Z ′, X#Y#eD〉 is weak-* continuous
on bounded sets.
For Y ∈ D′ ∩ M eh⊗
D
M , note that Y#eD ∈ D′ ∩ 〈M, eD〉 ⊂ 〈Mop, eD〉. Since
Y#eD ∈ D′ ∩ L1(〈M, eD〉) = (D′ ∩ 〈M, eD〉)∗ ⊂ L1(〈M ′, eD〉), we see that Y#eD ∈
L1(〈M ′, eD〉) ∩ 〈M ′, eD〉. Since L1(〈M ′, eD〉) ≃ L2(M)∗øhDL2(M) we have a canonical
form Y#eD =
∑
(y′k)
opeDyk
op with (y′k) column vector in L
2(M) and (yk) row vector in
L2(M)∗. Note that for ξ ∈ M , one can compute the evaluation with the formula above
[(x′øx)#(Y#eD)](ξ) =
∑
k x
′ED(xξyk)y′k ∈ L1(M) (one can first approximate yk, y′k by ele-
ments of M to establish the formula).
If we take (gj)j∈J a basis of L2(M) as a right D-module (of elements of M if we want),
then one can use the well-known formula
Tr(Z ′[X#(Y#eD)]) =
∑
j
〈gj, Z ′[X#(Y#eD)(gj)]〉.
We compute a term in the last formula. We continue our computation by applying Z ′ which
also gives a map on L1(M) :
Z ′[(x′øx)#(Y#eD)(gj)] =
∑
i
z′iED(zi
∑
k
x′ED(xgjyk)y′k) ∈ L1(M).
Then since gj ∈M , one can compute the trace :
τ(g∗jZ
′[(x′øx)#(Y#eD)(gj)]) =
∑
i
τ(ED(g
∗
j z
′
i)zi
∑
k
x′ED(xgjyk)y′k)
which could be expressed as a duality formula for Y#eD ∈ D′ ∩ L1(〈M ′, eD〉) since the sum
in i is finite, thus one can use its commutativity with D :
τ(g∗jZ
′[(x′øx)#(Y#eD)(gj)] =
∑
i
τ(zi
∑
k
x′ED(xgjED(g∗jz
′
i)yk)y
′
k)
=
∑
i
τ(zi(x
′øx)#(Y#eD)(gjED(g
∗
j z
′
i)),
where we finally used one of our previous formulas with ξ = gjED(g
∗
j z
′
i) instead of gj before.
But looking again at (x′øx)#(Y#eD) as the bounded operator on L2 and using the relation
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for a right basis
∑
j gjED(g
∗
jz
′
i) = z
′
i with convergence in L
2, one may use operator weak-*
convergence to replace (x′øx) by X =
∑
(x′løxl):
Tr(Z ′[X#(Y#eD)]) =
∑
i
τ(ziX#(Y#eD)(z
′
i)))
=
∑
i,k,l
τ(zix
′
lED(xlz
′
iyk)y
′
k) = 〈X,
∑
k,i
y′kziøDopz
′
iyk〉.
Since
∑
k,i y
′
kziøDopz
′
iyk ∈ L2(M∗)øehDopL2(M) ⊂ L1(M)øhD′2, the predual of the weak-*
Haagerup tensor product, one gets the claimed weak-* continuity and thus the proof of (2b)
is complete.
To prove the density part in (2c), it is enough to show that for a finite sum,
ED′(
∑
i xiøDyi) ∈M
eh⊗
D,c
2
.
More precisely, we will show that
(35) σ1(ED′(
∑
i
xiøDyi)) = σ2(ED′(
∑
i
yiøDxi)).
We thus want to prove, for any U, V ∈ D′ ∩ 〈M, eD〉 ∩ L1(〈M, eD〉) :
Tr([(ED′(
∑
i
xiøDyi))#U ]V ) = Tr([U#(ED′(
∑
i
yiøDxi))]V )
= Tr(U [(ED′(
∑
i
yiøDxi))#V ]).
By density (simultaneous weak-* and L1 using the agreeing conditional expectations) it
suffices to take U = X#eD, V = Y#eD, X, Y ∈ D′ ∩M
eh⊗
D
2
.
But now we can use the weak-* continuity we just proved to replace the conditional
expectations by the limit of a net of convex combinations of conjugates by unitaries of D,
and thus by commutativity with D, the conditional expectations can be removed, and the
relation then becomes obvious.
Finally, for (2d), taking bounded nets Un → U, Vν → V we note that Un#V, U#Vν
are still bounded, thus weak-* precompact and it thus suffices to show that U#V is the
unique cluster point, for instance by showing the nets converge weakly in L2(M)øDL
2(M)
or D′ ∩ L2(M)øDL2(M). For Z ∈ D′ ∩M
eh⊗
D
M , by (2b) we have 〈Z#eD, Un#V#eD〉 →
〈Z#eD, U#V#eD〉, and since the elements Z#eD are dense in D′ ∩ L2(M)øDL2(M), one
deduces the wanted weak convergence in D′ ∩ L2(M)øDL2(M). Applying formula (33) to
(Z#eD)
∗ ∈ L1(〈M, eD〉), one gets for Z ∈M
eh⊗
D
M ,
〈Z#eD, U#Vν#eD〉 = Tr(U#(Vν#eD)(Z#eD)∗) = Tr((Vν#eD)[(Z#eD)∗#U ])
→ Tr((V#eD)[(Z#eD)∗#U ]) = 〈Z#eD, U#V#eD〉.
The convergence is due to the weak-* continuity of the map .#eD M
eh⊗
D
M → 〈M, eD〉
(following from the corresponding one with value L2(〈M, eD〉)). Again, by density we deduce
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the weak convergence in L2(M)øDL
2(M), and since .#eD is the canonical weak-* continuous
map to L2(M)øDL
2(M), this concludes.

Theorem 24. We keep the assumptions and notation of Theorem 21 and Definition 22.
(3) Assume either that there exists a D-basis of L2(M) as a right D module (fi)i∈I which
is also a D-basis of L2(M) as a left D module or that D is a II1 factor and that
L2(M) is an extremal D−D bimodule. Then (writing σ−11 (X)#eD = X#eD) τ(X) =
〈eD, X#eD〉 is a trace on D′ ∩M
eh⊗
D
2
such that L2(M
eh⊗
D,c
2
, τ) = D′ ∩ L2(M)øDL2(M).
Moreover the involution on M
eh⊗
D,c
2
coincides with the adjoint in its action on D′ ∩
L2(M)øDL
2(M).
(4) Assuming the conclusion of (3), the inner action of M
eh⊗
D,c
2
on L2(M
eh⊗
D,c
2
, τ) = D′ ∩
L2(M)øDL
2(M) extends to an action on L2(M)øDL
2(M).
We may later identify M
eh⊗
D,c
2
as a subset of D′ ∩M
eh⊗
D
2
via σ−11 .
Proof. (3) Our proof relies on the existence of a unitary Burns rotation, which exists in the
extremal case. The case with a two-sided basis is an easy variant of that case and is left to
the reader.
First, note that, without any assumption on M related to traciality, for X ∈ M
eh⊗
D,c
2
, Y ∈
D′ ∩M
eh⊗
D
2
, one can apply the relation established during the proof of (1):
Tr([σ−11 (X)
⋆#U ]V ) = Tr(U [σ−12 (X)#V
∗)]∗)
to U = eD, V = (Y#eD) to get
τ(X∗Y ) = Tr(eD[(σ−11 (σ(X)))#(Y#eD)
∗]∗)
= Tr(Y#eD[σ
−1
2 (σ(X))#eD)]
∗)
= Tr([σ−11 (X)#eD)]
∗(Y#eD))
= 〈X#eD, Y#eD〉.
(36)
In particular, this realizes canonically isometrically L2(M
eh⊗
D,c
2
, τ) as a subspace of D′ ∩
L2(M)øDL
2(M) and as a consequence shows the agreement of the previously defined ad-
joint with the Hilbert space one. The density in our part (2c) give the identification
L2(M
eh⊗
D,c
2
, τ) = D′ ∩ L2(M)øDL2(M).
It remains to prove traciality τ(XY ) = τ(Y X); it is enough to prove it for X, Y ∈
M
eh⊗
D,c
M . Indeed, using the proof of the density and weak-* continuity in our part (2), we
only need to consider X = ED′(x1øx2), Y = ED′(y1øy2) for xi, yi ∈M. But from our previous
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computation, this reduces to:
〈X∗#eD, Y#eD〉 = 〈ED′(x∗1eDx∗2), ED′(y1eDy2)〉
= 〈ED′(y∗1eDy∗2), ED′(x1eDx2)〉
= 〈Y ∗#eD, X#eD〉
Now the key equality in the middle line comes from the extremality of L2(M) that
gives from Theorem 19 a unitary Burns rotation. From unitarity it is easy to see that
ρ(ED′(y1øDy2)) = ED′(y2øDy1) so that the equality in the middle line comes from
〈ED′(x∗1eDx∗2), ED′(y1eDy2)〉 = 〈ED′(x∗1øDx∗2), ED′(y1øDy2)〉
= 〈ρ(ED′(x∗1øDx∗2)), ρ(ED′(y1øDy2))〉
= 〈(ED′(x∗2øDx∗1)), (ED′(y2øDy1))〉
= 〈ED′(x∗2eDx∗1), ED′(y2eDy1)〉
= Tr(x1eDx2ED′(y2eDy1))
= 〈ED′(y∗1eDy∗2), ED′(x1eDx2)〉.
(4) The extension of the inner action ofM
eh⊗
D,c
2
to an action on L2(M)øDL
2(M) will require
more work. The action of X ∈M
eh⊗
D,c
2
will extend for U ∈ L1(〈M, eD〉) ∩ L2(M)øDL2(M),
U#X := σ(X)#L1U,
with the outer action on L1(〈M, eD〉) built at the end of (1).
We aim to construct the action of M
eh⊗
D,c
2
by interpolation of the previous action with a
dual action on 〈M, eD〉, defined by duality for V ∈ 〈M, eD〉:
Tr((V#L∞X)U) = Tr(V (X#L1U)).
It thus remains to see these two actions agree on a common dense subspace.
Take U = Y#eD ∈ L1(〈M, eD〉) ∩ 〈M, eD〉, for Y ∈ π(MøalgM) ⊂ MøhDM ⊂ M
eh⊗
D
M .
We already noticed they form a dense subspace in both L1(〈M, eD〉) and (for the weak-*
topology) in 〈M, eD〉. Note that this indeed gives (even for Y ∈M
eh⊗
D
M) the expected inner
action
σ(X)#L1U = σ(X)#L1(σTCj(Y )) = σTCj(Y#X)
For the last key equality, take a canonical representation of Y =
∑
yjøDy
′
j , X =
∑
xiøDx
′
i
then we note that
σ(X)#L1(σTCj(Y )) = σ(X)#L1(
∑
y′jøDopyj) =
∑
ij
x′iy
′
jøDopyjxi = σTCj(Y#X)
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Now, take also V = Z#eD ∈ L1(〈M, eD〉) ∩ 〈M, eD〉, for Z =
∑
z′iøDzi ∈ π(MøalgM) to
compute V#L∞X :
Tr((V#L∞X)U) = Tr((Z#eD)[(Y#σ(X))#eD])
= Tr((Z#eD)[Y#(σ(X)#eD)])
= Tr([(Z#eD)#Y ](σ(X)#eD))
= Tr([
∑
ij
y′jz
′
ieDziyj](σ(X)#eD))
= Tr(eD[(ED′(
∑
ij
ziyjøDy
′
jz
′
i)#σ(X)#eD)),
where we started by using the relations we just established, the adjoint relation (33) in
the third line, an explicit computation in the fourth valid for finite sums and the weak-*
continuity on bounded sets of our part (2b) to introduce a conditional expectation.
Now having elements in D′ ∩M eh⊗
D
M we can use the traciality we just proved, the adjoint
relation (33), then in the third line the definition of σ and a removal of conditional expectation
since X#eD ∈ D′ ∩ 〈M, eD〉 and finally again explicit computations for finite sums to get:
Tr((V#L∞X)U) = Tr(eD[σ(X)#((ED′(
∑
ij
ziyjøDy
′
jz
′
i)#eD))])
= Tr((eD#σ(X))[((ED′(
∑
ij
ziyjøDy
′
jz
′
i)#eD))])
= Tr((X#eD)[((
∑
ij
ziyjøDy
′
jz
′
i)#eD)])
= Tr([
∑
i
z′i(X#eD)zi](Y#eD))
= Tr([(Z#X)#eD](Y#eD)).
Thus (V#L∞X) = (Z#X)#eD = σ(X)#L1V and we can thus interpolate both maps to get
the desired action. Finally, the agreement with the inner action on the commutant comes
from the equality σ(X)#L1(Y#eD) = (Y#X)#eD we proved for Y ∈M
eh⊗
D
M . 
5.3. k-fold cyclic module extended Haagerup tensor products. We now turn to the
construction of k-fold cyclic tensor powers M
eh⊗
D,c
k
extending the case k = 2 we have just dealt
with. The desired properties of these tensor powers include the action of cyclic permutations,
commutation with left-right actions of D as well as compatibility with various multiplica-
tion and evaluation operations. Elements in these modules will serve as coefficients for our
generalized analytic functions, on which free difference quotient and cyclic gradients will be
well-defined.
We will use free products with amalgamation as a convenient trick to reduce to the case
of 2-fold cyclic modules we have already considered.
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We thus now fix the appropriate notation. Let D ⊂ M finite von Neumann algebras
and consider D ⊂ Nκ = M ∗D (D ⊗ W ∗(S1, ..., Sκ)) the free product with amalgama-
tion with a free semicircular element S1, ..., Sκ for κ an ordinal. This of course gives
an isomorphic result for each ordinal of same cardinality. Note that as D-bimodules,
L2(Nκ) ≃
⊕∞
n=0(L
2(M)øDn)κ
n−1
, with
⊕k
n=0(L
2(M)øDn)κ
n−1
being the usual orthonormali-
sation of Span{(MSi1)...(MSin−1)M, 1 ≤ n ≤ k, ij ∈ [1, κ]} (“Wick words”).
In particular, for any word n = n1...n|n| in κ letters there is an embedding
ιn : M
eh⊗
D
(|n|+1) → L2(Nκ)
valued in L2(M)øD |n|+1 ∩ Nκ obtained by first sending the tensor x0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ x|n| to
x0Sn1x1 · · ·Sn|n|x|n| and then projecting onto the orthogonal complement of the space
Span{(MSi1)...(MSik−1)M, 1 ≤ k ≤ |n|, ij ∈ [1, κ]}. We will write
L2(M)øDn ≃ L2(M)øD(|n|+1)
for the closure of the image of ιn.
5.3.1. Construction of intersection spaces. To handle the action of a basic cyclic permu-
tation, we need an intersection space similar to the intersection L1(〈M, eD〉) ∩ 〈M, eD〉 in
the previous section (which corresponds to the case |n| + 1 = 2). For this, we will use
L1(〈Nκ, eD〉) ∩ 〈Nκ, eD〉 (for any fixed κ ≥ k, e.g. κ = ω)
Let Km,m = L2(M)øD |m|+1, Km,n = L2(M)øD |m|+1 ⊕ L2(M)øD |n|+1, if m 6= n, considered
with the right normal action of D, and consider the corresponding basic construction B(M :
D, (m,n)) = B(Km,n,Km,n)D with a canonical semifinite trace Tr (see e.g. [PV11, section
2.3] or the beginning of section 6.1). In our operator space terminology, we have, by [M05,
Corol 3.3] (and the preceding Theorem to change the reference Hilbert space structure to
compute duality), B(M : D, (m,n)) ≃ (Km,n)L2(D)
eh⊗
D
L2(D)(K∗m,n). Via this isomorphism
ξdøDη = ξøDηd∗ is send to LξdL∗η = LξdL
∗
η = LξL
∗
ηd∗ , where Lξ denotes left multiplication by
ξ, see [PV11, Section 2.3]. Its predual is T C (M : D, (m,n)) := L1(B(M : D, (m,n)), T r) ≃
K∗m,nøhDopKm,n. The spaces B(M : D, (m,n)) and T C (M : D, (m,n)) are considered as an
interpolation pair as before.
We will be mostly interested in off-diagonal block matrices in these constructions, namely
(for k 6= l),
T C (M : D, k, l) := L2(M)øD |k|+1∗øhDopL2(M)øD |l|+1,
B(M : D, k, l) := B(L2(M)øD |k|+1, L2(M)øD |l|+1)D
so that B(M : D, k, l) = T C (M : D, l, k)∗ and the duality can be seen as induced by Tr
above when they are seen as block matrices in the space above.
Let us start with a Lemma making explicit this relation. Consider, for n a word in κ letters,
Pn ∈ 〈Nκ, eD〉 ∩ B(L2(Nκ), L2(M)øDn) the orthogonal projection on the n-th component in
the decomposition L2(Nκ) ≃
⊕∞
k=0
⊕
|n|=k L
2(M)øDn. Note that we make the difference
between the adjoint P ∗n ∈ B(L2(M)øDn, L2(Nκ)) and the map Pn ∈ B(L2(Nκ)∗, L2(M)øDn∗):
Pn(ξ) = ξ ◦ P ∗n = Pnξ, even though they may be conjugated by some isomorphisms above.
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Lemma 25. (1) Let X ∈ 〈Nκ, eD〉 and Y ∈ L1(〈Nκ, eD〉) ≃ L2(N)∗øhDopL2(N). X and
Y agree in the classical intersection space, if and only if for all k, l words in κ letters,
PlXP
∗
k ∈ B(M : D, k, l) and (PkøDopPl)(Y ) agree in the intersection space coming
from the inclusions B(M : D, k, l) ⊂ B(M : D, (k, l)), T C (M : D, k, l) ⊂ T C (M :
D, (k, l)).
(2) We have the inclusions:
T C (M : D, k, l) ⊂ B(L2(M)øDk, L1(D)øhDopL2(M)øDl)D ⊃ B(M : D, k, l)
(the right module structure on L1(D)øhDopL
2(M)øDl given by right multiplication on
L1(D)). Moreover the intersection space of interpolation theory T C (M : D, k, l) ∩
B(M : D, k, l) coincides with the one coming from the inclusions B(M : D, k, l) ⊂
B(M : D, (k, l)), T C (M : D, k, l) ⊂ T C (M : D, (k, l)), those spaces being real-
ized as classical compatible couple for interpolation of Lp spaces of a semifinite von
Neumann algebra.
Proof. (1) This point readily comes from the agreement of the trace induced by projections
from 〈Nκ, eD〉 with the one defined on B(M : D, (k, l)). Thus if p finite projection in B(M :
D, (k, l)), P ∗k pPk is finite in 〈Nκ, eD〉. Hence agreement of X and Y which boils down
to the agreement for any finite projection of their compressions, gives P ∗l pPlXP
∗
k pPk =
(P ∗k pPkøDopP
∗
l pPl)(Y ) and thus the agreement after removing one application of P
∗
i , i.e. as
we said since this is for all finite projection p, PlXPk = (PkøDopPl)(Y ). Conversely, since
P≤n = P0 + ... +
∑
|m|=n Pm increases to identity, it suffices to consider finite projection
q ∈ 〈Nκ, eD〉 with q ≤ P≤n which readily reduces to compression by q ∧ Pk = P ∗k (q ∧ Pk)Pk
(on the right and q ∧Pl on the left) for a projection p on B(M : D, (k, l)). And we can then
apply the converse reasoning.
(2) Note that
(L2(M)øDk) = (L2(M)øDkL2(D))
eh⊗
D
L2(D)
≃ CB(L2(M)øDk∗, L2(Dop)∗)Dop
eh⊗
D
L2(D)
≃ CB(L2(M)øDk∗, L2(Dop)∗ eh⊗
D
L2(D))Dop = CB(L
2(M)øDk∗, L1(D))Dop.
For any φ ∈ (L2(M)øDk) we have a map φøhDop1 : L2(M)øDk∗øhDopL2(M)øDl →
L1(D)øhDopL
2(M)øD l. Moreover, take Z = xøDopy a typical element in
L2(M)øDk∗øhDopL2(M)øD l, if its image vanishes, this means for all φ ∈ L2(M)øDk,
φ(x)øDopy = 0, thus by [M05] formula (2.5) there is Pφ ∈ MJ(Dop) such that φ(x)Pφ = 0,
Pφy = y. Take P =
∧
φ∈L2(M)øDk Pφ then Py = y and φ(xP ) = φ(x)P = φ(x)PφP = 0
thus since φ is arbitrary in a space containing the dual of the space of x, xP = 0 and thus
xøDopy = 0; thus we get the first claimed injectivity.
The agreement of intersections spaces comes from the fact that the intersection space
of L1 and L∞ can be reduced to equality when compressed by rank 1 projections coming
from elements in a fixed right-module basis. Then the agreement corresponds in the second
picture to agreement when evaluating at this fixed basis (and evaluating by duality at this
basis too). 
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5.3.2. Wick formula. We will also need a straightforward tensor variant of Wick formula.
For k = k1...k|k|, m = m1...m|m| words in κ letters, we write k ◦ m = k1...k|k|m1...m|m|
for the concatenation, and also k ◦i m = k1...k|k|−im1+i...m|m|,|k| ∧ |m| ≥ i ≥ 0 (defined
only if the last i letters of k and the first i letters of m form identical words). Note that
|k ◦i m| = |k|+ |m| − 2i. We also write k = k|k|...k1. Sometimes, we will need to emphasize
the following isomorphism:
ιm1,m2,l1,l2 :B(M : D,m1m2, l1l2) ≃ (L2(M)øDl1l2)L2(D)
eh⊗
D
L2(D)(L
2(M)øDm1m2∗)
≃ (L2(M)øD |l1|)L2(D)
eh⊗
D
B(M : D,m2, l2)
eh⊗
D
L2(D)(L
2(M)∗)øD |m1|
given by ιm1,m2,l1,l2(ξ1øD...øDξ|l1|+|l2|+1)øD(η1øD...øDη|m1|+|m2|+1) =
ξ1øD...øDξ|l1|øD(ξ|l1|+1øD...øDξ|l1|)øD(η|m1|+1øD...øDη|m1|+|m2|+1)øDη|m1|øD...øDη1.
Likewise, we have :
ιˆm1,m2,l1,l2 : T C (M : D,m1m2, l1l2) ≃ (L2(M)øDm1m2∗)
eh⊗
Dop
(L2(M)øDl1l2)
≃ (L2(M)øDm2∗) eh⊗
D
L2(D)(L
2(M)∗)øD|m1|
eh⊗
Dop
(L2(M)øD |l1|)L2(D)
eh⊗
D
(L2(M)øDl2)
given by
ιˆm1,m2,l1,l2(η1øD...øDη|m1|+|m2|+1)øDop(ξ1øD...øDξ|l1|+|l2|+1)
= (η|m1|+1øD...øDη|m1|+|m2|+1)øD
(η|m1|øD...øDη1)øDop(ξ1øD...øDξ|l1|)øD(ξ|l1|+1øD...øDξ|l1|+|l2|+1).
Lemma 26. Let X ∈ 〈Nκ, eD〉, Y ∈ L1(〈Nκ, eD〉), k, l,m, n, p, q words in κ letters, U ∈
D′ ∩M
eh⊗
D
(|k|+|l|+2)
and V = (ιk
eh⊗
D
ιl)(U) ∈ D′ ∩NøehD2.
If we consider PmXP
∗
n ∈ B(M : D, n,m) ∩ T C (M : D, n,m), we have
ιl,n,k,m(Pk◦m[V#(PmXP
∗
n)]P
∗
l◦n) ∈M
eh⊗
D
|k| eh⊗
D
B(M : D, n,m)
eh⊗
D
M
eh⊗
D
|l|
,
and Pp[V#(PmXP
∗
n)]P
∗
q = 0 for either |q| > |n| + |l| or |q| < |n| + |l| − 2(|l| ∧ |n|) or
|p| < |m|+ |k| − 2(|k| ∧ |m|) or |p| > |m|+ |k|.
Moreover, if we consider the canonical map
m(|k|,k◦k
′,|l|,l◦l′)
∞ : M
eh⊗
D
|k| eh⊗
D
B(M : D, l ◦ l′, k ◦ k′) eh⊗
D
M
eh⊗
D
|l| → B(M : D, l′, k′)
extending:
m(|k|,k◦k
′,|l|,l◦l′)
∞ (m1ø · · ·m|k|øξ|k|+1øξ|k|ø · · ·øξ1øξ|k|+2ø · · ·øξ|k|+|k′|+1
øη|l|+1øη|l|ø · · ·øη1øη|l|+2ø · · ·øη|l|+|l′|+1øn|l|ø · · ·øn1)
= m1ED(m2 · · ·ED(m|k|ED(ξ|k|+1)ξ|k|) · · · ξ2)ξ1øξ|k|+2ø · · ·øξ|k|+|k′|+1
øn1ED(n2 · · ·ED(n|l|ED(η|l|+1)η|l|) · · ·η2)η1øη|l|+2ø · · ·øη|l|+|l′|+1
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for |k|, |l| ≥ 0, (by convention m(0,k′,0,l′)∞ = Id) then we have the relation for P ∈ [[0, |k| ∧
|m|]], Q ∈ [[0, |l| ∧ |n|]]:
ιl[Q+1,|l|],n[Q+1,|n|],k|[1,|k|−P ],m[P+1,|m|](Pk◦Pm[V#(PmXP
∗
n)]P
∗
l◦Qn) =
P∏
i=1
1k|k|−(i−1)=mi×
×
Q∏
i=1
1li=ni[1
ø|k|−Pøm(P,m,Q,n)∞ ø1
ø|l|−Q]ιl,n,k,m
(
Pk◦m[V#(PmXP ∗n)]P
∗
l◦n
)
.
(37)
Likewise we have:
ιˆk,n,l,m(Pk◦nøDopPl◦m)[(PnøDopPm)](Y )#V ]
∈ D′ ∩ [(L2(M)øDn∗ eh⊗
D
M
eh⊗
D
|k|
]
eh⊗
Dop
[M
eh⊗
D
|l| eh⊗
D
L2(M)øDm)]
and (PqøDopPp)[(PnøDopPm)](Y )#V ] = 0 for |q| > |n|+ |k| or |q| < |n|+ |k| − 2(|k| ∧ |n|) or
|p| < |m|+ |l| − 2(|l| ∧ |m|) or |p| > |m|+ |l|. Moreover there is a canonical map
m
(|l|,P,m,|k|,Q,n)
1 : ((L
2(M)øDn∗
eh⊗
D
M
eh⊗
D
|k|
)
eh⊗
Dop
(M
eh⊗
D
|l| eh⊗
D
L2(M)øDm))
→ T C (M : D, k ◦Q n, l ◦P m),
given on elementary tensors by:
m
(|l|,P,m,|k|,Q,n)
1 (η|k|+1øη|k|ø · · ·øη1øη|k|+2ø · · ·øη|n|+1
øn|k|ø · · ·øn1)ø(m1ø · · ·m|l|øξ|l|+1øξ|l|ø · · · øξ1øξ|l|+2ø · · ·øξ|m|+1)) =
[n1ø · · ·øn|l|−Q+1ED(n|l|−Q+1 · · ·ED(n|l|ED(η|l|+1)η|l|) · · · η|l|−Q+2)η|l|−Q+1
ø · · ·øη1øη|l|+2ø · · ·
ø[(m1ø · · ·m|k|−Pøm|k|−P+1ED(m|k|−P+2 · · ·ED(m|k|ED(ξ|k|+1)ξ|k|) · · · ξ|k|−P+2)ξ|k|−P+1
øξ|k|−Pø · · ·øξ1øξ|k|+2ø · · · øξ|k|+|k′|+1].
These maps satisfy:
ι−1
l[Q+1,|l|],n[Q+1,|n|],k|[1,|k|−P ],m[P+1,|m|]
◦ (1ø|k|−Pøm(P,m,Q,n)∞ ø1ø|l|−Q) ◦ ιl,n,k,m = m(|l|,Q,n,|k|,P,m)1 ιˆl,n,k,m
when restricted to the intersection of their domain viewed as a subset of B(M : D, l ◦ n, k ◦
m) + T C (M : D, l ◦ n, k ◦m). For P ∈ [[0, |l| ∧ |m|]], Q ∈ [[0, |k| ∧ |n|]]:
(Pk◦QnøDopPl◦Pm)[(PnøDopPm)](Y )#V ] =
Q∏
i=1
1ki=ni
P∏
i=1
1l|l|−(i−1)=mi×
×m(|l|,P,m,|k|,Q,n)1 ιˆk,n,l,m
(
(Pk◦nøDopPl◦m)[(PnøDopPm)](Y )#V ]
)
.
(38)
Proof. The definition of the map m
(|k|,k◦k′,|l|,l◦l′)
∞ and its weak-* continuity in the variable
B(M : D, l ◦ l′, k ◦ k′) are easy. Thus one can assume X ∈ [Alg(S,M)]eD[Alg(S,M)]. Then
using canonical forms for the extended Haagerup tensor product and strong convergence of
corresponding finite sums, we are reduced to the case where V is a finite sum. For finite
tensors, the relation reduces to the usual Wick formula. The second part of the statement
is similar using norm- instead of weak-* density. 
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What really matters for us in the previous result is that the highest component of the
product is a tensor product, while the remaining terms are then determined by applying
multiplication and conditional expectations to its various components. For convenience for
words m,n and k ≤ |m|, we write :
m#Kn = m1...mK−1n1...n|n|mK+1...m|m|,
m#ˆKn = m1...mKn1...n|n|mK+1...m|m|.
5.3.3. Flips and cyclic permutations. We start by interpreting a cyclic permutation σ =
(l + 2, l + 3, . . . l + k + 2, 1, 2, . . . , l + 1) in Cn, n = l + k + 2, as the flip (i.e., period two
permutation) of the blocks [[l + 2, . . . , l + k + 2]] and [[1, . . . , l + 1]]. We mimic this point of
view in terms of injections in our free product von Neumann algebra Nκ. We thus make use
of our results on the two-fold cyclic Haagerup tensor product in this context to construct a
suitable intersection space, using which we then construct the n-fold cyclic Haagerup tensor
product.
Proposition 27. Let D ⊂ M finite von Neumann algebras and N = Nκ = M ∗D (D ⊗
W ∗(S1, ..., Sκ)). We assume κ infinite k, l words in κ letters.
Let σ ∈ Cn be a cyclic permutation as above, n = |k|+ |l|+ 2, σ(1) = |l|+ 2. Using σi of
Theorem 21 for D ⊂ Nκ we have two inclusions I1(σ) = σ1 ◦ (ιk
eh⊗
D
ιl), I2(σ) = σ2 ◦ (ιl
eh⊗
D
ιk)
Ii(σ) :D
′ ∩M
eh⊗
D
n → B(D′ ∩ 〈N, eD〉 ∩ L1(〈N, eD〉), D′ ∩ (〈N, eD〉+ L1(〈N, eD〉)).
The intersection space in the sense of interpolation of these inclusions, written M
eh⊗
D
(k◦l,σ)
=
M
eh⊗
D
(k,l)
, has a change of inclusion I(σ) = I2(σ
−1) ◦ I1(σ)−1 : M
eh⊗
D
(k◦l,σ) → M
eh⊗
D
(σ.(k◦l),σ−1)
which satisfies I(σ) = I(σ−1)−1 (with σ · k ◦ l = l ◦ k).
Moreover, the isometric involution ⋆ induced on M
eh⊗
D
n ⊂ NCB((D′)n−1, B(L2(M)) given
by U⋆(X1, ..., Xn−1) = U(X∗n−1, ..., X
∗
1 )
∗ extending (x1øD · · · øDxn)⋆ = (x∗nøD · · ·øDx∗1) sends
M
eh⊗
D
(k◦l,σ)
to M
eh⊗
D
(l◦k,σ−1)
.
The product .#K . :M
eh⊗
D
|n|+2×(D′∩M
eh⊗
D
|m|+1
)→ M
eh⊗
D
(|n|+|m|+1)
for K ∈ [[1, |n|+1]], induced
by the composition in the K-th entry of NCB((D′)|n|+1
NCB((D′)|n|+1, B(L2(M))×NCB((D′)|m|, D′ ∩B(L2(M)))→ NCB((D′)|n|+|m|, B(L2(M))
corresponds on tensors to the map (x1øD · · · øDx|n|+2)#K(y1øD · · · øDy|m|+1) =
x1øD · · · øDxKy1øDy2øD · · · øDy|m|+1xK+1øD · · · øDx|n|+2. The product is separately weak-*
continuous on bounded sets in each variable and has the following stability properties:
• If σ ∈ C|n|+2, τ ∈ C|n|+|n′|+1 σ(1) = |n| − k′+2, τ(1) = |n|+ |n′|+1− k′, k′ < K− 1,
then for any U ∈M
eh⊗
D
(n,σ)
, V ∈ D′ ∩M
eh⊗
D
(|n′|+1)
we have U#KV ∈M
eh⊗
D
(n#Kn
′,τ)
,
• If σ ∈ C|n|+2, τ ∈ C|n|+|n′|+1 σ(1) = |n| − k′ + 2 = τ(1), k′ ≥ K, then for any
U ∈M
eh⊗
D
(n,σ)
, V ∈ D′ ∩M
eh⊗
D
(|n′|+1)
we have U#KV ∈M
eh⊗
D
(n#Kn
′,τ)
,
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• If σ ∈ C|n|+2, ρ ∈ C|n′|+2, τ ∈ C|n|+|n′|+2 σ(1) = |n| − K + 3, ρ(1) = |n′| − k′ + 2
τ(1) = |n|+ |n′|−K−k′+3, k′ ∈ [[1, |n′|−1]], then for any U ∈ M
eh⊗
D
(n,σ)
, V ∈M
eh⊗
D
(n′,ρ)
we have U#KV ∈M
eh⊗
D
(n#ˆKn
′,τ)
.
Similarly, the map M
eh⊗
D
|n|+1 × (M
eh⊗
D
|m|+1
) → M
eh⊗
D
(|n|+|m|+1)
induced by the product in
B(L2(M))
NCB((D′)|n|, B(L2(M))×NCB((D′)|m|, B(L2(M)))→ NCB((D′)|n|+|m|, B(L2(M))
and corresponds on tensors to the map (x1øD · · · øDx|n|+1)(y1øD · · · øDy|m|+1) =
x1øD · · · øDx|n|+1y1øDy2øD · · · øDy|m|+1. It has the following stability properties:
• If σ ∈ C|n|+2, τ ∈ C|n|+|m|+2 σ(1) = |n| − k′ + 2, τ(1) = |n| + |m| + 2 − k′, then for
any U ∈M
eh⊗
D
(n,σ)
, V ∈ D′ ∩M
eh⊗
D
|m|+1
we have UV ∈M
eh⊗
D
(nm,τ)
,
• If σ ∈ C|m|+2, τ ∈ C|n|+|m|+2 σ(1) = |m|−k′+2 = τ(1), then for any V ∈M
eh⊗
D
(m,σ)
, U ∈
D′ ∩M
eh⊗
D
|n|+1
we have UV ∈M
eh⊗
D
(nm,τ)
.
Proof. (i) For the first statement, we only have to prove that I2(σ
−1) ◦ I1(σ)−1 = I1(σ−1) ◦
I2(σ)
−1. In this it becomes clear that the image of I(σ) is indeed M
eh⊗
D
(l◦k,σ−1)
and that
I(σ)−1 = I(σ−1). Take X ∈ M
eh⊗
D,c
(k,l)
We know there is U ∈ D′ ∩MøehD(|k|+|l|+2) such that
U ′ = ιk
eh⊗
D
ιl(U) ∈ D′ ∩N
eh⊗
D
2
and U ′ = σ−11 (X) there is also V ∈ D′ ∩MøehD(|k|+|l|+2) such that
V ′ = ιl
eh⊗
D
ιk(V ) ∈ D′ ∩N
eh⊗
D
2
is V ′ = σ−12 (X). Then by definition
I2(σ
−1) ◦ I1(σ)−1(X) = σ2(U ′) = σ(X) = σ1(σ−12 (X)) = I1(σ−1) ◦ I2(σ)−1(X),
using in the middle the key relation proved in Theorem 21.(1) and then the definition of our
maps Ii.
(ii) For the statement about the adjoint, one uses
[(ιk
eh⊗
D
ιl)(U)]
⋆ = [(ιl
eh⊗
D
ιk)(U
⋆)],
and our previous results in Theorems 21 and Theorem 23.(1) to deduce:
I(σ)(U⋆) = [I(σ−1)(U)]⋆.
(iii) For the weak-* continuity of composition products, take bounded nets Un → U, Vν →
V . By weak-* precompactness of Un#KV, U#KVν , it suffices to show that they converge
weakly in L2(M)øD(|n|+|m|+1) to U#KV . By density it is enough to check convergence dually
against any Z ∈ M
eh⊗
D
(|n|+|m|+1)
. Take any word o of length |o| = |m| − 1. We claim that
(ιǫøDιo)(Vν − V ) → 0 weak-* in N
eh⊗
D
N . This is obvious again by the isometric embedding
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at L2 level and since it suffices to check weak convergence in L2(N)øDL
2(N). Take similarly
n = kl, |k| = K − 1, then (ιkøDιl)(Un − U)→ 0. From the result in Theorem 23.(2),
[(ιkøDιl)(Un)]#[(ιǫøDιo)(V )]→ [(ιkøDιl)(U)]#[(ιǫøDιo)(V )],
[(ιkøDιl)(U)]#[(ιǫøDιo)(Vν)]→ [(ιkøDιl)(U)]#[(ιǫøDιo)(V )],
in N
eh⊗
D
2
. Since from the computation below coming from Lemma 37
〈Z, U#KV 〉 = 〈(ιkǫøDιol)(Z)#eD, [(ιkøDιl)(U)]#[(ιǫøDιo)(V )]〉,
we get the weak convergence by duality against (ιkǫøDιol)(Z)#eD.
(iv) For the stability of composition products, consider first the situation of the third point,
U ∈M
eh⊗
D
(n,σ)
=M
eh⊗
D
(k1,l1)
, V ∈M
eh⊗
D
(n′,ρ)
= M
eh⊗
D
(k2,l2)
n = k1l1, n
′ = k2l2, |k1| = K − 1, |k2| = k′
and consider U ′ = I2(σ)−1I1(σ)(U), V ′ = I2(ρ)−1I1(ρ)(V ). But from the definitions, one
easily gets for X ∈ 〈N, eD〉 ∩ L1(〈N, eD〉):
Pk1◦k2◦m ([ιk1k2øDιl2l1(U#KV )]#(PmXP
∗
l ))P
∗
l2◦l1◦l
= Pk1◦k2◦m ([ιk1øDιl1(U)]#[ιk2øDιl2(V )]#(PmXP
∗
l ))P
∗
l2◦l1◦l.
and similarly :
(Pl2◦l1◦løDopPk1◦k2◦m)
(
[(PløDopPm)](X)#[ιl2l1øDιk1k2(V
′#|n′|+1−k′U
′)]
)
= (Pl2◦l1◦løDopPk1◦k2◦m)
(
[(PløDopPm)](X)#[ιl2øDιk2(V
′)]#[ιl1øDιk1(U
′)]
)
From the assumptions on U and V the two second lines are equal, and then, from (37)
and (38), one deduces the conclusion we wanted, for all p, q :
Pp ([ιk1◦k2øDιl2◦l1(U#KV )]#(PmXP
∗
l ))P
∗
q
= (PqøDopPp)
(
[(PløDopPm)](X)#[ιl2l1øDιk1k2(V
′#|n′|+1−k′U
′)]
)
,
which, using Lemma 25.(1), implies our statement and :
I2(τ)
−1I1(τ)(U#KV ) = V ′#|n′|+1−k′U ′.
The other statements about composition product and product are similar, the first state-
ment in each case always following from the second using the stability by adjoint proved
before. We give a few details concerning the second point for the composition product.
Take U ∈ M
eh⊗
D
(n,σ)
= M
eh⊗
D
(k1,l1)
, V ∈ D′ ∩ M
eh⊗
D
n′
, k′ ≥ K, n = k1l1, |k1| = k′ and let
U ′ = I2(σ)−1I1(σ)(U). Note that n#K(n′) = [k1#K(n′)] ◦ l1. As before it suffices to prove :
P[k1#K(n′)]◦m
(
[ιk1#K(n′)øDιl1(U#KV )]#(PmXP
∗
l )
)
P ∗
l1◦l
= (Pl1◦løDopP[k1#K(n′)]◦m)
(
[(PløDopPm)](X)#[ιl1øDιk1#K(n′)(U
′#|n|+2−KV )]
)
,
But now, by assumption, we know :
Pk1◦m ([ιl1øDιk1U ]#(PmXP
∗
l ))P
∗
l1◦l
= (Pl1◦løDopPk1◦m) ([(PløDopPm)](X)#[ιl1øDιk1U
′]) ,
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Moreover, by Lemma 26 they are valued respectively in ι−1
l1,l,k1,m
[D′ ∩ M
eh⊗
D
|k1| eh⊗
D
B(M :
D, l,m)
eh⊗
D
M
eh⊗
D
|l1|
] and ιˆ−1
l1,l,k1,m
[D′ ∩ ((L2(M)øDl∗ eh⊗
D
M
eh⊗
D
|l1|
)
eh⊗
Dop
(M
eh⊗
D
|k1| eh⊗
D
L2(M)øDm))].
By Lemma 25.(2), it suffices to see that the two elements we wish to prove equal
in B(L2(M)øDl1◦l, L1(D)øhDopL2(M)øD [k1#K(n
′)]◦m)D have the same value on any ξ ∈
L2(M)øDl1◦l.
Since Pk1◦m ([ιl1øDιk1U ]#(PmXP
∗
l ))P
∗
l1◦l(ξ) ∈ L
2(D)øhDop(M
eh⊗
D
|k1| eh⊗
D
L2(M)øDm) the equal-
ity we want can be obtained from the one we know by applying the multiplication .#V which
is well defined on the appropriate extended Haagerup tensor powers of M in the range of
our maps.
The reader should note that in this case, we thus actually proved
I2(τ)
−1I1(τ)(U#KV ) = U ′#|n|+2−KV.

5.3.4. Cyclic Haagerup tensor products: the general case. We are now ready to introduce our
cyclic extended Haagerup tensor product as an intersection space with enough compatibility
condition to have a cyclic group action on it. Once those cyclic group actions are obtained,
our various products and actions leave stable our intersection space as expected. We also
obtain a density result saying that our spaces are non-trivial as soon as D′ ∩ L2(M)øDn are.
We also obtain traciality and functoriality results crucial to build later evaluations maps.
Proposition 28. Let D ⊂ M finite von Neumann algebras and Nκ = M ∗D (D ⊗
W ∗(S1, ..., Sκ)), κ infinite. We write n a generic word in κ letters of length N . Let
MøehscD(N+2) the intersection space of
I1(σ, n)
−1(M
eh⊗
D
(n,σ)
) = I2(σ
−1, σ.n)−1(M
eh⊗
D
(σ.n,σ−1)
) ⊂ (D′ ∩M
eh⊗
D
(N+2)
)
for σ ∈ CN+2, completely isometrically included via I =
⊕
n,|n|=N(Id ⊕ (J(σ, n))σ∈(Cn−{Id}))
into (D′∩M
eh⊗
D
(N+2)
)⊕(CN+2×κ
N ), (with operator space direct sum norm) and write J(Id) = Id,
J(σ, n) = I1(σ
−1, σ.n)−1 ◦ I2(σ−1, σ.n), with Ii associated to n. This intersection space is
independent of κ infinite.
Consider MøehScDN+2 =
(⋂
n 6=m,|n|=|m|=N Ker(J(σ, n)− J(σ,m))
)
⊂ MøehscDN+2 and on
(MøehScDn)CN+2, Pσ the projection on the σ component and the maps J(σ1, σ2) = J(σ1)Pσ2,n,
with J(σ) = J(σ, n) for any n, and a corresponding I without repetition over n and then
define
M
eh⊗
D,c
N+2
:= I−1
 ⋂
(σ1,σ2)∈C2N+2
Ker(J(σ1, σ2)− J(Id, σ1σ2))

⊂ I−1((MøehScDN+2)CN+2) ⊂MøehscDN+2,
with the induced norm, for which we have equality with the previous definition when N = 0.
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(1) For any U ∈ MøehscDN+2, V ∈ MøehscDM+2, we deduce U⋆ ∈ MøehscDN+2, U#iV ∈
MøehscDN+M+2 for all i ∈ [[1, N+1]], UV ∈MøehscDN+M+3, and similarly for s replaced
by S.
Moreover the maps J(σ) induce a continuous action of CN+2 on M
eh⊗
D,c
N+2
. For any
U ∈ M
eh⊗
D,c
N+2
, V ∈ M
eh⊗
D,c
M+2
, we have: U⋆ ∈ M
eh⊗
D,c
N+2
, U#iV ∈ M
eh⊗
D,c
N+M+2
for all
i ∈ [[1, N+1]], UV ∈M
eh⊗
D,c
N+M+3
. Moreover, M
eh⊗
D,c
N+2
is weak-* dense in D′∩M
eh⊗
D
N+2
and dense in D′ ∩ L2(M)øDN+2.
(2) Assume either that there exists a D-basis of L2(M) as a right D module (fi)i∈I which
is also a D-basis of L2(M) as a left D module or that D is a II1 factor and that L
2(M)
is an extremal D − D bimodule. Then, the linear map J(σ) extends to an isometry
on the subspace generated D′ ∩ L2(M)øDn. As a consequence, τ(X) = 〈eD, X#eD〉 is
a trace on D′ ∩N
eh⊗
D
2
κ .
(3) [Partial fonctoriality] If φ1 : M
eh⊗
D
n1 → Nκ,...,φp : M
eh⊗
D
np → Nκ are multiplication
maps to canonical semicircular variables in Nκ, then
φ1øD...øDφp : M
eh⊗
D,c
n → Nκ
eh⊗
D,c
p
is a completely bounded map with n =
∑
ni. In particular, in the degenerate case
∀i, ni = 1, we have a complete isometry M
eh⊗
D,c
n ⊂ Nκ
eh⊗
D,c
n
.
Moreover if E : Nκ →M is the canonical conditional expectation, EøDp : Nκ
eh⊗
D,c
p →
M
eh⊗
D,c
p
is a completely contractive map.
Proof. The independence of the intersection space of κ infinite is obvious since any equation
to check can be reduced to a countably generated algebra, and thus to countably many Si
as variables. The agreement with the previous definition in the case N = 0 is easy from
Lemma 25.(2) and left to the reader.
(1) The stability of MøehscDn by adjoint, composition product and product are obvious
from Proposition 27. The stability of M
eh⊗
D,c
n
comes from the equations we (could have) got
on J(τ)(U#kV ), J(σ(U
⋆)) in the proof in each case. We fix n and first compute the inverse
of J(σ) = J(σ, n) = I1(σ
−1)−1 ◦ I2(σ−1) on MøehscDN+2. Note first that J(σ−1)J(σ) =
I1(σ)
−1 ◦ I2(σ)I1(σ−1)−1 ◦ I2(σ−1) = I1(σ)−1I(σ−1)I2(σ−1) so that J(σ−1)J(σ)I1(σ)−1 =
I1(σ)
−1I(σ−1)I(σ) = I1(σ)−1 by (1) and since I1(σ)−1 is surjective, one gets J(σ−1)J(σ) = Id
and likewise the converse to that J(σ, n)−1 = J(σ−1, σ.n).
By definition as an intersection, (J(σ)) defines an action onM
eh⊗
D,c
n
since on the intersection
of kernels we exactly have J(σ1)J(σ2) = J(σ1σ2).
It mostly remains to show the density results. For, we prove that for any x1, ..., xN+2 ∈M ,
then ED′(x1øD...øDxN+2) ∈ M
eh⊗
D,c
N+2
. From the weak-* continuity on bounded sets of ED′ ,
this implies the weak-* density. The L2 density is even easier. More precisely, we show that
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ED′(x1øD...øDxN+2) ∈MøehscDN+2 and
J(σ, n)(ED′(x1øD...øDxN+2)) = ED′(xσ−1(1)øD...øDxσ−1(N+2))
and on this formula one reads it is also in the intersection of kernels defining M
eh⊗
D,c
n
.
Thus we can fix σ ∈ CN+2 and n = kl, σ(1) = |l|+ 2, |l| = N + 1− |k|. We have to show
for any X ∈ 〈Nκ, eD〉 ∩ L1(〈Nκ, eD〉):
(ιkøDιl(ED′(x1øD...øDxN+2)))#X = X#(ιløDιk(ED′(xk+1øD...øDxk))).
This reduces to (35) if we show that
ιkøDιl(ED′(x1øD...øDxN+2)) = ED′(ιkøDιl(x1øD...øDxN+2)).
But we saw both sides can be further included in L2(M)øDN+2 as a subspace with both ED′
agreeing with the projection there. This concludes.
(2) From the action property in (1) on the dense set where J(σ) is defined, it suffices to
consider σ a generator of the cyclic group. We thus extend J(σ) isometrically in the case σ
is such that σ(1) = N + 2.
Moreover, by the density of (linear combinations of) vectors of the form
ED′(x1øD...øDxN+2) obtained in the proof of (1), it suffices to show that the restriction
of J(σ) to those vectors is an isometry.
But note that with our fixed σ, we have obtained the relation :
J(σ)[ED′(x1øD...øDxN+2)] = ED′(x2øD...øDxN+2øDx1).
Moreover, assuming extremality, there is by Theorem 19 a unitary Burns rotation, and by
its defining relation, it coincides with J(σ)−1 so that J(σ) is an isometry as stated. The case
with a basis is left to the reader.
For the last statement about traciality of τ(X) = 〈eD, X#eD〉 on D′ ∩ N
eh⊗
D
2
κ , we start
from the result we obtained using the action for a general σ. Let U, U ′ ∈ D′ ∩M
eh⊗
D,c
(N+2)
,
V = J(σ)(U), V ′ = J(σ)(U ′) ∈ D′ ∩M
eh⊗
D
(N+2)
. One easily gets from the isometry relation :
Tr(eD[(ιkøιl(V
⋆))#[(ιkøιl(U
′))#eD]] = 〈U, U ′〉 = 〈V, V ′〉
= Tr([(ιkøιl(U
′))#[(ιkøιl(V
⋆))#eD]]eD)
and one easily gets zero for various other injections.
Finally, we know that linear combinations of ED′(nøDn
′), n, n′ ∈ Nκ are weak-* dense in
D′∩Nκ
eh⊗
D
2
, and then using the strong density of Span(ιk(M
eh⊗
D
k
), k ∈ κN , N ≥ 0) in Nκ, we get
the same result, with n, n′ in this span. But now, we already noticed that ED′(ιkøιl(U)) =
(ιkøιl(ED′(U)) thus proving the weak-* density of Span{ED′(ιkøιl(D′ ∩M
eh⊗
D,c
N+2
), |k|+ |l| =
N ≥ 0} in D′ ∩ Nκ
eh⊗
D
2
(and even of the intersection of the unit ball in the intersection of
the unit ball using moreover Kaplansky density Theorem in the reasoning above). Now, the
weak-* continuity proved in Theorem 23.(2) of X 7→ 〈eD, X#(Y#eD)〉 (and the obvious one
of Y 7→ 〈eD, X#(Y#eD)〉 using (33)) concludes.
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(3) The complete boudedness statements follow from replacingM byMn(M) and checking
the bounds don’t depend on n. For the first statement, using Wick expansion, it suffices
to prove boundedness of ιk1øD...øDιkp : M
eh⊗
D,c
n → Nκ
eh⊗
D,c
p
for |kp| = np − 1. Since the map is
defined D′ ∩M
eh⊗
D
n → D′ ∩ Nκ
eh⊗
D
p
by the universal property, it suffices to check the stability
of corresponding subspaces. Since Nκ is involved, we consider N
′ = W ∗(Nκ, S ′1, ..., S
′
κ) and
ι′k the corresponding evaluation for a word in κ letters (with primes), ι
′′
k the evaluation for
M with a word k in 2κ letters. If |l| = p− 1 is a word in κ letters with primes , and ki’s are
word in κ letters without prime as before, we write l ◦ (k1, ..., kp) = k1l1...lp−1kp and one then
notices (using some orthogonality in free products) that ι′l ◦ (ιk1 ⊗D ...øDιkp) = ι′′l◦(k1,...,kp).
One easily deduces from this the stated stability, the boundedness following from the very
definitions of norms involving more specific evaluation and from (N ′, EM) ≃ (Nκ, EM) since
κ infinite.
For the statement on conditional expectations, it suffices to prove the boundedness
on EøDp : Nκ
øehscDp → MøehscDp by the symmetry of this map which induces easily
the stability of kernels involving the action of the cyclic group. It suffices to check
that I1(σ) ◦ EøDp(X) = EW ∗(M,S′1,...,S′κ)[I1(σ)(X)]EW ∗(M,S′1,...,S′κ) and I2(σ) ◦ EøDp(X) =
(EW ∗(M,S′1,...,S′κ)øDopEW ∗(M,S′1,...,S′κ))I2(σ)(X), which are easily checked on elementary tensors
by freeness with amalgamation over M of Nκ and W
∗(M,S ′1, ..., S
′
κ).

6. Appendix 2: Function spaces
In this section, we study several function spaces crucial to our constructions. We start
by considering spaces of analytic functions as well as cyclic analytic functions (these can
be regarded as enlargements of spaces of non-commutative polynomials and cyclically sym-
metrizable non-commutative polynomials). We then consider analytic functions that depend
on expectations, i.e., enlargements of functions of the form Xi1E(Xi2Xi3E(Xi4Xi5)Xi6)Xi7 ,
where E is a (formal) conditional expectation. Finally, we consider analogues of spaces of
Ck-functions, defined as completions in certain Ck norms.
6.1. Generalized Cyclic non-commutative analytic functions. In this section we
study the properties of cyclic Bc〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R,C〉 and ordinary B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R,C〉
generalized analytic functions in n variables with radius of convergence at least R, de-
fined in subsection 2. Here, as before, D ⊂ B are finite von Neumann algebras.
We will also consider a variant with several radius of convergence R, S, B〈X1, ..., Xn :
D,R; Y1, ..., Ym : D,S〉, Bc〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R; Y1, ..., Ym : D,SC〉. We will use it freely later.
If X = (X1, · · · , Xn), we also write B〈X : D,S〉 for B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,S〉, etc.
We have the following basic result:
Proposition 29. Let X = (X1, . . . , Xn), Y = (Y1, . . . , Ym). Then (a) The linear spaces
Bc〈X : D,R,C〉, B〈X : D,R,C〉 (resp. B〈X : D,R〉) are Banach ∗-algebras as well as
operator spaces (resp. Banach algebra and strong operator D module). Moreover, B〈X :
D,R,C〉, B〈X : D,R〉 are dual operator spaces when seen as (module) duals of (module) c0
direct sums of the fixed preduals of each term of the ℓ1 direct sum. We always equip them
with this weak-* topology. Finally the algebra generated by B,X is weak-* dense in those
spaces.
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(b) For P ∈ B〈X : D,R〉, Q1, ..., Qn ∈ D′ ∩ B〈X : D,S,C〉, such that ‖Qi‖ ≤ R, there
is a well defined composition obtained by evaluation at Qj: P (Q1, ..., Qn) ∈ B〈X : D,S〉.
The composition also makes sense on the cyclic variants and is compatible with canonical
inclusion maps on these function spaces.
(c) If B⊗k〈X : D,R,C〉 (with C = C or C = D) is the subspace of B〈X, Y : D,R,C〉
consisting of functions linear in each Y1, . . . , Ym and so that in each monomial each letter Yj
only appears to the right of all letters Yi with i < j,then there are canonical maps
.#(., ..., .) : B⊗k〈X : D,R〉 ×
k∏
i=1
B⊗li〈X : D,R,C〉 → B⊗(∑i li)〈X : D,R〉,
li ≥ 0 induced from composition in the Y variables. (Note that by definition B⊗0〈X : D,R〉 =
B〈X : D,R〉.)
(d) For any N ⊃ B a finite von Neumann algebra, P ∈ B〈X : D,R〉 defines a map
(D′ ∩N)nR → N, by evaluation, with P (X1, ..., Xn) ∈ W ∗(B,X1, ..., Xn).
Proof. The fact that B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉 is a Banach algebra is obtained in [Dab15, Th
39]. The dual operator space structure and weak-* density also come from this result. The
stability by adjoint only works for direct sums over C (since adjoint is not a module map
and would require the conjugate module structure). The stability by multiplication obtained
in Proposition 28 gives the same result for Bc〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R,C〉. For the stability by
composition, the well-known composition map in [Dab15] Theorem 2 is completely bounded
in each of the middle variables and it is easy to see that the compositions built in Proposition
28 also are (since the intersection norm is obtained from Haagerup norms dealt with in the
non-cyclic case). Thus, ℓ1 direct sums are dealt with using universal property, the only key
point is that we use operator space (and not module) ℓ1 direct sum for composition in Qi
variables since the multilinear map (P,Q1, ..., Qn)→ P (Q1, ..., Qn) is a D −D module map
only in the variable P . In this way, the previous complete contractivity can be used in
each variable with the right universal property for each type of ℓ1 direct sum. In order to
use the universal property in P , one also needs to know the source and target modules are
strong operator modules over D in the non-cyclic case, and they are since those extended
Haagerup products are even normal dual operator modules. The statements for B⊗k are
obvious consequences. The evaluation map comes from the standard inclusion B
eh⊗
D
n ⊂ N
eh⊗
D
n
(see e.g. [Dab15] Theorem 2.(2)), and from the multiplication maps explained e.g. in [Dab15]
Theorem 2.(4). The reader should note that they can be applied on a larger space than the
one in [Dab15, Th 39] since in general D′ ∩ N ⊃ E ′D ∩ N . Note the evaluation maps used
here may not a have any kind of weak-* continuity, contrary to those of [Dab15, Th 39]. 
6.1.1. Difference quotient derivations and cyclic derivatives.
Proposition 30. Let S < R. (a) The iterated free difference quotients ∂k(i1,...,ik) =
(∂Xi1ø1
øk−1) ◦ . . . ◦ ∂Xik define completely bounded maps from B〈X : D,R,C〉 to B⊗k〈X :
D,S, C〉 (with C = C or C = D, and thus in both cases to B〈X : D,S〉
eh⊗
D
k+1
).
(b) The space Bc〈X : D,R,C〉 is mapped by ∂k(i1,...,ik) to B⊗kc〈X : D,R,C〉.
(c) For d ∈ Bc〈X : D,SC〉, the cyclic gradient DXi,d defines a bounded map from Bc〈X :
D,R,C〉 to Bc〈X1, ..., Xn : D,SC〉
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(d) The following cyclic derivation relation holds:
(39) DXi,d(PQ) = DXi,Qd(P ) + DXi,dP (Q).
(e) The following relations between derivatives and composition hold, denoting Q =
(Q1, . . . , Qn):
∂k(j1,...,jk)(P (Q)) =
k∑
l=2
∑
n1,...,nl
∑
1≤i1<...<il=k
(∂l(n1,...,nl)(P ))(Q)#
(∂i1(j1,...,ji1)
Qn1, ∂
i2−i1
(ji1+1,...,ji2)
Qn2, ..., ∂
k−il−1
(jil−1+1,...,jk)
Qnl).
(40)
and
DXi,d(P (Q)) =
n∑
j=1
DXi,DQj,d(P )(Q)(Qj),(41)
where we wrote DQj ,d(P )(Q) = [DXj ,[d(X′1,...,X′n)(P )](Q,X) considering P ∈ Bc〈X :
D,R,C〉 ⊂ Bc〈X,X ′ : D,R,C〉, d(X ′) ∈ Bc〈X ′ : D,R,C〉 ⊂ Bc〈X,X ′ : D,R,C〉, so
that DXj ,[d(X′)(P )] ∈ Bc〈X,X ′ : D,R,C〉 is well defined and can be evaluated at Xi = Qi,
X ′i = Xi.
Proof. Let us write nXi(m) for the Xi degree of a monomial m, i.e., the number of times
the variable Xi occurs in m. To define the free difference quotient and cyclic gradient,
we start from the formal differentiation on monomial, add appropriate change of radius of
convergences S < R to allow boundedness of the map and then gather the monomials at the
ℓ1 direct sum level by the universal property:
∂Xi : B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R,C〉 → ℓ1C
(
S |m|(B
eh⊗
D
(|m|+1)
)⊕
1
CnXi(m);m ∈M(X1, ..., Xn), |m| ≥ 1
)
,
and similarly in the cyclic cases.
In order to for the value to belong to the claimed space, we also need to specify a canonical
map I with values in B⊗2〈X : D,S, C〉. Of course, we want it to send the j-th component
in the ⊕1CnXi(m) direct sum to the component of the monomial mXi,j which is identical to
m but with the j-th Xi replaced by Y1. Since there is a bijection between the disjoint union
over monomials of {m} × [[1, nXi(m)]] and the set of monomials in X and Y1 linear in Y1, it
is easy to see that I extend to a complete isomorphism of ℓ1C direct sums. We still write ∂Xi
for I ◦ ∂Xi .
For the cyclic gradient, one can then apply a different cyclic permutation on each term
of the direct sum and we gather them in a map σ : B⊗2c〈X : D,S,C〉 → B⊗2c〈X : D,S,C〉
and a multiplication map md : B⊗2c〈X : D,S,C〉 → Bc〈X : D,S,C〉 (based on composition
# at d on the appropriate term of the tensor product and extending md(P ⊗ Q) = PdQ =
(P ⊗Q)#d) to get the expected cyclic gradient: DXi,d = mdσ∂Xi .
For the free difference quotient, to see there is a canonical map to the range space
B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉
eh⊗
D
B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉, one applies the following Lemma to each term
of the direct sum inductively, and then the universal property of ℓ1 direct sums to combine
them. (We of course apply after mapping ℓ1C to ℓ
1
D direct sums). The various relations then
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follow by construction from the various associativity properties of the compositions and mul-
tiplication defined in Proposition 28. We explain those associated to cyclic gradients. First,
we obtain the derivation property of ∂Xi and ∂Xi(PQ) = ∂Xi(P )Q+ P∂Xi(Q) so that :
σ∂Xi(PQ) = [σ∂Xi(P )]#(Q⊗ 1) + [σ∂Xi(Q)]#(1 ⊗ P )
and applying md one gets (39). Similarly, one obtains first the relation
∂Xi(P (Q)) =
n∑
j=1
∂XjP (Q)#(∂XiQj)
and then
σ∂Xi(P (Q)) =
n∑
j=1
[σ(∂XiQj)]#[σ∂XjP (Q)]
and applying md gives (41). 
The following result is a module extended Haagerup variant of [OP97, Lemma 7], the
proof is the same using universal property of ℓ1 direct sums and [M97, Th 3.9]. We thus
leave the details to the reader.
Lemma 31. Let E1, E2 ∈ DSOMD, F1, F2 ∈ DSOMD, let X = (E1 ⊕1D E2)
eh⊗
D
(F1 ⊕1D F2).
Let S be the closure of the subspace obtained by injectivity of Haagerup tensor product (E1
eh⊗
D
F1) + (E2
eh⊗
D
F2). Then we have:
S ≃ (E1
eh⊗
D
F1)⊕1D (E2
eh⊗
D
F2),
completely isometrically.
We will also need a more subtle evaluation result for B⊗kc〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R,C〉. which
require that our variables are nice functions of semi-circular variables.
We write AnR,UltraApp for the set of X1, ..., Xn ∈ A,Xi = X∗i , [Xi, D] = 0, ‖Xi‖ ≤ R and
such that B,X1, ..., Xn is the limit in ED-law (for the ∗-strong convergence of D) of variables
in Bc〈X1, ...Xm : D, 2,C〉(S1, ..., Sm) with Si a family of semicircular variables over D, that
is of elements in the set of analytic functions evaluated in S1, . . . , Sm. Here m is some large
enough fixed integer number.
Proposition 32. For any (X1, ..., Xn) ∈ AnR,UltraApp, if φj : B
eh⊗
D
nj → M , j = 1, . . . , p are
multiplication maps φj(Z) = Z#(X1+
∑j−1
l=1 nl
, . . . , X∑j
l=1 nl
), M = W ∗(B,X1, ..., Xn), then
φ1øD...øDφp : B
eh⊗
D,c
n → M
eh⊗
D,c
p
is a completely bounded map of norm less than Rn−p with
n =
∑
ni. As a consequence, any (X1, ..., Xn) ∈ AnR,UltraApp, induces an evaluation map
B⊗kc〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R,C〉 →M
eh⊗
D,c
(k+1)
.
Proof. Assuming first Xi ∈ Bc〈X1, ...Xm : D, 2,C〉(S1, ..., Sm) the result is obvious in a
similar way as for composition of corresponding analytic functions and from the evaluation
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map to (S1, ..., Sm) in Proposition 28.(3). At first, the result is valued in N
eh⊗
D,c
p
1 with N1 =
W ∗(B, S1, ..., Sm) but one easily deduces the more restricted space of value.
We now consider the more general case with
Xi ∈ C∗,+(B, S1, ..., Sm) := C∗(evS1,...,Sm(B〈X1, ..., Xm : D, 2,C〉)),
in the C∗ algebra generated in W ∗(B, S1, ..., Sm) by evaluations of our analytic functions
at semicircular variables. There is a map φ1øD...øDφp on the extended Haagerup tensor
product by functoriality and nothing is required to get a map on the intersection space
φ1øD...øDφp : B
øehscDn →MøehscDp. To get the stated map and even first a map φ1øD...øDφp :
BøehScDn → MøehScDp, we have to check various stability properties of kernels appearing in
their definition as an intersection space. From the formula below describing the commutation
of the cyclic action and various tensor products of the maps φ, this stability of kernels will
become obvious. More precisely, let U ∈ BøehscDn for σ ∈ Cp, we write σˆ the induced
permutations on blocks and V = J(σˆ)(U) and n = kl, σ(1) = |l| + 2, |l| = p − 2 − |k|. We
want to show for any X ∈ 〈N, eD〉 ∩ L1(〈N, eD〉) with N =W ∗(M,S1, ..., Sκ) :
(ιkøDιl)(φ1øD...øDφp(U))#X = X#(ιløDιk)((φσ−1(1)øD...øDφσ−1(p)(V ))))).
For, it suffices to evaluate them to Y, Z ∈ [B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R,C〉(X1, ..., Xn)]〈S1, ..., Sκ〉
=: C ⊂ L2(N) as in Lemma 25.(2) and to take X ∈ CeDC, and see equality in L1(D). The
statement for X1, ..., Xn analytic as above gives exactly this in this case. In the evaluated
form, the convergence in ED-law is clearly enough to get the general case from this one. The
evaluation map is then obtained by the universal property of ℓ1 direct sums. It crucially
uses the bound on the norm of the completely bounded map above Rn−p that easily follows
from the bounds on canonical evaluations and the sup norm on MøehScDp,M
eh⊗
D,c
p
. 
6.2. Analytic functions with expectations. For X = (X1, . . . , Xn), the spaces Bc{X :
ED, R,C}, B{X : ED, R} have been defined in section 2. To prove various results on them,
we need some formal notation to explain several computations combinatorially. First, since
those spaces are defined as ℓ1 direct sums over pairs of monomials m and non-crossing
partitions σ ∈ NC2(2k) (indexing the parenthesizing where conditional expectations are
inserted), we can write πm,σ for the projection on the corresponding component of the ℓ
1
direct sum, and ǫm,σ for the corresponding injection.
We write ED for the formal conditional expectation characterized for P ∈ Bc,k{X1, ..., Xn :
ED, R} by ED(P ) ∈ Bc,k+1{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R} and such that the only-nonzero projections
π are of the form
πY mY,σˆ(ED(P )) = πm,σ(P )
for σˆ = {{1, 2i+ 2}} ∪ (σ + 1) where the blocks of σ + 1 are {a + 1, b+ 1} if {a, b} are the
blocks of σ. All other components of πm′,σ′(ED(P )) are 0. ED is obviously D−D bimodular
and completely bounded.
The scalar case D = C was considered in [Ceb13]; in this case we note the density of
C{X1, ..., Xn} ⊃ Span{P0tr(P1)...tr(Pk), Pi ∈ C〈X1, ..., Xn〉}.
For P ∈ C{X1, ..., Xn} and a linear form τ ∈ (C〈X1, ..., Xn〉)∗ there is a canonical element
P (τ) ∈ C〈X1, ..., Xn〉 defined by extending linearly [P0tr(P1)...tr(Pk)](τ) = P0τ(P1)...τ(Pk).
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In this way, one embeds
C{X1, ..., Xn} →֒ C0((C〈X1, ..., Xn〉)∗,C〈X1, ..., Xn〉)
(where the continuity is coefficientwise on the range and for the weak-* topology induced by
C〈X1, ..., Xn〉 on the source).
Similarly, for P ∈ B{X1, ..., Xn;ED, R} and a unital D bimodular completely bounded
linear map E ∈ UCBD−D(B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉, D), there is a canonical element P (E) ∈
B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉. Since P 7→ P (E) will be completely bounded D − D bimodular on
monomials, by the universal property of ℓ1 direct sums, it suffices to define it for monomials
P = πm,σ(P ), σ ∈ NC2(2k). It is defined by induction on k. Write σ− ∈ NC2(2(k − 1)) the
unique pair partition obtained by removing from σ the pair {i, i+1} of smallest index i and
re-indexing by the unique increasing bijection [[1, 2k]] − {i, i + 1} → [[1, 2(k − 1)]]. Let also
j(i) the index in the word m of the i-th Y (this being 1 if i = 1 and m starts by Y ). Then
P = πm,σ(P ) ∈ B
eh⊗
D,c
(|m|+1)
, then
P (E) = [ǫm′,σ−[1
øj(i)øE ◦ ǫm′′ø1ø|m|−j(i+1)+1](P )](E),
with m′ = m1...mj(i)−1mj(i+1)+1...m|m|, m′′ = mj(i)+1...mj(i+1)−1. Indeed the letters between
the index j(i) and j(i+1) inm′′ are onlyX ’s and we can thus apply E identifying B
eh⊗
D
j(i+1)−j(i)
via ǫm′′ with the corresponding subspace of B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉. Since E is D−D bimodular
[ǫm′,σ−[1
øj(i)øE ◦ ǫm′′ø1ø|m|−j(i+1)+1]] is well defined and we can apply E inductively.
In this way, we have a canonical map
B{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R} → C0(UCBD−D(B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉, D), B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉).
where the topology on UCBD−D(B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉, D) is the topology of pointwise norm-
wise convergence of idMIøE on all MI(B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉) (for I a cardinal smaller than
the cardinal of B).
To state the algebraic and differential properties we will use, we also need the following
variant (for C = C or C = D):
Bop(l){X1, ..., Xn : ED, R, C}
:= ℓ1C
(
R|m|XB
eh⊗
D
(|m|+1)
;m ∈M ′2k(X1, ..., Xn;Z1, ..., Zl; Y ), π ∈ NC2(2k), k ≥ 0
)
,
where M ′2k(X1, ..., Xn;Z1, ..., Zl; Y ) is the set of monomials linear in each Zi, without con-
straint on the order of appearance of Z1, ..., Zn and of order 2k in Y The blocks in Zi are
made to evaluate a variable in D′ ∩ N . We call B⊗(l){X1, ..., Xn : ED, R, C} the subspace
involving monomials with Zk ordered in increasing order of k and with all variables Zi
having an even number of Y before them and with their pair partitions unions of those
restricted to the intervals between them (thus Zi’s are interpreted as not being inside condi-
tional expectations.) We write B⊗(l)c{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R, C} the cyclic variant generalizing
B⊗(l)c〈X1, ..., Xn : ED, R, C〉.
The following result is obvious:
Proposition 33. Let X = (X1, . . . , Xn). (a) The spaces Bc{X : ED, R,C}, B{X :
ED, R,C} are Banach *-algebras for usual adjoint and multiplication, extending the ones
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of B〈X : D,R,C〉. B{X : ED, R,C} is a dual Banach space and the smallest algebra
generated by B,X and stable by ED is weak-* dense in it.
(b) B{X : ED, R} is a Banach algebra. B{X : ED, R} is a dual Banach space and the
smallest algebra generated by B,X and stable by ED is weak-* dense in it.
(c) There is a composition rule, for P ∈ B{X : ED, R}, Q1, ..., Qn ∈ D′∩B{X : ED, S,C},
such that ‖Qi‖ ≤ R, then there is a composition P (Q1, ..., Qn) ∈ B{X : ED, S} extending
the composition on B〈X : D,S〉. There are similar cyclic variants compatible with canonical
maps and with the evaluation map below.
(d) For finite von Neumann algebras N ⊃ B, P ∈ B{X : ED, R} defines a map (D′ ∩
N)nR → N by evaluation, with P (X) := P (EX,D)(X) ∈ W ∗(B,X), thus extending the value
on B〈X : D,R〉 and where EX,D ∈ UCBD−D(B〈X : D,R〉, D) comes from the conditional
expectation.
(e) Similarly there is a canonical evaluation evop(P,EX,D, X) ∈ CB((D′ ∩ N)⊗hl, N),
P ∈ Bopl{X : ED, R}, where N are evaluated in the Zi’s and then each pair of Y ’s is
replaced by a conditional expectation.
(f) There are also canonical continuous compositions (in the Zi variables) with commuting
with evaluation (with variants for B⊗(l)c{X : ED, R, C}, B⊗(l){X : ED, R, C}):
. ◦ (., ..., .) : Bop(k){X : ED, R} ×
k∏
i=1
Bop(li){X : ED, R,C} → Bop(∑i li){X : ED, R}.
(g) Finally for (X1, ..., Xn) ∈ AnR,UltraApp we in particular have an evaluation map
B⊗(l)c{X : ED, R, C} →M
eh⊗
D,c
(l+1)
with M =W ∗(B,X1, ..., Xn) as in Proposition 32.
6.2.1. Various derivatives of analytic functions with expectations.
Proposition 34. For C = C or C = D and any S < R, (a) The free difference quotient
(FDQ) derivations give rise to bounded maps
∂i : B{X : ED, R, C}→ B⊗(1){X : ED, S, C}
→ B{X : ED, S}
eh⊗
D
B{X : ED, S}
extending the free difference quotient from B〈X : D,R,C〉 and determined by weak-* con-
tinuity of the first line and by the requirement that the composition with the formal ED is
zero: ∂iED = 0.
(b) The iterated FDQ ∂k(i1,...,ik) : Bc{X : D,R,C} → B⊗(k)c{X : D,S,C} and ∂k(i1,...,ik) :
B{X : D,R,C} → B⊗k{X : D,S,C} are also bounded maps.
(c) Let d : B{X : ED, R, C} → Bop{X : ED, S, C}n and the operator variant d : Bop(l){X :
ED, R, C} → Bop(l+1){X : ED, R, C}n be the formal differentiation, i.e. a derivation uniquely
determined among weak-* continuous maps by
d(B〈X,Z1, ...Zl : D,R〉) = 0
and for any monomial P ∈ Bop(l){X : ED, R} (possibly l = 0):
dED(P ) = ED(dXP ), dXP := dP + (∂i(P )#Zl+1))i
and dlX(i1,...,il) = dXil...dXi1 : B{X : ED, R, C} → Bop(l){X : ED, S, C}. Then d and dl are
bounded maps.
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(d) We define the cyclic gradients on Bc{X : ED, R,C} → Bc{X : ED, S,C} for d ∈
Bc{X : ED, S,C}, S < R as a natural continuous extension of the cyclic gradient on Bc〈X :
D,R,C〉, satisfying DXi,d(Xj) = d1i=j, (39) and for P,Q monomials and for d, P monomials
Di,d(ED(P )) = Di,ED(d)(P ).
(e) The following relation with compositions (40), (41) holds:
dkX(j1,...,jk)(P (Q)) =
k∑
l=1
∑
n1,...,nl
∑
1≤i1<...<il=k
∑
l1,1=1,lm−1,1<lm,1<...<lm,im−im−1≤k
(dlX(n1,...,nl)(P ))(Q) ◦ (di1X(jl1,1 ,...,jl1,i1))Qn1 , d
i2−i1
X(jl2,1 ,...,jl2,i2−i1 )
Qn2 , ..., d
k−il−1
X(jll,1 ,...,jll,k−il−1
)
Qnl),
(42)
and in particular:
dX(P (Q1, ...Qn)) =
n∑
i=1
((dX(P ))(Q1, ..., Qn))i ◦ dX(Qi).
[Note the sum of li,j in formula (42) is only a sum over partitions, the first term of the
first set being written l1,1, the first term of the second set in the partition l2,1, the ordering
between sets in the partition being by the ordering of the smallest element]
Proof. For the most part, we only have to give a combinatorial formula for the derivations
acting on monomials. Then by the bimodularity of the formula and explicit uniform bounds,
the universal property of the ℓ1 sum will extend them to module ℓ1 direct sums. They
will be moreover weak-* continuous as soon as they are weak-* continuous when restricted
to monomial components since the c0 sum of predual maps will then give a predual map.
The derivation properties then determine d, ∂ on the ED-algebra generated by B,X1, ..., Xn
which is weak-* dense in the ℓ1 direct sum (actually in each monomial space by properties of
the extended Haagerup product and then, the finite sum of monomial spaces are normwise
dense), thus weak-* continuity determine those maps everywhere.
For σ ∈ NC2(2k), m ∈ M2k(X1, ..., Xn, Y ), let us say a submonomial m′ ⊂ m (with a
fixed starting indexed, m′ is thus formally a pair of the monomial and the starting index) is
compatible with σ and write m′ ∈ C(σ,m) if m′ ∈M2l(X1, ..., Xn, Y ), l ≤ k and l′ the index
in m of the first Y in m′, then σ|m′ := σ|[[l′,l′+2l−1]] ⊂ σ (which means there is no pairing in
m broken in m′ by our extraction of m′). We then write Sub(σ,m′) ∈ NC2(2l) the partition
σ|[[l′,l′+2l−1]] reindexed.
Then we define:
∂i(ǫm,σ(P )) =
∑
m=m′Xim′′,
m′,m′′∈C(σ,m)
(ǫm′,sub(σ,m′)øDǫm′′,sub(σ,m′′))(P ).
Of course the sum is 0 if its indexing set is empty, this in particular explains ∂iED = 0
and the remaining properties are easy.
The definition of d is complementary. When m′ or m′′ are not both in C(σ,m) and m =
m′Xim′′ (some i), we write (m′, m′′) ∈ IC(σ,m) (and this corresponds to a differentiation of
Xi below a conditional expectation).
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Then we define
d(ǫm,σ(P )) =
 ∑
m=m′Xim
′′,
(m′,m′′)∈IC(σ,m)
(ǫm′Z1m′′,σ)(P )

i
.
For σ1, σ2 ∈ NC2(2ki) we define for i ∈ [[0, 2k1]] the obvious insertion σ1#iσ2 = σ such that
σ|[[i+1,i+k2]] = σ2, σ|[[i+1,i+k2]]c = σ1 the equalities being understood after increasing reindexing.
Likewise ρi(σ1) = {{ij + i, ik + i} : {ij, ik} ∈ σ1} addition being understood modulo 2k1 so
that ρ2k1 = ρ0 = id, and write also ρi the corresponding permutation ρi(k) = k + i modulo
2k1.
We now define the cyclic gradient as follows:
Di,ǫM,Σ(d)(ǫm,σ(P )) =
∑
m=m′Xim′′
ǫm′′Mm′,ρ|m′′|Y (σ)#|m′′ |Y Σ
((ρ|m′′|.P )#|m′′|d)
and the relations are then easy. We give details for two of them involving cyclic gradients.
Let us explain (39) on spaces of monomials. We have to compute Di,ǫM,Σ(d)(ǫm,σ(P )ǫµ,π(Q)).
First note that ǫm,σ(P )ǫµ,π(Q) = ǫmµ,σ∪π(PQ). Here σ ∪ π is merely the concatenation of
non-crossing partitions and PQ the product of tensors defined in Proposition 28 (1). Note
that the sum over mµ = m′Xim′′ splits into two sums depending on whether Xi comes from
m or µ. This gives the following computation (using relations on rotation and product such
as ρ|m′′µ|.(PQ) = ρ|m′′|.(P ))#|m′′|(Qø1)) :
Di,ǫM,Σ(d)(ǫm,σ(P )ǫµ,π(Q))
=
∑
m=m′Xim′′
ǫm′′µMm′,ρ|m′′µ|Y (σπ)#|m′′µ|Y Σ
((ρ|m′′µ|.PQ)#|m′′µ|d)
+
∑
µ=m′Xim′′
ǫm′′Mmm′,ρ|m′′|Y (σπ)#|m′′ |Y Σ
((ρ|m′′|.PQ)#|m′′|d)
=
∑
m=m′Xim′′
ǫm′′µMm′,ρ|m′′|Y (σ)#|m′′ |Y (πΣ)
((ρ|m′′|.(P ))#|m′′|(Qd))
+
∑
µ=m′Xim′′
ǫm′′Mmm′,ρ|m′′|Y (π)#|m′′ |Y (Σσ)
((ρ|m′′|.Q)#|m′′|(dP ))
= Di,ǫµ,π(Q)ǫM,Σ(d)(ǫm,σ(P )) + Di,ǫM,Σ(d)ǫm,σ(P )(ǫµ,π(Q)).
Let us finally explain (41). By linearity (in P ) and continuity (in P and Q), it suffices to
consider the case of finite sums
Qk =
∑
i
ǫMk,i,σk,i(Qk,i), k = 1, ..., n
and where P is replaced by a monomial ǫm,σ(P ). Then write QXk ,i = Qk,i and QY,i = 1ø1,
MY,k = Y,MXl,k =Ml,k and note that
[ǫm,σ(P )](Q) =
∑
i1,....,i|m|
ǫMm1,i1 ...Mm|m|,i|m| ,σ#m(σm1,i1 ,...,σm|m|,i|m|)
(
P#(Qm1,i1 , ..., Qm|m|,i|m|)
)
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where if mj1 , ..., mj2l is the set of Y ’s in m, σ ∈ NC(2l), σXk ,l = σk,l and
σ#m(σm1,i1 , ..., σm|m|,i|m|) =(. . . ((σ#2l(σmj2l+1,ij2l+1 · · ·σm|m|,i|m|))
#2l−1(σmj2l−1 ,ij2l−1 · · ·σmj2l−1,ij2l−1)) . . .#0(σm1,i1 · · ·σmj1−1,ij1−1))
Thus one gets in writing for short Mm,i,L,+ =MmL+1,iL+1...Mm|m| ,i|m| :
Dj,ǫM,Σ(d)[ǫm,σ(P )](Q) =
∑
L=1...|m|,mL 6=Y
∑
MmL,iL=m
′Xjm′′
∑
i1,....,i|m|
ǫm′′Mm,i,L,+MMm1,i1 ...MmL−1,iL−1m′,ρ|m′′Mm,i,L,+|Y (σ#
m(σm1,i1 ,...,σm|m|,i|m|)
)#|m′′Mm,i,L,+|Y
Σ(
(ρ|m′′Mm,i,L,+|.
(
P#(Qm1,i1 , ..., Qm|m|,i|m|)
)
)#|m′′Mm,i,L,+|d
)
.
Then note the following combinatorial identities. We fix m =M ′XjM ′′ with |M ′| = L−1,
m = M ′′XjM ′
ρ|m′′Mm,i,L,+|Y (σ#
m(σm1,i1, ..., σm|m|,i|m|))#|m′′Mm,i,L,+|YΣ
= ρ|m′′|Y (σmL,iL)#|m′′|
(
[ρ|M ′′|Y (σ)]#
m(σmL+1,iL+1, ..., σm|m|,i|m| ,Σ, σm1,i1 , ..., σmL−1,iL−1)
)
,
and similarly:(
(ρ|m′′Mm,i,L,+|.
(
P#(Qm1,i1 , ..., Qm|m|,i|m|)
)
)#|m′′Mm,i,L,+|d
)
=
(ρ|m′′|.QmL,iL))#|m′′|
(
(ρ|M ′′|(P ))#(QmL+1,iL+1 , ..., Qm|m|,i|m| , d, Qm1,i1, ..., QmL−1,iL−1)
)
.
An inspection shows that gathering these terms leads to the definition of the right hand side
in (41) as expected.

Finally, we will need a second order operator and its commutation with cyclic gradients.
Proposition 35. There are continuous maps ∆, δ∆ on B{X : ED, R}→ B{X : ED, S} for
S < R uniquely defined as weak-* continuous map by the following properties (a) and (b):
(a) For P ∈ B{X : ED, R} monomial
∆(P ) =
∑
i
m ◦ (1øEDø1)∂iø1∂i(P )
and ∆ED = 0
(b) δ∆ is a derivation, δ∆(P ) = 0 for any P ∈ B〈X : D,R〉, and for Q monomial in
B{X : ED, R}, δ∆(ED(Q)) = ED((∆ + δ∆)(Q)).
(c) Moreover,
(43) Di(∆ + δ∆) = (∆ + δ∆)Di.
(d) Likewise, for any V ∈ B〈X : D,R〉, the map ∆V = ∆ +
∑
i ∂i(.)#DiV produces a
derivation δV such that δV (P ) = 0 for P ∈ B〈X : D,R〉 and for Q monomial in B{X :
ED, R}, δV (ED(Q)) = ED((∆V + δV )(Q)). Moreover, for any g ∈ B〈X : D,R〉:
Di(∆V + δV )(g) = (∆V + δV )Di(g) +
n∑
j=1
Di,DjgDjV.
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Proof. Again it suffices to define those D − D bimodular maps on monomials spaces, i.e.,
at the level of extended Haagerup tensor products. Then the universal property of the
direct sum will extend them as weak-* continuous maps as soon as each component map
is weak-* continuous. The algebraic relation then determines the maps on the ED algebra
generated by B,X1, ..., Xn and weak-* density of this algebra implies the uniqueness of
the weak-* continuous extension. For ∆ we use the formula above. Let σ ∈ NC2(2k),
m ∈M2k(X1, ..., Xn, Y ).
For m = nXin
′Xin′′, n′ ∈ C(σ,m) with the notation of the previous proof, we define
Add(σ, n, n′, n′′) = {{|n|Y + 1, |n|Y + |n′|Y + 2}}
∪ {{i+ 1, j + 1} : {i, j} ∈ σ, |n|Y < i < j ≤ |n|Y + |n′|Y }
∪ {{i, j + 2} : {i, j} ∈ σ, i ≤ |n|Y < |n|Y + |n′|Y < j}
∪ {{i, j} : {i, j} ∈ σ, i < j ≤ |n|Y }
∪{{i+ 2, j + 2} : {i, j} ∈ σ, |n|Y + |n′|Y < i < j} ∈ NC2(2k + 2).
Then we define for a monomial ǫm,σ(P ) :
(∆ + δ∆)(ǫm,σ(P )) =
n∑
j=1
∑
m=nXjn′Xjn′′,n′∈C(σ,m)
ǫnY n′Y n′′,Add(σ,n,n′,n′′)(P ).
All properties but the last equation (43) are easy. By definition, we have:
Di((∆ + δ∆)(ǫm,σ(P ))
=
n∑
j=1
∑
m=nXjn′Xjn′′,n′∈C(σ,m)
∑
nY n′Y n′′=m′Xim′′
ǫm′′m′,ρ|m′′|Y (Add(σ,n,n
′,n′′))((ρ|m′′|.(P )))
The sums can be divided into 3 cases depending on whether Xi ∈ n, n′, n′′. Similarly, we
have
(∆ + δ∆)Di(ǫm,σ(P )) =
∑
m=M ′XiM ′′
n∑
j=1
∑
M ′′M ′=NXjN ′XjN ′′,N ′∈C(ρ|M′′ |Y (σ),M ′′M ′)
ǫNY N ′Y N ′′,Add(ρ|M′′|Y (σ),N,N
′,N ′′))((ρ|M ′′|.(P )))
and there are also 3 cases depending Xj ’s are both in M
′′, in M ′ or one in each. The proof of
the equality is combinatorial, we check we have a bijection of the indexing sets of the sum,
with equality of the terms summed in each case.
If Xi ∈ n, then n = oXio′ and m = oXio′Xjn′Xjn′′ this suggests M ′ = o,
M ′′ = o′Xjn′Xjn′′ corresponding bijectively to a term where both Xj’s are in M ′′,
N = o′, N ′ = n′, N ′′ = n′′M ′, m′ = o, m′′ = o′Y n′Y n′′ so that m′′m′ = NY N ′Y N ′′ as
expected, |M ′′| = |m′′| implying the same rotation of P and Add(ρ|M ′′|Y (σ), N,N ′, N ′′)) =
ρ|m′′|Y (Add(σ, n, n
′, n′′)), as is easily checked with the same condition on n′ = N ′, implying
the final equality. The case Xi ∈ n′′ is similar corresponding bijectively to the case where
both Xj ’s are in M
′.
If Xi ∈ n′, n′ = oXio′ and m = nXjoXio′Xjn′′, m′ = nY o,m′′ = o′Y n′′. This suggests,
M ′ = nXjo,M ′′ = o′Xjn′′ corresponding bijectively to a term where one Xj is in M ′′ the
other in M ′ with N = o′, N ′ = n′′n,N ′′ = o. Since N ′′ is related to a complement of n′, the
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relations imposed on n′, N ′ are equivalent after rotation. We also have m′′m′ = NY N ′Y N ′′
as expected, |M ′′| = |m′′| implying the same rotation of P and Add(ρ|M ′′|Y (σ), N,N ′, N ′′)) =
ρ|m′′|Y (Add(σ, n, n
′, n′′)), as is easily checked, implying the final equality. 
6.3. Non-commutative Ck,l-functions and their stability properties.
6.3.1. Ck,l norms. As in the main text, we consider several variants Ck,l;ǫ1,ǫ2tr,V (A,U : B,ED),
ǫ1 ∈ {0, 1}, ǫ2 ∈ {−1, 0, 1, 2}:
‖P‖
C
k,l;ǫ1,ǫ2
tr,V (A,U :B,ED)
= ‖ι(P )‖k,l,U + ǫ1‖(∆V+δV )(P )‖C∗tr(A,U)
+ 1k≥max(ǫ2−1,−ǫ2)
l−1+1odd(|ǫ2|)∑
p=0
n∑
i=1
max
[
‖Di,1(P )‖k,p,U ,
(0 ∨ ǫ2
2
) sup
Q ∈ (Ck,ptr (A,Um−1 : B,ED))1
m ≥ 2
‖Di,Q(X′)(P )‖k,p,Um
]
.
(44)
We of course also define a first order part seminorm ‖P‖
C
k,l;ǫ1,ǫ2
tr,V (A,U :B,ED),≥1
only re-
placing the first term in the sum by ‖ι(P )‖k,l,U≥1. Note that ‖P‖
C
k,l;1k≥2,2
tr,V (A,U :B,ED)
=
‖P‖Ck,ltr,V (A,U :B,ED) enables to include our previous case in an ad-hoc way. We may write
Ck,l;0,ǫ2tr,V (A,U : B,ED) = C
k,l;0,ǫ2
tr (A,U : B,ED) since there is no more dependence in V in
this case. Note that we wrote Ck,l;ǫ2tr (A,U : B,ED) = C
k,l;0,ǫ2
tr,V (A,U : B,ED) for short
in the text before the appendices since we only used this case ǫ1 = 0.
In the last seminorm we considered P in variable X = (X1, ..., Xn) and Q in variable
X ′ = (X ′(1), ..., X
′
(m−1)) ∈ Um−1 and Um ⊂ AmnR = (AnR)m. In order to get a consistent
definition, we still have to check the last term is finite for P ∈ Bc{X1, ..., Xn;ED, R,C}. We
gather this and a complementary estimate in the following Lemma. A variant explains the
inclusion Ck,lc ⊂ Ck,ltr,V,c at the end of subsection 2.4 with norm equivalent to the restricted
norm (explaining why the completions are included in one another)
Lemma 36. Assume U ⊂ AnR,appB−ED . For any P ∈ Bc{X1, ..., Xn;ED, R,C}, we have
sup
Q ∈ (Ck,ptr (A,Um−1 : B,ED))1
m ≥ 2
‖Di,Q(X′)(P )‖k,p,Um <∞
and moreover if P ∈ Bc〈X1, ..., Xn;D,R,C〉, for any p ≥ 0 we have:
sup
Q ∈ (Ck,ptr (A,Um−1 : B,ED))1
m ≥ 2
‖Di,Q(X′)(P )‖k,p,Um ≤ C‖P‖k+1,p,U,c,≥1
so that we have extensions of the identity which give injective bounded linear maps:
Ck+lc (A,U : B,D)→ Ck,ltr,V (A,U : B,ED),
Ck+l+1c (A,U : B,D)→ Ck,l;0,1tr,V (A,U : B,ED),
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and we have for some C > 0:
‖P‖Ck,ltr,V (A,U :B,ED),≥1 ≤ C‖P‖k+1,l−1,U,c,≥1.
Proof. We can assume Q ∈ Bc{X ′(1)1, ..., X ′(1)n, ..., X ′(m)1, ..., X ′(m)n;ED, R+,C}, m ≥ 1 X ′ =
X ′(1)1, ..., X
′
(1)n, ..., X
′
(m)1, ..., X
′
(m)n. We detail only the second estimate, since the first one
mainly needs P monomial and is an easy extension.
To compute differentials we introduce partial differentials ds(X,X′)(r1,...,rs) so that a full
differential is ∑
r∈[1,(m+1)n]s
ds(X,X′)(r1,...,rs)Di,Q(X′)(P )(X,X
′).(Hr11 , ..., H
rs
s ).
Recall this ds(X,X′) is the full differential so that d
s
X applied to P ∈ Bc〈X1, ..., Xn;D,R,C〉
is a certain expression involving free difference quotients but is not necessarily 0 (unlike ds
by its definition).
We have to compute as easily checked on monomials, for s, l ≤ k − 1
ds(X,X′)(r1,...,rs)(∂
l
(j1,...,jk)
Di,Q(X′)(P ))
=
∑
0≤o≤p≤l
[d#RXR(ρ
−(l−p+1).∂(o+l−p+1)(jp+1,...,jl,i,j1,...,jo)(P ))]#d
#R′
X′R′∂
(p−o)
(jo+1,...,jp)
(Q)(45)
where R = (ri1 , ..., ri#R) with the underlying set uR = {ri1, ..., ri#R} = {ri, ri ∈ [1, n]},
i1 < ... < i#R and R
′ = (rj1 − n, ..., rj#R′ − n) with {rj1, ..., rj#R′} = {r1, ..., rs} − uR
j1 < ... < j#R′ so that d(X,X′)(R′+n) = dX′R′ , and note there is no real sum to split the
derivatives between P,Q (the sum can contain only one non-zero term) since the variables
of Q and P are not the same.
Using this remark and the natural bound on products defined in Proposition 28, one gets
the term in the seminorm to estimate for a fixed order s of differentials ds:‖ ∑
r∈[1,(m+1)n]s
ds(X,X′)(r1,...,rs)Di,Q(X′)(P )(X,X
′).(Hr11 , ..., H
rs
s )‖A +
k∑
l=1∑
j∈[1,n(m+1)]l
‖
∑
r∈[1,(m+1)n]s
ds(X,X′)(r1,...,rs)∂
l
jDi,Q(X′)(P )(X,X
′).(Hr11 , ..., H
rs
s )‖
A
eh
⊗
D,c
(l+1)

≤ k
∑
V ⊂ [1, s]
V = {i1, ..., iv}
V c = {j1, ..., js−v}
‖dvX∂iP‖
A
eh
⊗
D,c
2
+
k∑
l=1
∑
j∈[1,n]l
‖dvX∂l+1(i,j)(P )(X).(Hi1, ..., Hiv)‖
A
eh
⊗
D,c
(l+2)

×
‖ds−vX′ Q(X ′)(Hj1, ..., Hjs−v)‖A + k∑
l=1
∑
j∈[1,nm]l
‖ds−vX′ ∂lj(Q)(X ′).(Hj1, ..., Hjs−v)‖
A
eh
⊗
D,c
(l+1)
 .
The factor k appears for a the same reason as the sum over V , because in the sum over j
(resp. over r) the position of differentials X , X ′ need to be determined by a starting point
for the block of X ′ variables (resp. a set of X variables) and in the first case the number is
less than l ≤ k.
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Thus taking suprema in the definition of seminorms, one gets the concluding result for
any p:
‖Di,Q(X′)(P )‖k−1,p,Um+1,c ≤ (k − 1)2p‖P‖k,p,U,c‖Q‖k−1,p,Um,c,
and similarly
‖Di,Q(X′)(P )‖k−1,p,Um+1 ≤ (k − 1)2p‖P‖k,p,U,c‖Q‖k−1,p,Um.
The definition of the two bounded linear maps are then straightforward and injectivity
comes from the fact that the bounds enable us to get equivalent norms on the image so that
the separation completion defining the first space can be computed in the second. 
6.3.2. Composition of functions. To understand the relationship between the Laplacian
and composition of functions we need the following basic remark. Let P,Q1, ..., Qn ∈
∪R>0Bc{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R,C}. Then:
∆(P ◦Q) =
∑
i,j
m ◦ (1øEDø1)∂iø1((∂jP ) ◦Q#∂i(Qj))
=
∑
i,j
((∂jP ) ◦Q#m ◦ (1øEDø1)(∂iø1∂i(Qj)))
+
∑
i,j,k
m ◦ (1øEDø1)((∂kø1∂jP ) ◦Q#(∂i(Qk), ∂i(Qj)) .
Thus we have a lack of stability of the form of the second order term so that it is natural
to introduce for P ∈ B{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R}, R = (Rkl) =
∑
K(R
kl
1,KøR
kl
2,K)kl ∈ [(D′ ∩
A
eh⊗
D
2
)ø̂(D′ ∩ A
eh⊗
D
2
)]n
2
the following expression:
∆R(P ) =
∑
i,j,K
m ◦ (1øEDø1)[∂iø1∂j(P )#(Rij1,K , Rij2,K)] ∈ A{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R} ,
and similarly
(∂(Q)⊗ ∂(Q))#R)kj =
∑
K,l,i
[(∂i(Qk)#(R
il
1,K)]ø[∂l(Qj))#(R
il
2,K).]
In this way one gets
(46) ∆R(P ◦Q) = (∂∆R(Q)P ) ◦Q +∆(∂(Q)ø∂(Q))#R(P ) ◦Q .
As before we can also define δR as a derivation
δR : B{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R} → A{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R}
by requiring that it vanishes on B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉 ∋ P and satisfies
δR(P ) = 0 , δR(ED(Q)) = ED((∆R + δR)(Q)) .
We consider the variants Ck,l;ǫ1,ǫ2tr,(2) (A,U : B,ED), ǫ1 ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, ǫ2 ∈ {−1, 0, 1, 2}, o ∈
[[0,max(0, l− 2)]]:
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‖P‖
C
k,l;ǫ1,ǫ2
tr,(2,o)
(A,U :B,ED)
= ‖ι(P )‖k,l,U + 1k≥max(ǫ2−1,−ǫ2)
l−1+1odd(|ǫ2|)∑
p=0
n∑
i=1
max
[
‖Di,1(P )‖k,p,U ,
(0 ∨ ǫ2
2
) sup
Q ∈ (Ck,ptr (A,Um−1 : B,ED))1
m ≥ 2
‖Di,Q(X′)(P )‖k,p,Um
]
+max
[
(0 ∨ ǫ1) sup
‖Rkl‖
[(D′∩A
eh
⊗
D
2
)ø̂(D′∩A
eh
⊗
D
2
)]
≤1
‖(∆R + δR)(P )‖0,o,U ,
(0 ∨ (−ǫ1))‖(∆ + δ∆)(P )‖0,o,U
]
.
Finally to deal with our universal norms we need to consider in what space of variables our
functions are valued to handle composition properly. For this consider U ⊂ AnR, V ⊂ AnS sets,
S ≥ R and C a class of functions on U as before or one defined later, BC the space of analytic
function (either Bc{X1, ..., Xn;ED, R+,C} for classes with index tr or Bc〈X : D,R,C〉 or
∩T>RC l+1b (AnR, Bc〈X1, ..., Xn : D, T,C〉) for classes with index u etc.) used to define it as a
separation-completion with canonical map ι : BC → C. We define two candidates of sets
admissible for composition
Comp(U, V, C) = {Q = (Q1, ..., Qn) ∈ Cn, ∀X ∈ U,Q(X) ∈ V },
Comp−(U, V, C) = Comp(U, V, C) ∩ Comp(U, V, C) ∩ (ι(BC))n)C
n
,
which are subspaces of Comp(U,AnS, C) . We first define composition on the dense sub-
space of Qi ∈ ∩T>RC l+1b (U,Bc〈X : D, T,C〉), with Q(X) ∈ V for all X ∈ U , for
P ∈ ∩T>SC l+1b (V,Bc〈X : D, T,C〉) by
P (Q1, ..., Qn) : X ∈ U 7→ P [(Q1(X), ..., Qn(X))](Q1[X ], ...., Qn[X ])
where P [(Q1(X), ..., Qn(X))] ∈ ∩T>SBc〈X : ED, S,C〉 is then composed with Qi[X ] ∈
Bc〈X : ED, R〉, since ‖Qi[X ]‖ ≤ T for some T ≥ S one can apply the definition of composi-
tion at analytic level from Propositions 29, 33.
If P ∈ Bc{X1, ..., Xn;ED, S+,C}, P defines X 7→ P (ED,X) on any V ⊂ AnS, so that we
can define P (Q1, ..., Qn) assuming only ‖Qi(X)‖ < S (case V = AnS above).
We can now extend these maps. We first deal with the cases of stability by compositions
and then deal with the variants we used in the main texts obtained via various compositions
with canonical maps.
Lemma 37. Fix V, U as above with U ⊂ V (with V ⊂ AnR,UltraApp as soon as a space with
index c is involved). The above map (P,Q1, ..., Qn) 7→ P (Q1, ..., Qn) extends continuously to
Q1, ..., Qn ∈ Comp−(U, V,Ck,lu (A,U : B,ED)) to give a map
Ck,lu (A, V : B,ED)× Comp−(U, V,(Ck,lu (A,U : B,ED)))→ Ck,lu (A,U : B,ED),
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for k ≥ l. Moreover, for any (k, l) ∈ IN2, it also extends continuously consistently to
Ck,ltr (A, V : B,ED)× Comp(U, V,(Ck,ltr (A,U : B,ED)))→ Ck,ltr (A,U : B,ED),
Ck,ltr,c(A, V : B,ED)× Comp(U, V,(Ck,ltr,c(A,U : B,ED)))→ Ck,ltr,c(A,U : B,ED),
Ck,l;0,ǫ2tr (A, V : B,ED)× Comp(U, V,(Ck,l;0,1∨ǫ2tr (A,U : B,ED)))→ Ck,l;0,ǫ2tr (A,U : B,ED),
Ck,l;1,ǫ2tr,(2,o)(A, V : B,ED)× Comp(U, V,(Ck,l;ǫ1,1∨ǫ2tr,(2,o) (A,U : B,ED)))→ Ck,l;ǫ1,ǫ2tr,(2,o) (A,U : B,ED),
ǫ1 ∈ {−1, 1}, ǫ2 ∈ {−1, 0, 1, 2}, o = 0 and with the constraint k, l ≥ 1 in case ǫ1 = 1. Finally,
for P ∈ Ck,l+1u (A, V : B,ED) (Q1, ..., Qn) 7→ P (Q1, ..., Qn) is Lipschitz on bounded sets of
Comp−(U, V, Ck,lu (A,U : B,ED)) with corresponding statements on all other spaces in adding
to the P variable only 1 more derivative to l and to o. Moreover, the Lipschitz property is
uniform on bounded sets for P in the space it can be taken.
Although the case o ∈ [[1,max(0, l − 1)]] is not needed in this paper, it can be treated
similarly but this is left to the reader.
Proof. Note first that for composition on Comp− we can extend the first definition of compo-
sition since then we have approximate Q ∈ ι(B)n with Q(X) ∈ V . For all extension to Comp
we use the second definition since we can start from P ∈ Bc{X1, ..., Xn;ED, S+,C} by density
in the corresponding spaces. As we will see, we will always extend first in Q, and for P fixed
as above this extension can be done with V = AnS, using Comp(U,A
n
S, C) = Comp
−(U,AnS, C)
(since AnS open and using compatibility with the topology of considered C) and then restrict
this first extension to our space Comp(U, V, C) ⊂ Comp(U,AnS, C). We have to estimate
various norms using (40) and (42) (and its variant which is the elementary differentiation of
composition of functions):
dsX(r1,...,rs)(∂
k
(j1,...,jk)
P (Q1, ...Qn)) =
k∑
l=1
∑
n1,...,nl
∑
1≤i1<...<il=k
dsX(r1,...,rs)[(∂
l
(n1,...,nl)
(P ))(Q1, ...Qn)#(∂
i1
(j1,...,ji1)
Qn1 , ∂
i2−i1
(ji1+1,...,ji2)
Qn2 , ..., ∂
k−il−1
(jil−1+1,...,jk)
Qnl)]
=
k∑
l=1
∑
n1,...,nl
∑
1≤i1<...<il=k
∑
V={{t0,1<...<t0,u0},...{tl,1<...<t1,ul}∈Part([1,s])}
u0∑
m=1
∑
o1,...,om
∑
1≤j1<...<jm=u0∑
L∈Part([1,u0]):L1,1=1,L.−1,1<L.,1
[
[dmX(o1,...,om)(∂
l
(n1,...,nl)
(P )](Q1, ...Qn)
◦(dj1X(rt0,L1,1 ,...,rt0,L1,j1))
Qo1 , , ..., d
u0−jm−1
X(rt0,Lm,1
,...,rt0,Lm,u0−jm−1 )
)
Qom))]
]
#(du1X(rt1,1 ,...,rt1,u1 )
∂i1(j1,...,ji1)
Qn1, ..., d
ul
X(rtl,1 ,...,rtl,ul
)∂
k−il−1
(jil−1+1,...,jk)
Qnl)]
(the sum over V runs over partitions of [1, s] (not ordered) and the sum over L = {{L1,1 <
... < L1,j1}, · · · , {Lm−1,1 < Lm,1 < ... < Lm,jm−jm−1}}), L.−1,1 < L.,1 over partitions
Part([1, u0]) of [1, u0] with the extra inequalities written ordering the blocks of the par-
titions by the index of the smallest element). Now for P ∈ ∩T>SC l+1b (AnS, Bc〈X : D, T,C〉),
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one checks (using we started from one more derivative on U than necessary, namely l+1 in-
stead of l) that (Q1, ..., Qn) 7→ P (Q1, ..., Qn) is uniformly continuous (on balls) thus extends
by uniform continuity to Comp−(U, V, Ck,lu (A,U : B,ED)).
Obviously, if one does not care about constants, we have from the previous computation,
a bound of the form
‖P (Q1, ..., Qn)‖k,l,U ≤ C(k, l, n)‖P‖k,l,V
(
1 + max
i=1,...,n
‖Qi‖k,l,U
)k+l
thus P 7→ P (Q1, ..., Qn) is Lipschitz with value in the space continuous functions with
supremum norm on Qi and thus extend to all P in the space C
k,l
u (A, V : B,ED). This
concludes to the extension part. Note that one deduces from the computations above the
estimate of independent interest :
(47)
‖P (Q1, ..., Qn)‖k,l,U,≥1 ≤ C(k, l, n)‖P‖k,l,V,≥1
(
1 + max
i=1,...,n
‖Qi‖k,l,U
)k+l−1
max
i=1,...,n
‖Qi‖k,l,U,≥1
For the Lipschitz property, the only problematic term in the expression above is the
composition dsX(r1,...,rs)[(∂
l
(o1,...,ol)
(P ))(Q1, ..., Qn). We note that under the supplementary as-
sumption of differentiability for P , it is always differentiable with differential∑
i
ds+1X(r1,...,rs,i)[(∂
l
(n1,...,nl)
(P ))(Q1, ..., Qn)(·, ..., ·, Hi).
The conclusion follows by the fundamental Theorem of calculus.
Now, the case of Ck,ltr spaces is obvious because P (Q1, ..., Qn) exactly comes from the
composition in Proposition 33 and the discussion at the beginning of the proof to deal with
Comp. Ck,ltr,c is also a variant.
We now turn to the spaces Ck,l;0,ǫ2tr first with ǫ2 = 1. For P fixed analytic, the extension
in Qi is as easy as before (using the estimate below), it remains to prove uniform Lipschitz
property in P . Recall the basic formula (41) and since in our case DQi,R(P )(Q1, ..., Qn) ∈
Ck,ltr (A,U
m−1 : B,ED) we have the following bound for p ≤ l :
sup
R∈(Ck,ptr (A,Um−1:B,ED))1
‖Di,R(X′)(P (Q1, ..., Qn))‖k,p,Um
≤
n∑
j=1
sup
S∈(Ck,ptr (A,Um:B,ED))1
‖Di,S(X′′)(Qj))‖k,p,Um+1
sup
R∈(Ck,ptr (A,Um−1:B,ED))1
‖DQj ,R(X′)(P )(Q1, ...Qn)‖k,p,Um
(48)
where we of course took the variables S = DQj ,R(X′)(P )(Q1, ...Qn), X
′′ = (X ′, X) ∈ Um, and
used ‖Di,DQj,R(X′)(P )(Q1,...Qn)(Qj))‖k−1,p,Um ≤ ‖Di,S(X′′)(Qj))‖k−1,p,Um+1. And from a variant
with parameter of our previous estimates for the change of variable (Q1(X), ..., Qn(X), X
′)
(based on the fact that no additional sum related to composition is involved for the variables
X ′ so that the constant C(k−1, p, n) below only involves the number of variables of X), the
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last term is bounded by
‖DQj ,R(X′)(P )(Q1, ...Qn)‖k,p,Um
≤ C(k, p, n)‖DXj ,R(X′)(P )‖k,p,V×Um−1
(
1 + max
i=1,...,n
(‖Qi‖k,p,U)
)p+k
.
This gives the expected Lipschitz bound in P (using U ⊂ V in taking Qj(X) = Xj) for the
part with cyclic gradients. The Lipschitz property in Q is dealt with as before.
We now consider the case ǫ2 = 0. In this case the norm becomes
‖P‖
C
k,l;ǫ1,0
tr,V (A,U :B,ED)
= ‖ι(P )‖k,l,U + ǫ1‖(∆V + δV )(P )‖C∗tr(A,U) +
l−1∑
p=0
n∑
i=1
‖Di,1(P )‖k,p,U .
and thus we can use the estimate (48) with R = 1 to conclude.
We now turn to the case ǫ2 = −1. In this case the norm becomes
‖P‖
C
k,l;ǫ1,−1
tr,V (A,U :B,ED)
= ‖ι(P )‖k,l,U + ǫ1‖(∆V + δV )(P )‖C∗tr(A,U) + 1k≥1
l∑
p=0
n∑
i=1
‖Di,1(P )‖k,p,U .
The term
∑l
p=0
∑n
i=1‖Di,1(P )‖k,p,U is controlled by the similar term (with summation up to
l) in (44) which gives the norm of Q (noting that ǫ2 ∨ 1 = 1). The other terms are treated
as before.
Finally, we consider the case ǫ2 = 2. This time 1 ∨ ǫ2 = 2 and the summation over p goes
up to l − 1; thus we can use essentially the same estimate as in (48) in this case.
It remains to deal with the case ǫ1 = 1 with o = 0. It is based on (46)
(∆R + δR)(P ◦Q) = (dQ(X)P (ED,Q(X)).(∆R + δR)(Q))
+ [∆(∂Q⊗∂Q)#R) + δ(∂Q⊗∂Q)#R)](P )(ED,Q(X))(Q(X)) .
so that one gets :
sup
‖Rkl‖
[(D′∩A
eh
⊗
D
2
)ø̂(D′∩A
eh
⊗
D
2
)]
≤1
‖(∆R + δR)(P ◦Q)‖C∗tr(A,U)
≤ sup
‖Rkl‖
[(D′∩A
eh
⊗
D
2
)ø̂(D′∩A
eh
⊗
D
2
)]
≤1
‖(∆R + δR)(P )‖C∗tr(A,V )
(
max
i=1,...,n
‖Qi‖21,0,U
)
+ sup
‖Rkl‖
[(D′∩A
eh
⊗
D
2
)ø̂(D′∩A
eh
⊗
D
2
)]
≤1
‖(∆R + δR)(Q)‖C∗tr(A,U)‖P‖1,1,U .
This enables the extension in P after extension in Q if k, l ≥ 1 and gives the Lipschitz
property in Q on bounded set as required (using o became o+1 for dealing with the annoying
new term). The case ǫ1 = −1 is possible because taking Rkl = 1k=l(1ø1)ø(1ø1) recovers the
Laplacian and using a general R on the P variable enables to deal with the particular case
(and remove the sup) for Q,P ◦Q variables. 
Corollary 38. In the setting of the previous Lemma (in particular for U ⊂ V ⊂ AnR,UltraApp),
for any l ≥ 1 (and k ≥ 2 in any case with W ) the map (P,Q1, ..., Qn) 7→ P (Q1, ..., Qn) also
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extends continuously consistently to
Ck+lc (A, V : B,D)× Comp(U, V,(Ck,ltr,W (A,U : B,ED)))→ Ck,ltr,W (A,U : B,ED),
Ck+lc (A, V : B,D)× Comp(U, V,(Ck,ltr,W,c(A,U : B,ED)))→ Ck,ltr,W,c(A,U : B,ED),
C lc(A, V : B,D)× Comp(U, V,(C lc(A,U : B,D)))→ C lc(A,U : B,D)
Ck,l;0,−1tr (A, V : B,ED)× Comp(U, V,(Ck+l+1c (A,U : B,D)))→ Ck,l;0,−1tr (A,U : B,ED),
Similarly as before if we require one more derivative in P in the l variable, one gets the
Lipschitz property on bounded sets in the space for Q.
Proof. This is a consequence of the previous result using the canonical maps :Ck+lc (A, V :
B,D)→ Ck,l;1,2tr,(2,0)(A, V : B,ED), Ck,ltr,W (A,U : B,ED)→ Ck,l;−1,2tr,(2,0) (A, V : B,ED), for k ≥ 2, l ≥
1, and Ck+l+1c (A,U : B,D)→ Ck,l;0,1tr (A,U : B,ED), from Lemma 36.
The last variant for Ckc (A,U : B,D) is easy since it is defined as a subspace with equivalent
norm with respect to the previous space (with l = 0) and thus a consequence of stability of
analytic functions (without expectation) by composition. 
An easy computation shows that
(49)
n∑
i=1
τ(Di,e(P )(ED,X)(X)Hi) = τ(e[dXP (ED,X).(H1, ..., Hn)]).
Note that (49) extends for e = 1 to Ck,l;ǫ1,ǫ2tr,V (A,U : B,ED), X ∈ U as soon as l ≥ 1.
We will need later the following consequence of Proposition 35.
Let us define the first space introducing a conjugate variable assumption that will be
frequently used in the next subsection:
AnR,conj = {X ∈ AnR,UltraApp, ∂∗i (1ø1) ∈ W ∗(X), i = 1, ..., n}.
Lemma 39. Let U ⊂ AnR,conj.
(1) Let V ∈ C1c (A,AnR,conj : B,D). For g ∈ B{X1, ..., Xn : ED, S,C}, X = (X1, ..., Xn) ∈
AnR,conj, ξi = ∂
∗
i 1ø1, ξ = (ξ1, ..., ξn) the conjugate variables of X relative to ED in
presence of B, then
(δV (g))(EX,D) = dg(EX,D).(ξ −DV (X1, ..., Xn)),
and this extends to g ∈ Ck,ltr,V (A,U), k ≥ 2, l ≥ 1.
(2) Let k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, V ∈ Ck+1c (A,AnR,conj : B,D). For any g ∈ Ck+2,2tr,V (A,U :
B,ED), we have h = (∆V + δV )(g) ∈ Ck,0;0,−1tr,V (A,U∩AnR,conj : B,ED),(Dig) ∈
Ck+2,1tr (A,U∩AR,conj : B,ED) and we have equality in Ck,0tr (A,U∩AR,conj : B,ED):
Dih = (∆V + δV )(Dig)−
n∑
j=1
Di,DjgDjV.
Proof. (1) Because of the norm continuity of the various maps, by density, the first assertion
needs only to be checked for V = 0 and g = P a monomial. By the standard form of tensor
products in extended Haagerup tensor products [M05, (2.4), (2.5)], one can even reduce
terms in those tensor products to finite linear combinations of products. Thus it suffices to
check this on the algebra generated by B,X1, ..., Xn where this is then an easy consequence
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of the definition of conjugate variables. The extension to Ck,ltr,V (A,U), k ≥ 2, l ≥ 1 is then
obvious by norm continuity of the various maps.
(2) We first need to extend (14) to V ∈ Ck+1c (A,AnR,conj : B,D), still for g = P ∈
Bc{X1, ..., Xn : ED, R,C}. If one uses the notation after this formula extending the definition
of ∆V + δV to these values of V and notes from the formula (41) for cyclic gradient of
compositions above (extended beyond analytic functions since [∆V0(Z) + δV0(Z)](P ) is a non-
commutative analytic function with expectation and we can use the composition Lemma as
in the proof of Proposition 11), one gets the expected relation:
DXi
(
[∆V0(Z) + δV0(Z)](P )(X,DV (X))
)
=
(
DXi [∆V0(Z) + δV0(Z)](P )
)
(X,DV (X))
+
n∑
j=1
(
DXi,DZj ([∆V0(Z)+δV0(Z)](P ))DXjV (X)
)
=
(
[∆V0(Z) + δV0(Z)](DXiP )
)
(X,DV (X)) +
n∑
j=1
(
DXi,DXj (P ))DXjV (X)
)
where we used (14) for the extra variables Z to get
DZj ([∆V0(Z) + δV0(Z)](P )) = [∆V0(Z) + δV0(Z)](DZjP ) +
n∑
k=1
DZj ,DjPDZkV0(Z)
= DjP
since DZjP = 0 and similarly
DXi [∆V0(Z) + δV0(Z)](P ) = [∆V0(Z) + δV0(Z)]DXi(P )
since DXiV0 = 0.
It now remains to extend the relation in P to apply it to our g.
For the second statement we check that the map g 7→ (∆V + δV )(g) is bounded for g
analytic function with expectation between the spaces
∆V + δV : C
k+2,2
tr,V (A,U : B,ED)→ Ck,0;0,−1tr,V (A,U∩AnR,conj1 : B,ED),
where the identity has just been checked. We need to bound the k-th order free difference
quotient of h and Dh. We of course use Dg is controlled in Ck+2,1(A,U : B,ED) thus by
closability we can apply a k-th order free difference quotients to the relation for Dh (using
Lemma 36 for the term with second order derivative on V ). We can also apply a k-th order
free difference quotient to the formula for h, each time using the relation for δV (g) in terms
of differential. The bounds are now easy using for the term ∂δV the identity checked before
in (1) in any representation for δV and commutation of ∂ and d. 
6.4. Free Difference Quotient with value in extended Haagerup tensor products.
We now consider closability properties of the free difference quotient with value in the ex-
tended Haagerup tensor product.
For later uses we consider variants of the spaces considered in subsection 3.3: AnR,conj0 =
AnR,UltraApp, A
n
R,conj = A
n
M,conj1 with all conjugate variables relative to B,ED:
AnR,conj(1/2) = {X ∈ AnR,conj0, ∂∗i (1ø1) ∈ L2(W ∗(X)), i = 1, ..., n},
AnM,conj2 = {X ∈ AnR,conj , ∂∗i (∂∗i (1ø1)ø1) ∈ W ∗(X), i = 1, ..., n}
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They are motivated by the various cases in the next Lemma:
Lemma 40. Let M =W ∗(X1, ..., Xn, B) for (X1, ..., Xn) ∈ (A, τ).
(1) If (X1, ..., Xn) ∈ (A, τ) have conjugate variables (∂∗11ø1, ..., ∂∗n1ø1) ∈ L2(M, τ) relative
to B,ED then the unbounded densely defined operator
∂i : M →M
eh⊗
D
M
is weak-* closable with closure ∂i
eh
. Moreover, ∂iøD1, 1øD∂i are weak-* closable
M
eh⊗
D
M →M eh⊗
D
M
eh⊗
D
M, and the closures are derivations for the natural multiplication:
for U ∈M eh⊗
D
M,V ∈ D′∩M eh⊗
D
M , with U, V ∈ D(∂iøD1eh) (resp. U, V ∈ D(1øD∂ieh))
so is U#V and
∂iøD1
eh
(U#V ) = ∂iøD1
eh
(U)#2V + U#∂iøD1
eh
(V )
(resp. 1øD∂i
eh
(U#V ) = 1øD∂i
eh
(U)#1V + U#1øD∂i
eh
(V )).
(2) If (X1, ..., Xn) ∈ (A, τ) have conjugate variables (∂∗11ø1, ..., ∂∗n1ø1) ∈ L2(M, τ)
then (1øED)∂i extends to a bounded operator from M to L
2(M), τ) or from
L2(M, τ) to L1(M, τ). If moreover (X1, ..., Xn) ∈ (A, τ) have conju-
gates variables (∂∗11ø1, ..., ∂
∗
n1ø1) ∈ M and second order conjugate variables
(∂∗1(1ø∂
∗
11ø1), ..., ∂
∗
n(1ø∂
∗
n1ø1)) ∈ M then (1øED)∂i extends to a bounded operator
on L2(M, τ).
(3) If (X1, ..., Xn) ∈ (A, τ) have conjugate variables (∂∗11ø1, ..., ∂∗n1ø1) ∈ M and second
order conjugate variables (∂∗1(1ø∂
∗
11ø1), ..., ∂
∗
n(1ø∂
∗
n1ø1)) ∈ M then the unbounded
densely defined operator ∂ki1,...,ik : M → M
eh⊗
D
(k+1)
is weak-* closable with closure
∂ki1,...,ik
eh
,and ∂ki1,...,ik : L
2(M, τ)→ L2(M, τ)øD(k+1) is closable with closure ∂ki1,...,ik.
Moreover, for k ≤ 3 (resp. k ≤ 2) the conclusions about the eh extension and for
k ≤ 2 (resp. k ≤ 1) for the L2 extension hold assuming only (∂∗11ø1, ..., ∂∗n1ø1) ∈M
(resp. L2(M)).
Finally, if F ∈ Ck,0tr (A,AnR,conj(1k≥1/2+1k≥3/2+1k≥4) : B,ED) and ‖Xi‖ ≤ R then
F (X) ∈ D(∂ki1,...,ik
eh
) and ∂ki1,...,ik
eh
(F (X)) = [∂ki1,...,ik(F )](X)
(4) If (X1, ..., Xn) ∈ (A, τ) have conjugate variables (∂∗11ø1, ..., ∂∗n1ø1) ∈ M then ∂∗i is a
weak-* continuous bounded operator D(∂iøD1
eh⊕1øD∂ieh)→M and if moreover they
have second order conjugate variables it extends to a bounded operator M
eh⊗
D
M →
L2(M).
Proof. (1) Using [Dab15, Prop 14, Th15], we have a canonical weak-* continuous completely
contractive map M
eh⊗
D
M ⊂ L2(M)øDL2(M). Thus closability follows from closability as a
map valued in the Hilbert space L2(M)øDL
2(M). The densely defined adjoint is then given
by Voiculescu’s formula B〈X1, ..., Xn〉øDB〈X1, ..., Xn〉,:
(50) ∂∗i (aøDb) = a∂
∗
i (1ø1)b− (1øED)(∂i(a))b− a(EDø1)(∂i(b)).
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This shows the first result. The reasoning for ∂iøD1, 1øD∂i is similar. To check the derivation
property it suffices to take bounded nets Un → U, Vν → V and to use the weak-* continuity of
.#K . obtained in Proposition 27 from Theorem 23.(2) in order to take the limit successively
in n, ν of ∂iøD1
eh
(Un#Vν) = ∂iøD1
eh
(Un)#2Vν + Un#∂iøD1
eh
(Vν)
(2) The second result is the relative variant of [Dab08, Remark 11, Lemma 12].
(3) The third result then follows similarly from the first using also the second result. It al-
ways suffices to show weak-* closability fromM (or L2(M)) with value an L2 tensor product,
for which one needs densely defined adjoints with value L1(M) or L2(M) respectively.
We detail only the case k = 2, 3. From Voiculescu’s formula, for a, b, c, d ∈ B〈X1, ..., Xn〉,
one deduces:
(∂2i1,i2)
∗(aøDbøDc) = ∂∗i1(aø[b∂
∗
i2(1ø1)c− bEDø1∂i2(c)− 1øED∂i2(b)c])
= [a∂∗i11ø1− 1øED∂i1(a)][b∂∗i2(1ø1)c− b(EDø1)∂i2(c)− 1øED∂i2(b)c])
− a(EDø1)∂i1 [b∂∗i2(1ø1)c− b(EDø1)∂i2(c)− 1øED)∂i2(b)c]
where the second line is in M and the third in L2(M) by the second point as soon as the
first order conjugate variables are in M (resp. both in L1(M) by the second point as soon as
the first order conjugate variables are in L2(M)). This gives the various statements in case
k = 2.
Likewise, we have :
(∂3i0,i1,i2)
∗(aøDbøDcøDd)
= [a∂∗i11ø1− 1øED∂i1(a)](∂2i1,i2)∗(bøcød)− a(EDø1∂i0)(∂2i1,i2)∗(bøcød)
and the first term is in L2(M), the second in L1(M) by the second point and what we just
proved, as soon as the first order conjugate variable are in M (resp. both in L2(M) if we
have first and second conjugate variables in M).
The higher order terms are then similar to this last case when we have both first and
second conjugate variables in M . All the higher adjoints are then valued in L2(M) on basic
tensors from B〈X1, ..., Xn〉.
For the compatibility with Ck spaces, the non-commutative analytic functionals are clearly
in the domain and the extension by density is straightforward (even with norm instead of
weak-* convergence which is used at the analytic function level though).
(4) For the fourth statement the M valued extension only involves application of canon-
ical maps associated to Haagerup tensor product to mimic the formula above. For the
second part of the fourth statement, we extend each term of the formula above. First we
know that aøDb → aξib can be extended to M
eh⊗
D
M since ξi ∈ D′ ∩M (see e.g. [Dab15,
Lemma 43.(2)]). We next write down explicit bounds for the last L2(M) valued extension.
From the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for Hilbert modules one gets (
∑
j ajξibj)
∗∑
j ajξibj ≤
‖∑j aja∗j‖(∑j b∗jξ∗i ξibj) so that
‖
∑
j
ajξibj‖22 ≤ ‖
∑
j
aja
∗
j‖‖ξi‖22‖
∑
j
bjb
∗
j‖,
and moreover
‖
∑
j
ajξibj‖2 ≤ ‖
∑
j
aja
∗
j‖‖ξi‖2‖
∑
j
b∗jbj‖,
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Likewise we get,
‖
∑
j
aj(EDø1)∂i(bj)‖22 ≤ ‖
∑
j
aja
∗
j‖
∑
j
‖(EDø1)(∂i(bj)‖22
≤ ‖
∑
j
aja
∗
j‖‖(EDø1)∂i‖2
∑
j
‖bj‖22
and replacing bj by a
∗
j , aj , by b
∗
j :
‖
∑
j
(1øED)(∂i(aj))bj‖22 ≤ ‖
∑
j
b∗jbj‖‖(EDø1)∂i‖2
∑
j
‖aj‖22
giving the last claimed extension (using the canonical expression for elements in the extended
Haagerup product in [M05]). 
We finally recall Voiculescu’s extension result for free products:
Lemma 41. Assume that the conjugate variables to X1, . . . , Xn exist. Consider the unique
extension ∂ˆi on B〈X1, ..., Xn, St, t > 0〉 of the free difference quotient derivations ∂i satisfying
the Leibniz rule and ∂ˆi(St) = 0. Then ∂ˆ
∗
i (1ø1) = ∂
∗
i (1ø1).
Let U ⊂ AnR,conj, A = A ∗D (D ⊗W ∗(S(i)t , i = 1, ..., n, t ≥ 0)), and recall that we defined
in subsection 2.5: UA = {X ∈ A nR , X ∈ U} ⊂ AnR,conj. Given any inclusion i : A → A set
U ′A = {X ∈ A nR , i(X) ∈ U}. If U is invariant under trace preserving isomorphisms (as will
be the case for us), the space U ′A does not depend on the choice of the inclusion i.
For all spaces with cyclic variants here, A
eh⊗
D
n
is replaced by M
eh⊗
D,c
n
, with M =
W ∗(B,X1, ..., Xn, St, t > 0) so that Proposition 32 can be applied to all the variables
X1, ..., Xn, St.
6.5. Conditional expectations and Ck,l functions. Recall the spaces Ck,ltr,V (A,U : B, D :
S ), Ck,ltr (A,U : B, D : S≥u), etc. from subsection 2.5. They are convenient spaces to define
semigroups thanks to the following result. The composition maps are variants of the previous
subsection and the new conditional expectations are based of the behaviour for extended
Haagerup products of free difference quotients of our previous Lemma 40.
Proposition 42. (1) Let k, l (k ≥ l when required in the definition of the space) and
U ⊂ AnR,conj0 (resp. U ⊂ AnR,conj(1/2) if k ≥ 1, resp. U ⊂ AnR,conj1, if k ≥ 3 resp.
U ⊂ AnR,conj2, if k ≥ 4) . Then EB : B = B ∗D (D⊗W ∗(S(i)t , i = 1, ..., n, t ≥ 0))→ B
gives rise to contractions
E0 : (C
k,l
tr (A,U : B, ED : S ), ‖.‖k,l,U)→ (Ck,ltr (A,U : B,ED), ‖.‖k,l,U),
E0 : C
k,l;ǫ1,ǫ2
tr,V (A,U : B, ED : S )→ Ck,l;ǫ1,ǫ2tr,V (A,U : B,ED),
E0 : C
k,l
tr,V (A,U : B, ED : S )→ Ck,ltr,V (A,U : B,ED), k ≥ 2
and likewise for cyclic variants : Ck,ltr,c(A,U : B, ED : S ) → Ck,ltr,c(A,U : B,ED),
Ck,l;ǫ1,ǫ2tr,V,c (A,U : B, ED : S ) → Ck,l;ǫ1,ǫ2tr,V,c (A,U : B,ED), Ck,ltr,V,c(A,U : B, ED : S ) →
Ck,ltr,V,c(A,U : B,ED). They are also contractions for the seminorms ‖.‖k,l,U≥1 and
‖.‖Ck,ltr,V (A,U :B,ED:S ),≥1.
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We also have similarly for u > 0
Eu : C
k,l
tr (A,U : B, ED : S )→ Ck,ltr (A,U : B, ED : Su),
Eu : C
k,l;ǫ1,ǫ2
tr,V (A,U : B, ED : S )→ Ck,l;ǫ1,ǫ2tr,V (A,U : B, ED : Su),
Eu : C
k,l
tr,V (A,U : B, ED : S )→ Ck,ltr,V (A,U : B, ED : Su),
such that E0 ◦ Eu = E0 and E0 = Eu ◦ θ′u = E0 ◦ θ′u.
(2) Moreover, the extension result of Corollary 38 is also valid for any U ⊂ AnR,conj0, V ⊂
AnS,conj0 giving composition maps ◦:
◦ : Ck+lc (A, V : B,D)× Comp(UA, V ′A,Ck,ltr,W (A,U : B, ED : S ))
→ Ck,ltr,W (A,U : B, ED : S ),
◦ : Ck,ltr (A, V : B,D)× Comp(UA, V ′A,Ck,ltr (A,U : B, ED : S ))
→ Ck,ltr (A,U : B, ED : S )
(here and in the next also for (k, l) ∈ IN2),
◦ : Ck,l;0,ǫ2tr (A, V : B,D)× Comp(UA, V ′A,Ck,l;0,1tr (A,U : B, ED : S ))
→ Ck,l;0,ǫ2tr (A,U : B, ED : S ),
◦ : Ckc (A, V : B,D)× Comp(UA, V ′A,Ckc (A,U : B, D : S ))
→ Ckc (A,U : B, D : S ),
and as in Lemma 36 a map ι′ : Ck+lc (A,U : B, D : S )) → Ck,ltr,W,c(A,U : B, ED :
S ), ι′ : Ck+l+1c (A,U : B, D : S )) → Ck,l,ǫ1,ǫ2tr,W,c (A,U : B, ED : S ). We also have
(.) ◦ θ′u(.) = θ′u((.) ◦ (.)) on the above spaces.
(3) Finally, we also have a similar composition map ◦u for any u > 0 for (k, l) ∈ IN2 :
Ck,ltr (A, V : B, ED : S≥u))× Comp(UA, V ′A,Ck,ltr (A,U : B, ED : Su))
→ Ck,ltr (A,U : B, ED : S ),
Ck,l;0,ǫ2tr (A, V : B, ED : S≥u))× Comp(U, V,(Ck,l;0,1tr (A,U : B, ED : Su))
→ Ck,l;0,ǫ2tr (A,U : B, ED : S )),
ǫ2 ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and we have : (.) ◦ [(.) ◦u (.)] = [(.) ◦ (.)] ◦u (.) and EB(.) ◦ (.) =
Eu(θ
′
u(.)◦u (.)) : Ck,ltr (A,U : B, ED : S ))×Comp(UA, V ′A,Ck,ltr (A,U : B, ED : Su))→
Ck,ltr (A,U : B, ED : Su).
Proof. By density, it suffices to prove contractivity restricting to the polynomial vari-
ant of the space C0b,tr(U,B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R〉). But if P is in the partial evaluation
ηS(Bc{X1, ..., Xn, St1, ..., Stm − Stm−1 : B, ED,max[R,maxi=2,n 2(ti − ti−1)]C})}, it is easy
to see by definition of free semicircular variables with amalgamation that
EA(P (ED,X)) = Q(ED,X) for some Q ∈ B{X1, ..., Xn : B,ED, R}. Q is the same as P where
brownian variables are replaced by sums over formal conditional expectations.
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More precisely, let P = ǫm,σ(P
′), for
m ∈M2k(X1, ..., Xn, Z1 = St1 , ..., Zm = Stm − Stm−1 , Y ), σ ∈ NC2(2k)
with P ′ ∈ B
eh⊗
D,c
|m|+1
, a typical monomial in the direct sum for analytic functions with ex-
pectation in the component indexed by (m, σ). Recall that Y variables and the pairing σ
indicate the position of conditional expectations. Let πm : NC2(2k + |m|Z) → NC(2k) the
restriction to the indices of Y variables in the monomial m(X1 = 1, ..., Xn = 1, Z1, ..., Zm, Y )
and πm,i,k : NC2(2k + |m|Z) → NC(|m|(Zi)(k)), i = 1, ..., m, k = 1, ..., n the restriction to
indices of the variables in position (Zi)
(k). Note that this is valued in pair partitions when
(Zi)
(k) variables are only paired within themselves.
Then, the conditional expectation is obtained by replacing with pairings and conditional
expectations the brownian variables in an appropriate way so that we define with for conve-
nience t0 = 0 :
EB(P ) = Q :=
∑
π ∈ NC2(2k + |m|Z)
πm(π) = σ
πm,i,k(π) ∈ NC2(|m|(Zi)(k) )
ǫm(X1,...,Xn,Z1=Y,...Zm=Y,Y ),π(P
′)
m∏
i=1
(ti − ti−1)|m|Zi/2,
so that the relation above EA(P (ED,X)(X)) = (EB(P ))(ED,X)(X), X ∈ AnR is easy to check
by definition of free Brownian motions. Note that
(51) (∆ + δ∆)(E0(P )) = E0((∆ + δ∆)(P ))
(where of course ∆ only applies on Xi variables) since, using the definition in the proof of
Proposition 35, both expressions correspond to having a supplementary sum over pairs of
Xi variables giving a partition not crossing the previous ones and replaced by a formal E.
Using relation (49) with e,Hi in the smaller algebra A, one sees that for e ∈ A,
(52) EA[Di,e(P )(ED,X(X)] = Di,e(Q)(ED,X(X))
and we can extend this directly to the cyclic gradient of Proposition 34. For e ∈
B{X1, ..., Xn : B,ED, R} we have
(53) E0[Di,e(P )] = Di,e(E0(P )).
Indeed, for e, P monomials, since e has no dependence in St’s, there is a bijection between
pairs of St’s appearing in each monomial after and before applying Di,e. Since cyclic permu-
tations keep non-crossing partitions the result is thus an easy combinatorial rewriting.
It thus remains to check contractivity estimates to extend E0 to spaces of C
k functions.
For X ∈ U , P as before ∂li(Q)(ED,X)(X) = ∂li
eh
[Q(ED,X)(X)] by Lemma 40 (we only
use it when k ≥ 1, the various conditions on U also when k ≥ 4 comes from this ap-
plication), and by duality from Lemma 41, one gets it equals to ∂li
eh
[EA(P (ED,X)(X))] =
(Eøehl+1A )(∂
l
i
eh
[(P (ED,X)(X))]) and thus one gets by functoriality of Haagerup tensor product:
‖∂li(E0(P ))(X)‖AøehD(l+1) ≤ ‖(∂li(P ))(X)‖AøehD(l+1) .
Here it is crucial to note that for all cyclic variants that by Proposition 28.(3) if
∂li
eh
[(P (ED,X)(X))] is in a cyclic extended Haagerup tensor product, it remains there af-
ter application of (Eøehl+1A ).
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Likewise, the full differential commute with conditional expectation (which is a linear
bounded map, we thus get the bound for all parts of the seminorm involving free difference
quotients and full differentials. We thus proved contractivity on Ck,ltr -spaces.
Since (∆V + δV )(P ) = (∆0+ δ∆)(P )+dXP.(D1V, ...,DnV ) the previous results give (∆V +
δV )(EB(P )) = EB((∆V +δV )(P )) so that since in this case k ≥ 2, the choice of the seminorm
chosen with this term is compatible with contractivity. The contractivity of the term with
cyclic gradients is also easy with the previous established commutation relation, so that one
gets the stated contractivity on Ck,ltr,V -spaces. Obtaining multiplication maps is as easy as
before in this context and by arguments of stability of subspaces for Ckc -spaces.
The variant Eu and its relations are obvious. 
6.6. Regular Change of variables for Conjugate variables. The computation of con-
jugate variables along change of variables we used to identify conjugate variables of our
transport maps are explained in the next Lemma 43 with the differentiation along a path of
such change of variables.
Let M = W ∗(X1, ..., Xn, B) for (X1, ..., Xn) ∈ (A, τ). We will soon assume those variables
have enough conjugate variables relative to D in presence of B.
Lemma 43. Assume W ∗(B,X1, ..., Xn) = M is such that X 7→ 〈eD, X#eD〉 is a trace on
D′ ∩M eh⊗
D
M .
Let (X1, ..., Xn) ∈ U ′ ⊂ AnS,conj, S > 0 and thus have conjugates variables
(∂∗11ø1, ..., ∂
∗
n1ø1) ∈Mn relative to B,ED. Take F = F ∗ ∈ (Ck,ltr,c(A,U ′))n, with k ≥ 2.
Then (Y1, ..., Yn) = F (X1, ..., Xn) have conjugate variables in M as soon as ‖1 −
J F‖
Mn(M
eh⊗
D,c
M)
< 1, with (J F )ij = ∂j,XYi. Moreover, we have, setting C(F ) =
1
1−‖1−JF‖
Mn(M
eh
⊗
D,c
M)
:
‖∂∗j,Y 1ø1‖ ≤ C(F )‖∂∗j 1ø1‖+ C(F )2
(∑
k 6=j
‖σ[(J F )kj]‖M⊗ehDM
)∑
k 6=j
‖∂∗k1ø1‖
+ C(F )2
∑
k, l,m ∈ [1, n]
(ǫ, η) ∈ {(1, 0), (0, 1)}
‖1øDǫøD∂køD1øDηeh(σ[(J F )lm])‖
M
eh
⊗
D
3
.
Proof. This proof is a variant relative to D of Lemma 3.1 in [GS12].
Take P ∈ B〈X1, ..., Xn, D,R,C〉, R ≥ max(S, supX∈U ′ ‖Fi(X)‖), then P (Y ) satisfies the
natural extension of formula (45) from the proof of Lemma 37 and so we get the equation
in D′ ∩M eh⊗
D
M :
∂i,XP (Y ) =
n∑
j=1
(∂j(P ))(Y )#∂i,XYj.
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Note that from the assumption on (J F )ij = ∂j,XYi, one deduces that J F is invertible in
Mn(M
eh⊗
D,c
M) so that one gets:
∂i(P )(Y ) =
n∑
j=1
∂j,XP (Y )#[(J F )
−1]ji.
Thus applying the weak-* continuity of Theorem 23.(2) to introduce ED′ (and then remove
it in the next-to-last line), the assumed traciality and applying (36) to X = [(J F )−1]∗ji, Y =
ED′(∂j,XP (Y )), we get:
〈eD, (∂i(P ))(Y )#eD〉 =
n∑
j=1
〈eD, ED′(∂j,XP (Y ))#[(J F )−1]ji#eD〉
=
n∑
j=1
τ(([(J F )−1]∗ji)
∗ED′[∂j,XP (Y )])
=
n∑
j=1
〈[(J F )−1]∗ji)#eD, ED′[∂j,XP (Y )]#eD〉
=
n∑
j=1
〈([(J F )−1]∗ji)#eD, ∂j,X
L2
(P (Y ))〉.
Thus if we check that ([(J F )−1]∗ji)#eD ∈ D(∂j,X
∗
) we will deduce the existence of the
conjugate variable and the equality
∂∗i,Y (1øD1) =
n∑
j=1
∂j,X
∗[([(J F )−1]∗ji)#eD].
Note that in any representation with X ∈ U as above
∂i,X
eh
Fj(X) = [(∂i,X(ι(F ))](X) = [(∂i,X(ι(F )
∗)](X) = (∂i,X(ι(F ))](X)⋆ = [∂i,X
eh
Fj(X)]
⋆
where the last ⋆ is the one ofM
eh⊗
D,c
M, and one uses natural properties of evaluation extended
using the one on polynomials since X ∈ AnS,UltraApp.
Now, since (J F )ij ∈M
eh⊗
D,c
M one can note that (σ(J F )ij) is well defined in D
′∩M eh⊗
D
M
and (J F )∗ij = σ[(J F )
⋆
ij] = [σ((J F )ij)](X) and thus from Lemma 40 (3), the assumption
σ((J F )ij) ∈ D(∂kø1eh ⊕ 1ø∂keh), Neumann series and from the derivation property in (1)
of the same Lemma, so does (σ(JF ))−1ij and for instance, one gets as expected
∂kø1
eh
[(σ(J F ))−1ij ] = −
∑
l,m
(σ(J F )−1il ))#[∂kø1
eh
((σ(J F ))lm)]#2(σ(J F ))
−1
mj).
Thus from part (4) of the same Lemma, one gets that ∂∗i,Y (1øD1) exists and is in M and
the expected bound easily follows from the proof of this statement giving the appropriate
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extension of Voiculescu’s formula. Only note that for j 6= i
[([σ(J F )−1]ji)]#∂j,X
∗(1ø1)
=
∞∑
N=1
N−1∑
n=0
∑
k 6=i
[(σ(J F − 1)N−n−1)jk]#[σ(J F )]ki)]#[σ(J F − 1)ii]n#∂j,X∗(1ø1).

6.7. Various continuity properties. We start by checking the continuity in α of our
various maps. Recall that AnR/3 ⊂ AnR,α independently of α ∈ [0, 1].
Lemma 44. If we assume the Assumption of Lemma 7 with V,W ∈ Ck+2c (A, 2R :
B, D), U ⊂ AnR/3, then X : α 7→ Xt(α) is continuous on [0, 1] with value C0([0, T ], Ckc (A,U :
B, D : S )).
Proof. For the continuity in α of X , we have :
Xt(α)−Xt(α′) = −1
2
∫ t
0
du[DVα −DVα′ ](Xu(α′))
− 1
2
∫ t
0
du
[∫ 1
0
dβ∂DVα(βXu(α) + (1− β)Xu(α′))
]
#[Xu(α)−Xu(α′)]
Using the argument in Lemma 4 with ∂DVα(Xu) replaced by[∫ 1
0
dβ∂DVα(βXu(α) + (1− β)Xu(α′))
]
≥ cId,
with the positivity coming since our notion of positivity is a closed convex cone, one gets:
‖Xt(α)−Xt(α′)‖ ≤ e−ct/2
∫ t
0
duecu/2(
∑
i
‖[DiVα −DiVα′ ](Xu(α′))‖2)1/2
This converges uniformly on [0, T ] to 0 when α → α′ using the corresponding continuity of
Vα.
Similarly, one gets bounds inductively using (24) in decomposing the higher order term
∂jDiVα(Xu(α))#(∂
k
(j1,...,jk)
X(j)u (α))− ∂jDiVα′(Xu(α′))#(∂k(j1,...,jk)X(j)u (α′))
= (∂jDiVα − ∂jDiVα′)(Xu(α))#(∂k(j1,...,jk)X(j)u (α))
+ [∂jDiVα′(Xu(α))− ∂jDiVα′(Xu(α′))]#(∂k(j1,...,jk)X(j)u (α))
+ (∂jDiVα′(Xu(α
′))#(∂k(j1,...,jk)X
(j)
u (α))− (∂k(j1,...,jk)X(j)u (α′)))
The last line is treated by Lemma 4, the first line and lower order terms tend to zero
uniformly on compact by continuity of α 7→ Vα or inductively, in the second line (and
corresponding terms for lower order terms) , Vα is approximated (uniformly in α) by analytic
functions to get a Lipschitz function, and use the previous bound on ‖Xt(α)−Xt(α′)‖. Note
that the Lipschitz property could have been treated by explicit bounds on derivatives except
for the lowest order term having highest derivative in V , namely k+2, for which it is crucial
that our definition of Ck+2c imply a uniform continuity of the highest derivative via uniform
approximation by analytic functions as explained. This concludes the uniform convergence
statement in α. 
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We also obtain the corresponding result for semigroups.
Lemma 45. If we assume the Assumption of Proposition 10 with V,W ∈ Ck+l+2c (A, 2R :
B,D) (k ∈ {2, 3}, l ≥ 1) then for every T > 0 each P ∈ Ck+lc (A,AnR,conj : B,ED), ϕ.′(P ) :
α 7→ ϕα′(P ) is continuous on [0, 1] with value
C0([0, T ], Ck,ltr,V0(A,A
n
R/3,conj : B,ED)).
Proof. Recall that Ck,ltr,V0(A,A
n
R/3,conj : B,ED) = C
k,l
tr,Vα
(A,AnR/3,conj : B,ED) with equivalent
norms for k ≥ 2, l ≥ 1. The result follows by composing the composition map and expecta-
tions of Proposition 42 with our previous Lemma since for X ∈ AnR/3,conj, Xt(X) ∈ AnR,conj
for all t so that the composition condition is satisfied. 
6.8. Conjugate variables along free SDE’s. The following result is an adaptation in
free probability of (a special case of) Lemma 4.2 in [RT02], except that we have to use Ito
Formula for the proof instead of Girsanov Theorem, not (yet) available in free probability.
This is also an extension to our new classes of C2 functions of a result first explained by the
first author in [Dab10a].
Proposition 46. Assume the Assumption of Proposition 5(a) with V ∈ C4c (A,R : B,D).
Assume moreover that, for M =W ∗(B,X0)∗D (D⊗W ∗(St, t > 0), τ = 〈eD, .#eD〉 is a trace
on D′ ∩M eh⊗
D
M as in the conclusion of Theorem 24.(3) and Proposition 28.(2).
Consider on [0,T] the unique solution obtained there:
Xt(X0) = X0 + St − 1
2
∫ t
0
DV (Xu(X0))du
Then X1t , ..., X
n
t have bounded conjugate variables in presence of B relative ED, and the
corresponding i-th conjugate variable is given by
ξis =
1
s
EW ∗(B,X1s ,...,Xns )
(
X is −X i0 −
∫ s
0
dt
t
2
FDiV (X
1
t , ..., X
n
t )
)
+
1
2
DiV (X
1
s , ..., X
n
s ),
where for W ∈ C2c (A,R : B,D) we defined:FW (X) = 12∆V (W )(X).
Proof. Step 1 : Obtaining a differential equation from Ito formula.
We have to prove that τ(〈1øD1, ∂P (X1t , ..., Xnt )〉) = τ(ξitP (X1t , ..., Xnt )) for an ordinary
B-non-commutative polynomial P (in the algebra generated by B,X1, ..., Xn). Let us write
δs the following (Malliavin) Derivation operator defined on B-non-commutative polynomials
in X iu’s (as usual one can assume them algebraically free without loss of generality):
δs(P (X
i1
s1, ..., X
in
sn)) =
∑
j
(∂(j)(P ))(X
i1
s1, ..., X
in
sn)(s ∧ sj),
where ∂(j) is the B − ED-free difference quotient in the j-th variable for P (sending
X
ij
sj to (1øD1)ij having only an ij-th non-zero component). Obviously, δtP (X
1
t , ..., X
n
t ) =
t∂P (X1t , ..., X
n
t ) so that it suffices to show:
τ(〈(1øD1)i, δsP (X1s , ..., Xns )〉)− τ(ΞisPs) = 0,
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for Ξis = X
i
s −X i0 −
∫ s
0
dt t
2
FDiV (X
1
t , ..., X
n
t ) +
s
2
DiV (X1s , ..., X
n
s ), and any non-commutative
polynomial Ps = P (X
1
s , ..., X
n
s ). We will first prove using Ito formula a differential equation
for the above differences.
Applying Ito formula, one gets (∂j the ordinary difference quotient):
Pt = P (X
1
t , ..., X
n
t ) = P (X
1
0 , ..., X
n
0 ) +
∫ t
0
ds
1
2
∆V (P )(X
1
s , ..., X
n
s )
+
∫ t
0
∂(P )(X1s , ..., X
n
s )#dSs.
Let us write for short βs =
1
2
∆V (P )(X
1
s , ..., X
n
s ).
Thus, let us compute likewise :
τ(Pt(X
i
t −X i0)) =
∫ t
0
dsτ(Ps(−1
2
DiV (Xs)) + βs(X
i
s −X i0) + 〈1øD1, ∂i(P )(X1s , ..., Xns )〉B〈X〉).
τ(PttDiV (Xt)) =
∫ t
0
ds τ(PsDiV (Xs) + PssFDiV (X
1
s , ..., X
n
s ) + βssDiV (Xs))
+
∫ t
0
dsτ(〈∂(P ∗)(X1s , ..., Xns ), ∂(sDiV (Xs))〉).
Thus
τ(PtΞ
i
t) =
∫ t
0
ds
(
τ(βsΞ
i
s) + τ(〈1øD1, ∂i(P )(X1s , ..., Xns )〉)
)
−
∫ t
0
dsτ(〈∂(P ∗)(X1s , ..., Xns ), ∂(
s
2
Vi(s,Xs))〉).
Using similarly Ito’s formula on tensor products:
τ(〈(1øD1)i, δtP 〉) =
∫ t
0
dsτ
(〈(1øD1), ∂i(P )(Xs)〉L2(B〈Xs〉,ED))
+
s
2
τ(〈(1øD1)i, (∆V ø1 + 1ø∆V )∂P (Xs)〉
)
=
∫ t
0
dsτ(〈(1øD1), ∂i(P )(Xs)〉L2(B〈Xs〉,ED))
+ τ(〈(1øD1)i, δsβs −
∑
j
∂j(P (Xs))#
1
2
δsDjV (Xs)〉)
where we used the elementary relation applied to a polynomial P :
(∆V ø1 + 1ø∆V )∂(.) = ∂∆V (.)−
∑
j
∂j(.)#∂DjV.
But of course we can use the fundamental property for cyclic gradients ∂iDjV (Xs) =
ρ(∂jDiV (Xs)) = (∂jDiV (Xs))∗ with the rotation ρ(aøb) = bøa extended to cyclic Haagerup
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tensor products and using V = V ∗. Thus, one gets:
τ(〈(1øD1)i,
∑
j
∂j(P (Xs))#δsDjV (Xs)〉) =
∑
j
sτ(〈(1øD1), ∂j(P (Xs))#(∂jDiV (Xs))∗〉)
Rewritten with the notation of Theorem 21–24 so that one can use our traciality assumption,
this is ∑
j
s〈eD, ∂j(P (Xs))#(∂jDiV (Xs))∗#eD〉
=
∑
j
s〈eD, ED′(∂j(P (Xs)))#(∂jDiV (Xs))∗#eD〉
=
∑
j
s〈eD, (∂jDiV (Xs))∗#ED′(∂j(P (Xs)))#eD〉
=
∑
j
s〈(∂jDiV (Xs))#eD, ∂j(P (Xs))#eD〉
Note that we introduced in the second line the projection on the commutant using the
weak-* continuity obtained in Theorem 23.(2). In the next-to-last line, after using traciality,
we used (36). In the last line we removed the conditional expectation using the fact that
(∂jDiV (Xs))#eD commutes with D. Finally, we have (∂j(P (Xs))#eD)∗ = ∂j(P ∗(Xs))#eD
and [(∂jDiV (Xs))#eD]∗ = (∂jDiV (Xs))#eD since V = V ∗ and thus
〈(∂jDiV (Xs))#eD, ∂j(P (Xs))#eD〉 = 〈∂j(P ∗(Xs))#eD, (∂jDiV (Xs))#eD〉.
We have thus obtained:
τ (〈(1øD1)i, δtP (X1t , ..., Xnt )〉) =
∫ t
0
dsτ(〈1øD1, ∂iP (X1s , ..., Xns )〉)
+
∫ t
0
dsτ(〈(1øD1)i, δsβs〉)−
∫ t
0
dsτ(〈∂(P ∗)(X1s , ..., Xns ), δsVi(s,Xs)〉)
Summing up, we have obtained our “differential equation”:
(54) τ(PtΞ
i
t)− τ(〈Si, δtP (X1t , ..., Xnt )〉B〈Xs〉) =
∫ t
0
ds τ(βsΞ
i
s)− τ(〈Si, δsβs〉B〈Xs〉).
Step 2 : Case with V ∈ B〈X1, ..., Xn : D,R,C〉 of finite degree p + 1 (i.e. “usual”
polynomial with all terms in the ℓ1 direct sum of order higher than p+ 2 vanishing).
Let us write
Mn := nmax
i
‖DiV ‖B〈X1,...,Xn:D,1,C〉 = En.
Let p be the maximum degree of DiV . Let R ≥ sups∈[0,T ],i ‖X it‖.
Let M˜n := Mn + 2n(
Rp
Rp−1)
2 = Dn. Finally, let θ a time such that for all monomials P , all
t ≤ θ we have already established what we want (for instance at the beginning θ = 0):
τ(PtΞ
i
t)− τ(〈Si, δtP (X1t , ..., Xnt )〉B〈Xs〉) = 0.
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Let us show quickly using (54) that for P monomial of degree less than n = kp (with
coefficient in extended Haagerup norm less than 1 i.e. of norm less that 1 in B〈X1, ..., Xn :
D, 1,C〉), we have for t ≥ θ (since by definition the left hand side is 0 before) :
τ(PtΞ
i
t)− τ(〈Si, δtP (X1t , ..., Xnt )〉B〈Xs〉)
≤ (t− θ)
l(C + pT )F l(k + 2l)2l+1
2l(l!)2
R(k+l)p =: Al(t, k),
where C = sup[0,T ]‖Ξit‖ <∞ and F = max
(
p2
R−1 , Ep
)
.
We prove this by induction on l. Initialization at l = 0 is obvious by boundedness of Xt
by R ≥ 1.
To prove induction step, note that βs =
1
2
∆V (P )(X
1
s , ..., X
n
s ) contain two types of terms.
The term coming from the first order part is a finite sum monomials of degree less than
(k + 1)p. Each of these terms will be bounded by the induction Assumption at level l by
Al(s, k+1) times the norm of the coefficient in the extended Haagerup tensor product, which
all sums up to maxi ‖DiV ‖B〈X1,...,Xn:D,1,C〉 ≤ Mn/n = E. Finally the number of sums due to
derivation can always be crudely bounded by n = kp, the degree of P . We thus obtain a
bound FkAl(s, k + 1) for this first order term.
The other terms come from the second order derivative, we have of course at most
n(n − 1)/2 pairs of terms selected by the derivative, but we have to pay attention to their
degrees. For sure we have at most n terms with a given space l ≤ n between the two 1ø1
inserted by the derivative, in that case the degree is at most kp − l after taking the condi-
tional expectation ED, and we have a bound by R
l to bound the coefficient induced by this
conditional expectation (corresponding to the variables Xs inside, below ED). Let us gather
terms by taking only into account the integer part i of l/p. We have thus at most np terms
with such an integer part, all of degree at most (k− i)p, with Rip plus a factor 1, R, ..., Rp−1
depending of the exact degree in the group. At the end one thus gets :
τ (PtΞ
i
t)− τ(〈Si, δtP (X1t , ..., Xnt )〉)
≤
∫ t
θ
dsAl(s, k + 1)Fk +
k∑
i=0
Al(s, i)npR
p(k−i)R
p − 1
R− 1
≤
∫ t
θ
dsAl(s, k + 1)Fk +
k∑
i=0
Al(s, i)kR
p(k−i)FRp.
We have just used our induction Assumption and we reorder a bit our expression to
factorize powers of R and replace Al by its value to get:
τ(PtΞ
i
t)− τ(〈Si, δtP (X1t , ..., Xnt )〉B〈Xs〉)
≤ FkRp(k+1)
∫ t
θ
ds
Al(s, k + 1)
Rp(k+1)
+
k∑
i=0
Al(s, i)
Rpi
≤ FkRp(k+1+l)
∫ t
θ
ds
k+1∑
i=0
(i+ 2l)2l+1
(s− θ)l(C + pT )F l
2l(l!)2
.
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We can now use an easy comparison to integral of a Riemann sum.
k+1∑
i=0
(i+ 2l)2l+1 ≤
k+1+2l∑
i=1
i2l+1 ≤ (k + 2 + 2l)
2l+2
2l + 2
.
Computing the integral, we therefore proved:
τ (PtΞ
i
t)− τ(〈Si, δtP (X1t , ..., Xnt )〉B〈Xs〉)
≤ FkRp(k+1+l) (k + 2 + 2l)
2l+2
2l + 2
(t− θ)l+1(C + pT )F l
2l(l!)((l + 1)!)
≤ Al+1(t, k).
Let us finally estimate
Al(t, k) = 2l(C + pT )R
kp ((k/2l) + 1)
2l+1(l)2l
(l!)2
(4RpF (t− θ)/2)l.
Note that
((k/2l) + 1)2l+1 ≤ exp((2l + 1)k/2l) ≤ exp 2k
and by Stirling’s formula
(l)2l/(l!)2 ∼ e2l/(2πl)
we conclude that as soon as 4RpF (t− θ)e2/2 < 1, i.e. when t− θ < 2/e24RpF (independent
of k), Al(t, k)→l→∞ 0, so that one easily deduces by induction one can take θ = T .
Step 3 : Case of general V .
Take a sequence Vn as in step 2 converging to V in C
4
c (A,R : B,D). Note that we can assume
the Vn to be (c
′, R) h-convex for some c′ < c. Let us write Xt(Vn), Xt(V ) the solutions given
by Proposition 5, and call Ξt(Vn),Ξt(V ) the formulas from step (1) and let us show that
sup
t∈[0,T ]
max(‖Xt(Vn)−Xt(V )‖, ‖Ξt(Vn)− Ξt(V )‖)→n→∞ 0.
This is roughly the same argument as in the previous subsection for continuity in α. Note
that
Xt(Vn)−Xt(V ) = −1
2
∫ t
0
du[DVn −DV ](Xu(V ))
− 1
2
∫ t
0
du
[∫ 1
0
dβ∂DVn(βXu(Vn) + (1− β)Xu(V ))
]
#[Xu(Vn)−Xu(V )].
Using the argument in Lemma 4 with ∂DVα(Xu) replaced by[∫ 1
0
dβ∂DVn(βXu(Vn) + (1− β)Xu(V ))
]
≥ c′Id,
with the positivity coming since our notion of positivity is a closed convex cone, one gets:
‖Xt(Vn)−Xt(V )‖ ≤ e−c′t/2
∫ t
0
duec
′u/2(
∑
i
‖[DiVn −DiV ](Xu(V ))‖2)1/2
This converges uniformly on [0, T ] to 0 when n→∞ using the corresponding limit Vn → V
and the a priori bounds on the norm of the process Xu(V ) on [0, T ]. (Doing this for small T
first, this in particular ensures a bound for Xt(Vn) for t huge enough without assuming the
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assumption of Proposition 5(b) for Vn.) The convergence of Ξ(Vn) is then straightforward
by the explicit formula. We can then take the limit in the conjugate variable equation to
conclude. 
6.9. Examples of h-convex potentials. We first produce an elementary example in 1
variable.
Lemma 47. If v(X1) = µ
X21
2
+ λ
X31
3
+ ν
X41
4
∈ C〈X1, ..., Xn〉 ⊂ Bc〈X1, ..., Xn;D,R,C〉 for
ν > 0, λ2 ≤ 8µν/3, then for any B,D, v = v∗ ∈ C2c (A,R : B,D) is (0, R)-convex for any R.
Proof. From the computation on algebraic tensor products inside cyclic tensor products, in
the proof of Proposition 28, it is clear that v(X1) ∈ Bc〈X1, ..., Xn;D,R,C〉. Note that
H(X1) = ∂1D1v
= ν(X21 ⊗ 1 +X1 ⊗X1 + 1⊗X21 ) + λ(X1ø1 + 1øX1) + µ1ø1
=
(
X1 +
λ
2ν
)2
⊗ ν
2
+
ν
2
⊗
(
X1 +
λ
2ν
)2
+
ν
2
(
X1 ⊗ 1 + 1⊗X1 + λ
2ν
1⊗ 1
)2
+
(
µ− 3λ
2
8ν
)
1⊗ 1.
Thus let B ⊂ (M, τ), fix X1 = X∗1 ∈ D′ ∩M and let us observe that
e−tH(X1) =
∞∑
k=0
(−tν)k
k!
e−t(νX
2
1+λX1+µ/2)(Xk1 ⊗Xk1 )e−t(νX
2
1+λX1+µ/2)
belongs to M
h⊗
D
M ⊂M eh⊗
D
M.
Of course, the sum even converges in a projective tensor product, and we want to estimate
its norm. Recall that
M
eh⊗
D
M ⊂ CBM ′,M ′(D′ ∩B(L2(M)), B(L2(M)) ⊂ CB(B(L2(M)), B(L2(M))
completely isometrically.
We now get an alternative integral formula. For convenience, we let
Y1 =
(
X1 +
λ
2ν
) √
ν√
2
.
Using Cauchy product formula of absolutely converging series, one gets:
e−tH(X1) = e−(µ−
3λ2
8ν
)te−tY
2
1
∞∑
k=0
[−tν(X1ø1 + 1øX1 + λ2ν )2/2]k
k!
e−tY
2
1
= e−(µ−
3λ2
8ν
)t
∫
IR
dσe−σ
2/2e−tY
2
1
∞∑
k=0
[i
√
tνσ(X1ø1 + 1øX1 +
λ
2ν
)]k
k!
e−tY
2
1
=
e−(µ−
3λ2
8ν
)t
√
2π
∫
IR
dσe−σ
2/2e−tY
2
1 ei
√
tνσ(X1ø1+1øX1+
λ
2ν
)e−tY
2
1
=
e−(µ−
3λ2
8ν
)t
√
2π
∫
IR
dσe−σ
2/2e−tY
2
1 +i
√
tνσ(X1+
λ
4ν
) ⊗ e−tY 21 +i
√
tνσ(X1+
λ
4ν
),
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where the second line is obtained using moments of standard gaussian variables (and Fubini
Theorem). Using Hermite polynomials Hn(x) =
(−1)n√
n!
ex
2/2 d
dx
e−x
2/2 as orthonormal basis,
and ξi ∈ L2(M), one obtains by using the orthogonal decomposition in L2(dγ), dγ(σ) =
e−σ
2/2dσ/
√
2π,
〈ξ1, e−tY1+i
√
tνσ(X1+
λ
4ν
)ξ2〉 =
∞∑
n=0
Hn(σ)〈ξ1, cn(X1)ξ2〉
which yields
e−tH(X1) = e−(µ−
3λ2
8ν
)t
∞∑
n=0
cn(X1)⊗ cn(X1),
cn(X1) =
1√
2π
∫
IR
dσe−σ
2/2Hn(σ)e
−tY 21 +i
√
tνσ(X1+
λ
4ν
).
Indeed, to make this identification in MøehM = CBM ′,M ′(K(L
2(M), B(L2(M))) (see [BP91]
for the equality), we first identify the two sides after evaluation on a finite rank operator,
say in using the orthogonal decomposition recalled earlier∫
IR
dγ(σ)〈ξ1, e−tY 21 +i
√
tνσ(X1+
λ
4ν
)ξ2〉〈ξ3, e−tY 21 +i
√
tνσ(X1+
λ
4ν
)ξ4〉
=
∞∑
n=0
〈ξ1, cn(X1)ξ2〉〈ξ3, cn(X1)ξ4〉.
Then, if both sides extend to compact operators, one obtains the claimed equality. We
already said the left hand side does (for instance by our previous bound on e−tH(X1) ob-
tained from the series expansion) and the right hand side will by our next bound giving the
contractivity property.
Thus, for instance from [M05], when µ ≥ 3λ2
8ν
:
||e−tH(X1)||
M
eh⊗
D
M
≤ ||
∞∑
n=0
cn(X1)cn(X1)
∗||
But note that for ξ ∈ L2(M), with (ej)j∈IN an orthonormal basis of this space, we first
get using Parseval equality and Tonelli Fubini Theorem to switch the sum over j:
∫
IR
dγ(σ)〈e−tY 21 +i
√
tνσ(X1+
λ
4ν
)ξ, e−tY
2
1 +i
√
tνσ(X1+
λ
4ν
)ξ〉
=
∑
j
∫
IR
dγ(σ)〈e−tY 21 +i
√
tνσ(X1+
λ
4ν
)ξ, ej〉〈ej, e−tY 21 +i
√
tνσ(X1+
λ
4ν
)ξ〉
=
∑
j
∑
n
|〈ej , cn(X1)ξ〉|2
=
∑
n
∑
j
|〈ej , cn(X1)ξ〉|2 =
∑
n
‖cn(X1)ξ‖2 = 〈ξ,
∞∑
n=0
cn(X1)
∗cn(X1)ξ〉
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where the third line is obtained by using Parseval equality again this time on L2(dγ), and
again Fubini-Tonelli and Parseval. Thus, we got, since ν > 0:
∞∑
n=0
cn(X1)
∗cn(X1) =
1√
2π
∫
IR
dσe−σ
2/2(e−tY
2
1 +i
√
tνσ(X1+
λ
4ν
))∗e−tY
2
1 +i
√
tνσ(X1+
λ
4ν
)
=
1√
2π
∫
IR
dσe−σ
2/2e−2tY
2
1
is a contraction and so is
∑∞
n=0 cn(X1)cn(X1)
∗. Finally, from (35), it is easy to see in
truncating the series that σ(e−tH(X1)) = e−tH(X1) and this concludes to :
||e−tH(X1)||
M
eh⊗
D,c
M
≤ 1.

In order to deduce a more general example, we need to describe more explicitly the norm
structure we put on Mn(M
eh⊗
D,c
M) to obtain various contractive maps.
Lemma 48. There is a completely contractive map
ℓ∞([[1, n]],M
eh⊗
D,c
M)→ CB(ℓ2([[1, n]],M
eh⊗
D,c
m
), ℓ2([[1, n]],M
eh⊗
D,c
m
))
corresponding to action by diagonal matrices. Especially, there is a contractive diagonal
embedding (ℓ∞([[1, n]],M
eh⊗
D,c
M))→Mn(M
eh⊗
D,c
M).
Proof. First recall that in [P], the operator space structure of ℓ2([[1, n]],M
eh⊗
D,c
m
) is described
as the interpolation of ℓ∞([[1, n]])øminM
eh⊗
D,c
m
= ℓ∞([[1, n]])øhM
eh⊗
D,c
m
and ℓ1([[1, n]])øˆM
eh⊗
D,c
m
=
ℓ1([[1, n]])øhM
eh⊗
D,c
m
(the first equality comes from the fact both operator space product are
injective and [ER00, Lemma 9.2.4, Prop 9.3.1] that imply the same result with ℓ∞([[1, n]])
replaced by Mn(C), the second equality reduces to the first one after taking duals, the com-
putation of dual of Haagerup tensor product is known in this case from [ER00, Cor 9.4.8]
and for the projective tensor product see [ER00, Prop 8.1.2, 8.1.8]). From the interpola-
tion result of Haagerup tensor products [P, Th 5.22], one deduces the complete isometry
ℓ2([[1, n]],M
eh⊗
D,c
m
) = ℓ2oh([[1, n]])øhM
eh⊗
D,c
m
.
We will start from this description to get our map. From the universal property of the pro-
jective tensor product (and agreement of Haagerup and extended Haagerup tensor products
in the finite dimensional case), it suffices to get a canonical completely contractive map
(ℓ∞([[1, n]])øehM
eh⊗
D,c
2
)ø̂(ℓ2oh([[1, n]])øehM
eh⊗
D,c
m
)→ ℓ2oh([[1, n]])øehM
eh⊗
D,c
m
.
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To reach this goal, we compose several known complete contractions. First we start with
the shuffle map from [Dab15, Lemma 8]:
(ℓ∞([[1, n]])øhM
eh⊗
D,c
2
)ø̂(ℓ2oh([[1, n]])øhM
eh⊗
D,c
m
)
→ ℓ2oh([[1, n]])øh
(
(ℓ∞([[1, n]])øhM
eh⊗
D,c
2
)ø̂M
eh⊗
D,c
m
)
→ ℓ2oh([[1, n]])øhℓ∞([[1, n]])øh
(
M
eh⊗
D,c
2
ø̂M
eh⊗
D,c
m
)
.
We compose this map with a canonical multiplication map ℓ2oh([[1, n]])øhℓ
∞([[1, n]]) →
ℓ2oh([[1, n]]). It is obtained by interpolation from the map ℓ
∞([[1, n]])øhℓ2c([[1, n]]) → ℓ2c([[1, n]])
from [BLM, 3.1.3, Prop 3.1.7] and the symmetric map ℓ2r([[1, n]])øhℓ
∞([[1, n]]) → ℓ2r([[1, n]])
which we interpolate after noticing that ℓ2c([[1, n]])øhℓ
∞([[1, n]]) = ℓ2c([[1, n]])øminℓ
∞([[1, n]]) =
ℓ∞([[1, n]])øminℓ2c([[1, n]]) = ℓ
∞([[1, n]])øhℓ2c([[1, n]]). This multiplication of course gives the ex-
pected diagonal matrix action.
The multiplication map we finally want M
eh⊗
D,c
2
ø̂M
eh⊗
D,c
m → M
eh⊗
D,c
m
is of course the one we
built in Proposition 28 (1). By density of the algebraic tensor product, it suffices to get a
contractivity on basic tensors. Since the target norm is induced form MøeshcDm, it suffices
to get the contractivity with this target space. This decomposes in various contractivity for
each flip (using the fonctoriality of nuclear tensor product). We thus have to see that # :
M
eh⊗
D
2
ø̂(D′ ∩M
eh⊗
D
m
)→ M
eh⊗
D
m
and #i : M
eh⊗
D
m
ø̂(D′ ∩M
eh⊗
D
2
)→ M
eh⊗
D
m
are complete contractions.
This is obvious from complete contractivity of composition of CB maps. 
Lemma 49. Let A = (Ai,j) ∈ Mn(IR) a positive matrix with A ≥ cIn and (λi,j) ∈
Mn,k(IR), µ ∈ [0,∞[k, υj(x) = νj,2 x22 + νj,3 x
3
3
+ νj,4
x4
4
for νj,4 > 0, ν
2
j,3 ≤ 8νj,2νj,4/3. Let
V (X) =
k∑
j=1
µjυj
(
n∑
i=1
λi,jXi
)
+
n∑
i,j=1
Ai,jXiXj .
Then,for any B,D, V (X) ∈ C〈X1, ..., Xn〉 ⊂ Bc〈X1, ..., Xn;D,R,C〉, V = V ∗ ∈ C6c (A,R :
B,D) is (c, R)-h-convex for any R.
Moreover, let P = P ∗ ∈ C〈u1, ..., un〉 a ∗-polynomial in unitary variables, and define for
ε > 0
V(X) = V (X) + εP (
√−1 +X1√−1−X1
, · · · ,
√−1 +Xn√−1−Xn
) .
Then, for any R > 0 and any c′ ∈ [0, c), there exists εR > 0 so that for ε ∈ [−εR, εR],
W ∈ C6c (A,R : B,D) is (c′, R) h-convex.
Proof. From the additivity of positivity, the positivity elements form a cone, so that it suffices
to consider k = 1 and even to show that W (X) = υ1 (
∑n
i=1 λi,1Xi) is (0,R) convex. But with
the notation of the previous proof
∂iDjW = λj,1λi,1H(
n∑
i=1
λi,1Xi).
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Let us call P =
∑
i λ
2
i,1 > 0. From the previous proof of Lemma 47, one deduces
||e−tH(
∑n
i=1 λi,1Xi)||
M
eh⊗
D,c
M
≤ 1. Let us fix an orthogonal matrix O with Oj,1 = λj,1/
√
P and
write the matrix A = (∂iDjW )j,i as A = O(O∗AO)O∗. Note that (O∗AO)j,i = 0 ex-
cept for (O∗AO)1,1 = PH(
∑n
i=1 λi,1Xi). Thus e
−tA = Oe−t(O
∗AO)O∗. To conclude, note
that O,O∗ are contractions in Mn(M
eh⊗
D,c
M) since their action coincides with Oǫø1 on
ℓ2([[1, n]],M
eh⊗
D,c
m
) = ℓ2oh([[1, n]])øhM
eh⊗
D,c
m
. Finally, e−t(O
∗AO) = Diag(e−tPH(
∑n
i=1 λi,1Xi), 1, ..., 1)
and each term in the diagonal matrix is a contraction, so that one can apply Lemma 48 to
conclude to ||e−t(O∗AO)||
Mn(M
eh⊗
D,c
M)
≤ 1.
We finally consider the case where the polynomial is pertubed. In order to check that
V ∈ C6c (A,R : B,D), since this space is obviously an algebra, it suffices to check Pt(X) =
1
t
√−1−X1 ∈ C6c (A,R : B,D) for t > 0. For t large enough, a geometric series converging in
C6c (A,R : B,D) shows this. The set of such t is thus non-empty, it is easy to check that
C6c (A,R : B,D) has an equivalent Banach algebra norm, then, a Neumann series gives the
set of t is open. It remains to see it is closed in ]0,∞[ to get the result by connectivity. An
easy computation shows that ||Pt||6,0,AnR ≤
∑6
k=0 1/t
k+1 as soon as we showed Pt is in the
space above, since ∂k(1,...,1)Pt(X1) = (k!)Pt(X1)
⊗k+1. When tn → t > 0, and using
Pt(X1)− Ps(X1) = −Pt(X1)(t− s)
√−1Ps(X1)
one easily gets the convergence ||Ptn − Pt||6,0,AnR → 0 (in getting a Cauchy sequence and
identifying the limit with Pt). It only remains to check the stated h-convexity. It suffices
to take the coefficients of P small enough so that b = (∂iDj(V − V ))j,i has a norm ||b|| :=
||b||
Mn(M
eh⊗
D,c
M)
< c and in this case c′ = c− ||b|| is appropriate. Indeed, let a = (∂iDj(V ))j,i,
we can use the Dyson series:
e−t(a+b) = e−ta +
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
ds1
∫ s1
0
ds2 · · ·
∫ sk−1
0
dske
−(t−s1)abe−(s1−s2)a · · · be−(sk−1−sk)abe−ska,
and one obtains:
||e−t(a+b)||
Mn(M
eh⊗
D,c
M)
≤ e−tc +
∞∑
k=1
∫ t
0
ds1
∫ s1
0
ds2 · · ·
∫ sk−1
0
dske
−tc||b||k = e−t(c−||b||).

It remains to check the other assumptions on V. We need variants of results from [GMS06,
Th 3.4] and [GS09].
Proposition 50. Let V be of the form of V in Lemma 49, and (c, R) h-convex for all R > 0.
Consider the probability on (MN(C)sa)
n given (for some normalization constant ZV,N) by :
µV,N(dx) =
1
ZV,N
e−NTr(V (X1,..,Xn))dLeb(MN (C)sa)n(dX)
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Let AN1 , ..., A
N
n of law µV,N (on a same probability space), we have a constant C > 0 such
that a.s.:
lim sup
N→∞
max
i
||ANi ||∞ ≤ C,
and for K ∈ IN∗
(55) lim sup
N→∞
EµV,N (1{||ANi,l||∞≥C}
1
N
Tr((ANi,l)
2K)) = 0.
Moreover, for any non-commutative polynomial P ∈ C〈X〉 ⊗alg C〈X〉
lim
N→∞
∣∣∣∣EµV,N ( 1N2 (Tr ⊗ Tr)(P (A1, ..., Ak))− 1N2 [(EµV,N ◦ Tr)⊗ (EµV,N ◦ Tr)] (P )
∣∣∣∣ = 0.
Proof. The proof is identical to [GMS06, Th 3.4] since X1, . . . , Xn 7→ TrV (X1, . . . , Xn) is
convex, with Hessian bounded below by c, on the space of Hermitian matrices. In fact, one
can check that any h-convex function V satisfies this property. 
Theorem 51. Let V be of the form of V in Lemma 49, and (0, R) h-convex for all R.
Consider, the law absolutely continuous with respect to the law PGN of GUE G
N :
dµV,N(X) =
1
ZV,N
e−NTr(V (X1,..,Xn))dPGN (X).
Then EµV,N ◦ 1NTr converges in law to a tracial state τV which is the law of self-adjoint
variables X(V ) (of norm bounded by some R) and the unique solution with this property to
the equation (SDV ), for G(X) = τX(V ):
∀P ∈ C〈X1, ..., Xn〉, (τV ⊗ τV )(∂Xi(P )) = τV (XiP ) + τV (DiV P ).
Moreover, there is a solution on IR+ given by Proposition 5 with potential V0 + V and τV is
the unique stationary Rω-embeddable trace for this free SDE.
Note that the Rω-embeddability assumption in the uniqueness is not really necessary but
we stick to that case in order to be consistent and use our previous setting.
Proof. Step 1 : Defining limit variables in a von Neumann algebra ultraproduct.
Consider a non-principal ultrafilter ω on IN and the tracial von Neumann algebra ultraprod-
ucts Lω = L2(MN (L∞(µV,N))ω,Mω =MN (L∞(µV,N))ω. Considering AN1 , ..., ANn the canoni-
cal hermitian variables inMN (L
∞(µV,N)), we know from (55) that ||ANi 1{||ANi ||≤C}−ANi ||2 → 0
so that Xωi = (A
N
i )
ω = (ANi 1{||ANi ||≤C})
ω ∈Mω. We thus also fix BNi = ANi 1{||ANi ||≤C}.
This gives a tracial state τXω . Let us check that any such state satisfies (SDV ).
Step 2 : Showing (SDV ).
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As in [GMS06], we use an integration by parts formula on µV,N which gives ∀P ∈
C〈X1, ..., Xm〉:
EµV,N
(
1
N
Tr(ANi P (A
N
1 , ..., A
N
m)) +
1
N
Tr(N∇ANi G(A
N
1 , ..., A
N
m)P (A
N
1 , ..., A
N
m))
)
= EµV,N
(
(
1
N
Tr ⊗ 1
N
Tr)(∂XiP )(A
N
1 , ..., A
N
m)
)
and the second concentration result in Proposition 50 implies that the right hand side con-
verges when N → ω to (τXω ⊗ τXω)(∂i(P )). One thus obtains the relation in taking of limit
to ω of the integration by parts relation. Moreover, note that this implies τXω has finite
Fisher information.
Step 3 : Properties and use of the SDE.
Let X0 = X
ω or a Rω-embeddable solution of (SDV ), which ensures X0 ∈ AnR/3,App in the
scalar case B = C. The application of our Proposition 5 thus gives a unique solution Xt(X0)
on [0,∞[ solving
Xt(X0) = X0 − 1
2
∫ t
0
DV (Xs(X0))ds− 1
2
∫ t
0
Xs(X0)ds+ St.
Considering another solution starting at Y0, one obtains:
||Xt(X0)−Xt(Y0)||22 ≤ e−ct||X0 − Y0||22.
Then exponential decay implies that the laws τXt(Xω) and τXt(Xω′) are arbitrarily close for
t→∞ and since they are equal to τXω and τXω′ by stationarity, one deduces that Xω have
the same law for any ultrafilter. Similarly, (SDV ) has a unique R
ω-embeddable solution and
the exponential decay implies a stationary state for the SDE is unique too.
Step 4 : Conclusion on the limit of EµV,N ◦ τ..
The law EµV,N ◦ 1NTr is close to EµV,N ◦ τBN for N large enough and this second law lies in
the compact set SnC (tracial state space of the universal free product C([−C,C])∗n with the
weak-* topology) and from the result on ultrafilter limits the sequence has a unique limit
point there (any such limit point being a τXω). We thus deduce by compactness the claimed
convergence. 
Corollary 52. Let V, V +W be of the form of V in Lemma 49, and thus (c, R) h-convex for
all R and some c > 0. Then they satisfy Assumption 16.
Proof. The application of the previous Theorem gives existence of solution of (SDVα), α ∈
[0, 1] which is Rω-embeddable or equivalently L(F∞)ω-embeddable which is a reformulation
of AnR,UltraApp in the case B = C. Everything else comes from Lemma 49 and stability of
(c, R) h-convexity under taking convex combinations. 
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